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This book deals with certain of the more important problems,

from an engineering design standpoint, having to do with the

selection of optimum radar signals and the principles underlying

the development of systems for the processing of such signals.

The author has discussed questions relating to the technical

implementation of devices for the detection and measurement of

radar signal parameters, wit' attention directed at the chief

factors capable of causing the performance characteristics of this

equipment to deviate frcm potentially possible values.

Also presented are the design principles involved in coherent

and noncoherent signal-filtration systems and computational

-devices. The effect of limitation in the dynamic amplitude band

of the signals to be processed on the characteristics of detection

and measurement is analyzed along with a more detailed study of

the structural principles embodied in analog electronic filters

employing ultrasonic delay lines, discrete digital filters, as

well as filters based on optical techniques of signal processing.

This book has been written with reliance on material taken

from open Soviet and foreign literature. The appended bibliogL.aphy

will provi-&e-a source of more extensive information on whatever

problem areas may have been inadequately expounded in the body

of the text. The presentation is directed at a wide range of

specialists working in the area of signal-processing radio system

design, but will also be of Interest to graduate students and

students of higher technical study courses.

FTD-MT-24-920-71 vi



Foreward

In order to acquire information on the coordinates and

characteristics of radar targets, the received signals at radar

sites are subjected to various kinds of processing. This process-

ing of received radar signals is effected throughout all the links

of the radar, including the antenna, the receiver, the measuring

units, and the computer devices, and may be characterized by the

aggregate of the mathematical operations (processing algorithms) P
which must be carried out to determine specific signal parameters.

However, despite the common mathematical essentials encountered

in all the processing modes of a radar system, each individual
stage has its own peculiar tasks with different instrumentation

normally used. As a consequence, along with the general problem

of determining the optimal algorithms for the processing of the

signal as a whole - which is solved during the design phase of

the radar - one is confronted with the task of selecting optimal

methods of signal processing, and their implementing techniques,

for each of the radar's individual stages.

The procedure whiereby radar signals and the resultant data

are processed can be broken down into two stages: the stage of

the extraction of primary radar information and the stage of data

reduction according to this primary information. The first stave

is tied in with the processing (reduction) directly of the signals
themselves and the extraction from these signals of the primary

FTD-MT-24-920-71 vii
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radar information; this stage is customarily referred to as the

primary signal-processing stage. The second stage provides for

the further processing of the resultant data and is often called

the secondary processing stage.

First-stage radar signel processing is handled by a number

of radio devices, such as the antenna, receiver, filtering devices,

and signal parameter.meters. As a rule, the filering and signal-

parameter measurement equipment occupies a significant position in

the overall complex of radio apparatus associated with the radar

and is determinative of many of its basic characteristics. For

this reason, these devices are often combined into primary signal-

processing systems. Because of the sophistication and specific

character of such systems, quest'-ns having to do with their

rational design and performance optimization require independent

analysis.

There is at the present time a sufficiently well developed

theory of the synthesis and analysis of optimal radar signals and

their processing methods. The key problems of this theory have

been taken up in the works of Soviet scientists: S. Ye. Fal'kovich

[81), V. I. Tikhonov [78), Ya. D. Shirman and V. I. Golikov [951,
D. Ye. Bakman [13J, A. Ye. Basharinov [6), L. S. Gutkin [23), Yu.

S. Lezin [51], a team of authors under the editorial supervision

of G. P. Tartarkovskiy [4], and others. Among the foreign works

in this area mention might be made of the work by F. M. Woodford

[16], K. Helstrom [89], and S. E. Cook [45).

However, in the design of real signal-processing systems,

along with the potential capabilities as defined by the technical

solutions adopted, consideration must be given to the technical

difficulties encountered in the development of the actual hard-

ware. Such factors as the sophistication, cost, dimensions,

weight, and operational reliability of the systems in many cases

impose limitations on the attainment of what is theoreti-ally

ideal and result in the need to modify what would otherwise be

FTD-MT-24-920-71 viii



optimal system structures. For this reason, the rational design

of primary signal-processing systems capable of doing the assigned

job and of simultaneously satisfying the requirements of simplicity

and high performance is possible only by Jointly exploiting the

results of the general theory and the experience acquired in the

technical implementation of individual assemblies and circuitries

for such systems.

The purpose of this book is to set forth the basic methods

employed in the technical implementation of the assemblies and

subsystems of the primary signal-processing system, as well as to

examine the major factors resulting in the deviation of real

hardware characteristics from the theoretically possible.

Mr. S. S. Karinskiy collaborated in the writing of Chapte2 7.

The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to S. Ye.

Fal'kovich, B. N. Myateshev, and B. A. Fogel'son for their critical

comments and useful advice, all of which contributed to improving

the contents of this book.
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1. RADAR SIGNALS AND THE METHOD
OF THEIR PROCESSING

1.1. Major Tasks and Operational
Modes of Systems for the Processing
of Radar Signals

The acquisition of radar information is accomplished through

the measurement of different parameters of the signal reflected

from the target. The incoming directton (direction of arrival)

of the signal (angular coordinates of the target) can be det-tvn~rjeu
by measuring the difference of the phases, amplitudes, or lektz

time between signals as received by different antenna-equipped

receivers. The range and speed of the target are determined Ly

the measurement, respec~tively, of the delay time and frequency

-hift between the reflected and transmitted (main) signals. The~

extent and character of the target's m'otion is estimated by the

results of an analysis of the phase-frequency characteristic of

the reflected signals.

Various s~gnal. parameters may also be used for the resolution

of' the signals and their discrimination again.-t a background of

noioe. Such parameters include, for example, the arrival dire<~tor±

of the signal, its polarization, frequency, delay time, and tt~e

like. For this purpose, either any one or several parameters,

jimultaneouoly may be used.

FTD- MT- 24-9 20- 71 1



In real radars [72] it is normally possible to discern

several functionally complete systems in each of which the received

radar signals are processed according to a particular parameter.

Thus, for example, In the antenna and receiving systems the slguials

are selected according to their arrival direction and type of

polarization, while in the filtration and measurement systems

processing 1.s based on such parameters as amplitude, delay tiwet,

frequency, and phase.

Considering that the problems involved in the measuremer. of

the signals' arrival direction lend themselves to indli idual

analysis, limited requirements can be formulated for the fUtraLLori

and measurement systems which concern signal processing in the

-antenna-receiving system alone. The key tasks of the signal-

processing system in this case will be the following:

- the detection, at the input of the receiving channels, of

useful return signals to be accomplished wi~i, a high degree of

reliability despite the presence at the receiver channel input of

other signals and interference;

- the measurement of the parameters of reflected signals for

updated target coordinate determination, to be accomplished with

an assigned degree of reliability despite the presence at the

receiver channel input of other signals and interference;

: the extraction of information of a noncoordinate nature,

specifying the form of the target and the character of its movt-

ment, through the analysis of the fine structure of the reflecttd

signal;

- the cleansing of primary radar information of false

(spurious) signals caused by interference, for the purpose of

avoiding overloads to the secondary radar iriforinatlon-proct ;.,w.;-

systems;

FTD-mT-2- 920-71 2
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- the conversion into standard message units and the

codification of data acquired as a result of primary signal-

processing for the introduction of such data into the secondary

radar information-processing systems, the latter being normally

represented by electronic digital computers.

The quality of a signal-processing system may be described

by a number of indicators which reflect its informational and

design-operational characteristics. The major informational

indicators of a signal-processing system include the following:

- the sensitivity of the system to threshold signals;

- the resolving power of the system with respect to an

assigned signal parameter;

- the accuracy of signal parameter measurement;

- the carrying capacity of the system (signal-processing and

information-yield rate);

- the interference shielding (ioise immunity) of the system.

The systemt s fundamental design-operational indicators might

be:

- the reliability of the system;

- the production and operational sophistication (complexity);

- the weight and terall dimensions.

In keeping with the basic tasks to be performed by the

signal-processing system, two operating conditions (modes) may be

conveniently distinguished: the detection mode and the measurement

mode. Depending on the tactical and technical purpose of the

PLD-MT- ?4.920- 71 3



radar, these modes may be combined in time or else accomplished

separately [56].

By successively implementing the detection and measurement

process it is possible, as a rule, to greatly simplify the

structure of the measurement system. Let us consider this

circumstance in greater detail by introducing the conceptual

element of the system's resolution for a given parameter, taken

to mean the ,minimal discrete value of the detuning d of this

parameter for two signals of equal intensity at which they will be

separately detected by the system with an assigned degree of

statistlcal reliability. As will be shown below, the value of
the resolution element is characterized by the region of high

signal correlation for this parameter and defines, in a certain

scale, the measurement accuracy for this parameter.

If the system resolves signals according to a number of

parameters such as, for example, delay time T, frequency shift S1,

and signal phase 0, for which the resolution elements are defined,
respectively, as d.r, d, and d., and if there are certain a priori

ranges of possible variation of these parameters A,, A,, and AV

then the total number of the system's resolution elements will be

ds
4-'

where A, =(A, Au, A,) - is the generalized range of possible
parameter changes, as a function of the a priori regions of thn.

individual parameters;

di--(di, d9, d) - Is a generaltzed resolution element, a3
a function of the resolution elements of the individual para-

meters.

The more stringent the system's requirements for accuracy and

resolution for any of the signal paramreters, the smaller the

resolution element d. for that parameter must be. Reducing the
71



value of the resolution elements leads to a reduction in d and to

a corresponding increase in the total number of resolution

elements Md .

When the region of pos.;ible signal parameter values to be

measured AE is large, requirements for high measurement and

resolution accuracy result in the need to increase sharply the

total number of resolution elements in the processing system,

* thereby substantially increasing the complexity of the system. To

circumvent this contradiction, during the operation of the process-

ing system the values AE and dE are varied in such a manner that

the total number of resolution elements Md always remains relatively

small. This can be accomplished by initially, when the region of

a priori signal parameters is large, employing a radar operating

mode in which the signals and their processing systems exhibit

low resolution and coarse measurement accuracy - that is, a large

value for d,. In this mode there is signal detection ind coarse

measurement of their parameters.

As the signals are detected, the system switches to a mode

in which the parameters of the detected signals are refined. In

this mode, signals and processing systems having higher measure-

ment and resolution accuracy characteristics are already employed;

however, since the operation in this case is based on detection-

mode data, the a priori domain A. for each of the parameters is

considerably contracted and, despite the significant reduction in

the value di, the total number of resolution elements Md does not

exceed acceptable limits.

The application of sequential methods of signal processinp

calls for additional time expenditures, with the consequence that

systems implementing these methods possess comparatively low

carrying (informational) capacity and can be used [only - added by

traneator] for limited-acquisition radars*. When processing is

*Translator's Note - The Russian term "malotselevaya RLS"
literally means "a radar designed for few targets."
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required for a very large number of signals simultaneously, with

little time available for the processing, a parallel system-

operation method must be resorted to, whereby the detection and

measurement modes are combined. In this case, however, the system's

accuracy and resolving power are significantly limited by factors

of complexity and cost.

1.2. Radar Signals

The source of the radar information on target characteristics

is that modulation of the parameters of the transmitted signals

which occurs as thera signals propagate and are reflected from the

target. Normally, the transmitted radar signal is a narrow-band

harmonic oscillation modulated in amplitude and phase. Analytically,

the transmitted signal can be expressed by the dependence

=A(t) CosI jw+?()?I (12 +

where P is the mean power of the signal;

v(t) is the normed value of the signal;

A0 (t) is the law of amplitude modulation;

A( t) is the amplitude of the signal (envelope);

i 0 Is the circular carrier frequency of the transmitted

signal;

0(t) is the law of phase modulation;

03 is the initial phase of the transmitted signal (Translator's

Note - The subscript letter "13" has the sense here of "trans-

mitted"].

6



Th'e functions v(t) and A0 (t) are normalized in such a way

that

C _
v (t) dt T.

CO

A2 9t) dt = (1.3)

wnere T is referred to as the effective duration of the signal.

Tho energy of the transmitted signal is expressed by the

formula

(1.4)U2..:I" (t) dt =Pr . "

The propagation and reflection of the radar signal from the

target results in a time delay In the signal, as well as a change

in its intensity and initial phase. With allowance for these

changes, the voltage of the radio signal reflected from the target

at the receiving channel input may be expressed as j

U,, O 1 o't "' ..A it - . tlCos l,JO %t- 3, t1 -  l

+ P I - 3,(t)I + P. (t)}.

where"c0 Is the signal attenuation factor taking into account the

change in the intencity of the signal during propagation and

reflection for an effective target scattering cross-section of

average value;

c(t) is a coefficient taking into account random intensity

fluctuatioi3 in the reflected signal;

oT (t) is the random initial phase of the reflected signal,

including the .'nitial phase of the transmitted signal and its

7



vaviatiorui during the process of propagation and reflection

[Tran.;ator's Note - Subscript letters "oi'" indicate "reflected"j;

T (t) is the delay time for the parameters of the reflected signal

for a given moment of time.

The delay time is determined by the relation

2R (t)( . )

C

where R(t) is the dit. tnc from the radar to the target at a given

moment of time;

c is the propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves.

As a rule, the law governing the fluctuation in the intenity

of the reflected signal and the changes of its resultant initial.

phase are not known a priori, so that these parameters of the

reflected signal are random. The random change in the initial

phase of the signal limits the time interval during which its

coherent processing is possible. This time interval is customarily

called the coherence Interval of the signal. It is defined as the

segment of time during which random variation in the phase

character~stlcs of the reflected signal does not yet introduce

significant changes in its parameters.

I

To determine the variation in the signal's parameters, wit.

a time lag in the signal, we expand the function T3 (t) by degrt:<f- .,

(t - t0 ) for the observation interval, where t0 is a specified

fixed moment of time. Now

,(t = : ! ( - I) ',+ At t.)'%"+

(1.7)

8



where

2R (4) 2R' (l,)
C C

The values R'(t 0 ) and R"(t O) define, respectively, the

radial velocity and acceleration of the target at the moment of

time to.

The presence of a complex time dependence in the time-delay

function T 3t) of the reflected signal leads to a transformation

of its structure. Depending on whether the target is approaching

or drawing away from the radar, the reflected signal is,

respectively, compressed or extended in time. In general this

results in a change in its carrier frequency w0 (Doppler effect)

and also in distortions in its amplitude and phase modulation.

The Doppler frequency shift is defined as

PA = WO .) = WOo,,a. (1.8)

[Translator's Note - Subscript letter "A" indicates "Doppler"].

It is not always necessary to make allowance for the amplitude and

phase modulation distortions of the signal.

Amplitude modulation distortions may be disregarded, provided

the change in the delay of the signal T' during the time of itB

processing T is much less than the resolution element for that
U6

parameter d,, that is

d o W' 
(1.9)

where AW is the rms value of the spectrum of the signal [Translator's

Note - Subscript letters "o6" indicate "processing"].

Condition (1.9) is satisfied in many instances since even

with the target traveling at speeds close to the first cosmic

9



(orbital) velocity ) the change In the delay t'me
\ ~ ),

Ls such as to fulfill the inequality

T(,GA W < 104. (1i.i0 )

The distortions in the phase modulation of the signal, which

in the case of a constant radial acceleration are characterize,, by

linear frequency modulation in the reflected signal, may be

disregrarded if the changes in the frequency of the signal durinir

the time of its coherent processing TROr do not exceed the

resolu'ion element for the frequency dQ. This condition is met

whenever

['ranslator's Note - Subscript letters "Hor" indicate "coherent."]

As will be evident from relation (1.11), the need to take

Into account phase modulation distortions in the radar signal

occurs whenever the coherent processing tirhe of the signal exceeds

0.01 s.

Inasmuch as in the detection and measurement mode the signal-

processing time is normally limited, inequalities (1.9) and (1.11)

are satisfied. Therefore, in the simplest case for the moment of

time t0 a T3 the reflected signal can be represented by a function

of time and the four parameters T, 0.1, e'(t), q'0(1), that .1s

ut. ot (() 1 "(I 40 ( - ',) cos [(-, - O) t + (1. U!)

where

?o M1 -

[1



If the signal-observation tt.me is sufficiently large, the

presence of frequency modulation in the signal cannot be dis-

regarded, and the roflected signal is expressed by the relatiorn

uOT (1) ( A) V*PAO (I -%.) Co ,- Q)t- 2 Q',,t' +
-' (,..',)

where

TI W, 2

The value of S' describes the rate of change of the signul'sA
Doppler frequency and defines the radial acceleration of the

target:

2w.R" (16)
€ " (1.1",)

For the super-resolution mode, when the coherent procesolrg

interval of the signal and its bandwidth are considerably largr

and inequality (1.10) is not satisfied, it is necessary to take

into account the presence of other, additional parameters In ty.

reflected stgnal defined by the hgher-powered terms of series
(1.7).

Radar signals and the execution of their various trans-

formations may be conveniently described through the use of

complex functions [16, 81, 89]. The complex signal U(t) depicting

the real signal is defined as

Here, Q(t) is related to the signal u(t) by the Hilbert

11



tranzform, that is

(1.1=)

-Z

The real signal u(t) is identified in this case with the

real part of the complex signal by the dependence

(Here and throughout the sign * indicates a complex

conjugate value.)

The complex, energy-normed, narrow-band signal may be written

in the following form:

() S () exp [i (m.t +) (1. 18)

where S(t) is the complex envelope or modulation function

corresponding to

S (t)= A (t) exp jj? (t)]

and normalized so t,,t

"'he energy of the signal represented by the complex funct ,ri

ma, be def'ined by the expression

( -. I U(t) 12 dt" (1.4,0)

12



The spectrum of the modulation function S(t) is expressed

by the dependence

,o (1.21)
S (w)-- S'S(l)exp(-jot)dt.

If the reference point on the frequency and time axes is

selected so that

I " S (w) I(dw
-- , - 0 (1 .22 )

J IS (w) t' do

and

I IjS() 'di
(1.23)

S (1) dt

then, according to £89]) the dispersion of the signal's energy

spectrum may be defined as

~c2Sc)~h 5 JS' () 12df
,-, = 40

S s(0) 1.,/* IS (,) Itdt

and the dispersion of the signal's time extension AT in the form

' t' S I'd (n)' i S (w) is do

AT - - -0 (1i.25 )a IS (t) I' dt IS (w) I' do I
13
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The values AW2 and AT2 describe, respectively, the dispersion

of the spectral components of the signal in terms of frequency and

of its envelope in terms of time. The parameter AT we shall call

the rms value oI the time extension of the signal.

The signals's phase structure characteristic is determined by

the so-called effective phase constant p, which is expressed by

the relation

2. I t' (1) 1 S 1t) 1' dt

r - G '(1.26)IIS(I) l'dt

The signal characteristics discussed above (1.24), (1.25),

and (1.26) are interrelated by the following inequality [89]:

(127

1.3. Radar Interference

As a rule, radar signals are always accompanied by Inter-

ference. The form and character of the interference affecting
radar systems may differ. In terms of its origin, such

interference may be natural or artificial; in terms of character,

active or passive. The different kinds of active and passive

interference, and also the characteristics of many of these

interference types. have been discussed at considerable length in

the technial literature [4, 7, 70, 78, 89].

Active and passive intereference functions independently of

the signal. It is added to the signal, and the resultant

oscillation in this case can be represented in the form

X (t) = U(t) + (t), .

14



where X(t) is the complex resultant oscillation;

U(t) is the useful signal;

N(t) is the additive interference.

Multiplicative interference takes the form of signal

distortion (modulation). Its effect is detectable only when a

signal is present. Interference of this kind is described by an

additional factor in the composition of the resultant oscillation -

for example, an amplitude factor:

II
, W~t = ptWU W),(.9

where c nW) is a time function giving rise to parasitic amplitude

modulation of the signal (Translator's Note - Subscript letter "n"

indicates "parasitic"].

As a consequence of its random character, interference is

analytically described by random time functions which are character-

ized by a probability distribution density or by numerical character-

istics in the form of moments of distribution. Normally,

stationary or quasistationary random processes are considered, for

which the statistical characteristics do not change in time.

According to its distribution law, interference is

conventionally divided into two kinds: Gaussian and non-Gaussian

Interference.

The Gaussian variety includes interference which is described

in terms of random processes with a multidimensional normal

distribution law of probability density. This category covers

most real interference such as, for example, internal receiver

noise, cosmic and ionospheric noise, various man-made noise

interference (Jamming), and passive interference.

15



An important feature of normal processes is the fact that

they are totally defined by their mixed second-order moment

(correlation function) B(T) or spectral density N(f), a factor

which simplifies considerably the mathematical operations involved./

The spectral density of the interference power (energy spectral

density) is linked to the interference correlation function by

the Fourier transform [78]:

B (t)- j N (F) exp (j2.'c) df, (l.3 )

where T is the time shift of the correlated functions.

From (1.30), when T = 0, It follows that the Interferenco

fluctuation power equals

B(O)= N (J) d(1i (1-31)

where a2 Is the dispersion of the interference [Translator's

Note - Subscript letter "n" here indicates "interference"].

For broad-band interference, when the spectral intensity of

the noise within the interval of the working frequency range of

the signals or passband of the flitering systems remains

approximately constant, one may conveniently call upon the whitL.

noise model, for which the spectral density remains constant for

all frequencies. In this case we can set

,V (i -- -NO == const,( . "

where N is the real (located only In the positive frequency

region) energy spectral density of the white noise.

For interference, transmiltto'I by the filter, with frequency

16



characteristic K(f) the spectral density of the interference a,

the filter output is defined as

A' (j),. = jK (() lN (l)t, (1.33)

where N(f),x is the energy spectral density at the filter input

[Translator's Note - Subscript letters "ex" and "Bux" indicate
"input" and "output," respectively].

Now, the interference fluctuation power at the filter output

will be

-o, = J" K (J')121V (/),,df. (1.34)

[Translator's Note - Subscript letter "$" indicates "filter."]

If
,\? (I = - ~ N*,

then

o= . (I)us , (1.35)

[Translator's Note - Subscript letters 'tMaKCtt indicate "max")

where AF is the equivalent passband of the real filter, defined as

I ([) l' dt
AF- ".. ' (1.36)

I K (I) ensue

K(f)ma c is the maximum value of the filter transmission factor.

Setting K(f)Ma c = 1, we obtain

.= NAF. (1.37)
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Paosive Interference caused by reflections from a large number

of independent reflectors is usually defined [4] by a correla . o n

function of the kInd

B( I 'T) - PR F, (_-,) r,; (c, -.3 )1T'r (, O)- explj(-o + O,,) 1 (2,

where p n (. ) is the density distribution of the intensity of th.

passive interference for the delay time;

r n(1, T ) is the normalized correlation coefficient of the

passive interference fluctuations (maximum value does not exceed
t 1);

T(T, 0) is the normalized value of the autocorrelation

function for the modulation of the transmitted signal;

Qn is the Doppler shift on the center frequency of

the interference.

Whenever for all practical purposes the spectral density of
the interference is concentrated in a narrow band, as is in the
case of narrow-band signals, the Interference may be represented

in the form of' a harmonic oscillation randomly modulated in
amplitude and phase [78]. In this case, the additive mIxture of'
narrow-band signal and noise can be expressed as an amplitude- and

phase-modulated oscillation:

x()ReX (t) i A(1) Cos[, 0.t + 4P()IXQ F~ (1.39)

where 0 is the initial, phase of the reflected signal.

A x(t) and K x(t) are random functions slowly changing in

time. The complex envelope for an oscillation of this kind is

represented in the form

Sx (1)--=- A8 (t) exp ( + x + 91. (1.40)
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1.4. Algorithms and Structural
Circuits for the Optimal Processing
of Radar Signals

As has already been noted above, the detection of signals and

the measurement of their parameters under condition of various

kinds of interference constitute the principal tasks of signal-

processing radar systems. For this reason, the optimization of

the system's operating algorithms must be primarily aimed at those

indicators that describe the quality with which the system per-

forms these missions.

The presence of interference and random fluctuations in the

parameters of the signals to be processed carries the problem of

signal detection and parameter measurement into the area of

statistical solution theory, on the basis of which an optimal

signal-processing system can be broken down into two basic

devices: an optimal signal filtering device and a resolving

(logical processing) device (Fig. 1.1).

Filt ering I Ecoing° '
functiona l  un If I or
ignal- -- Resolving -- measur'ed ,

From receiving processing unit signal- T Inte-
chanel 'unit parameters channel pro-

Iseoondary pro-

A priori data and tignals
from auxiliary receiving channels

Fig. 1.1. Simplified block diagram of signal-processing.

rhe optimal filtering unit, which ensures the best dis-

crimination of the signal from the interference and its resolution,

must shape at its output a certain "signal relief" describing the

distribution of the a poeteriori probability. The resolving unit

19
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mu:it provide an analysis of this signal relief and, in accordance

with the criterion selected, furnish a decision as to the existence

of a -ignal or else make an estimate of its parameter to be measured.

The distribution of the a posteriori probability density ror
the presence of a signal PPC [x(t)] in the input oscillation x(f)

or for the value of any parameter to be measured in this signal

corresponds, to within a constant factor, to the product of the

a priori probability density Ppr and a certain function L [x(t)]

referred to as the likelihood function [78], that is

F,. [x () c*p,,L Ix (1)], (1. 41 )

* where c is a constant coefficient.

In the case of radar systems, the a priori probability
density distribution for the presence of a signal or the value of

its parameter within a definite range of values may be assumed to

be uniforin. Therefore, for both signal-detection and parameter-

measuremerv6 assignments the optimal filtration unit must shape at

its outpul; a signal pattern portraying either the likelihood

function cr a monotonic dependence of this function. Normally,

this function will be a logartihmic dependence of the type ]n

LI xt)j.

The received radar echo signal may be represented as a fu,.tion

of titne and a series of parameters in the form

where A is a discrete random parameter which describes the presentv

or absence of a signal and assumes one of the values I or 0,

respectiveiy;

a is a random fixed parameter assumed to be unchanging durnir

the processing time of the signal, or a set of parameters (delay

20



time T ' Doppler frequency shift Q., rate of change of Doppler

frequency shift Q'. The distribution of these parameters in a
A

certain interval A is assumed to be uniform);

8 is a random unfixed parameter or set of parameters ($nitial
signal phase *0(t), its intensity Et)).

The probability density distributions for these parameters

are regarded as known.

Parameters A and a are generally informational and are

therefore frequently referred to as substantive. Parameter 8 does
not, as a rule, carry information (non-substantive) and is excluded

through averaging from the likelihood relation.

A likelihood function must be formed for all the values of

the parameter a within its anticipated range of values AM .

Practical difficulties are normally encountered in the formation
and analysis of the likelihood function for the continuum of

parameter a values. For this reason, real filtering devices form

the likelihood function only for a series of discrete values for

parameter a (al, a2, Off, ai). If the discrete increment for the

reading of the parameters has been correctly selected, the results

will be acceptably close to optimal. In this way, an optimal
filtering unit must shape a signal pattern to portray the
aggregate of likelihood function values for a series of parameters

a l, 2 p "' ' "

The operating logic is somewhat differ .t in the case of the
resolver for the signal-detection and parameter-measurement modes.

When the likelihood function is formed from any input

oscillation containing a signal from a single target with an

unknown parameter a and noise, for the detection mode the resolver

compares the value of the function in L(ai) in the anticipated

range of parameters a values against a certain threshold ho.
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which is the a posteriori probability function of interference

(Fig. 1.2). The decision as to the presence of a signal is taken

for those regions of parameter a where

In t() h. (1.43)
0

In the figure this corresponds to the region A( M a4-a8. Now, the

probability of inequality (1.43) being fulfilled in the event the

signal actually exists is known as the probability of correct
detection and is written as D, whereas the probability that

inequality (1.43) will be satisfied with the absence of a signal

at the input of the processing system is called the false-alarm

probability and is designated by the letter F.

rI,

inlteral Ii,
Fig. 1.2. Resolver operating logic in
detection and measurement mode.

The selection of the threshold level in radar-processing

systems is generally based on the Neuman-Pearson test, according

to which the probability of correct detection Is maxim ized for an

assigned probability of false alarm. That characteristic which

determines the dependence of the probability of correct detection

on the parameters of the signal and interference for a prescribed

false-alarm value is often called the detection characteristic.

An enumeration of these characteristics for different detection

systems is cited in the literature [81, 95]. A point to be noted

is that in the signal-detection mode a rough estimate is also made

of the signal's parameters (the parameter a value Interval in which
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the threshold is exceeded; Fig. 3.2). The measured aata are used

as an a priori interval for the fine-measurement mode for this

parameter.

In the fine-measurement mode for parameter a the resolving0

unit analyzes the function in L(a1 ) in the interval A and

furnishes for the parameter to be measured an estimate which may

be designated as a0 .

If the distribution functions of parameter a are symmetrical,

its statistically best estimate can be obtained by the maximum

likelihood method [78, 81]. In keeping with this method, the

resolver must seek the maximum of function in L(ai) in the range

of values of parameter Aa, In Fig. 1.2 this estimate corresponds

to a6.

Because of the presence of interference and a variety of

distortions in the signals ',he estimate arrived at for the signal

parameter will differ from its true value. The accuracy of a

measurement system can be described in terms of measurement errors.

The form of the optimum signal-processing algorithms which

characterize the operations involved in the formation of the a

poeterior- probabilties or likelihood functions is largely

dependent both on the nature of the interference present in the

signal mix at the input to the processing system and on the

character and spatial distribution of the targets affecting the

quality and parameters of the signals simultaneously received at

the processing system input. The great multiplicity of inter-

ference types and possible signal-parameter distribution

combinations makes the task of optimum processing in general form

a difficult one in any event. At the present time, the most

complete solutions for the detection, resolution, and measurement

of signal parameters in the presence of noise have been formulated

for only a limited kind of interference and for the simplest

distrubutions in the parameters of the overlapping signals. The
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major findings of this theory have been set forth in sufficient

detail in [4, 6, 78, 81, 89, 95J. It follows from these studlies

that whenever the form and frequency of the echo signals are known

and when there is no signal overlap in time at the input to the

processing system, with the noise distribution close to normal,

the functional diagram of a signal-processing channel to implement

an optimum algorithm for signal detection or parameter measurement

can be represented in the manner shown in Fig. 1.3.

The filtering unit forms a monotonic dependence on the

likelihood function, with the latter in this case a function of

';he single information parameter T .

From this same diagram it will be evident that the function
in L(T 3 ) is formed by two circuitries: the coherent filtering

circuit and the noncoherent signal-prjcessing circuit. This kind

of processing algorithm is optimum for the general situation when

the signal is not coherent over the entire interval of its

duration. It should be noted that in a number of instances

coherent-noncoherent processing methods are also applied to a

fully coherent signal; in this case, to simplify the processing

circuits, the coherence of the signal is deliberately disregarded

over a specified interval of its duration. In this way, the

processing algorithm for such a signal becomes quasi-optimal.

IIA system for the optimum filtering of a coherent signal in t
the case of Gaussian interference and known parameters Q and a

must provide for the execution of a correlation operation for the

oscillation x(t) incoming to its input with a certain anticipated

(reference) signal v0 (t, 3 ), which is a function of the time t

and the parameter T3 describing the time lag of the signal. The

output effect of the circuit can now be expressed by means of

complex functions as
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Re YQ2 t-- Re exl, [if , .)I] Sx s() s* ( -to) dl[

I Y, 9. (13) 1 COS (1(,)l, (1.4)4)

where the integrands define, respectively, the complex envelope of

the input oscillation (1.40) and the reference signal; *(T) is

the resultant phase of the output effect, determining its

oscillation as the delay time T3 changes.

From the output of the coherent filtration circuit the

oscillation reaches the envelope detector, where its envelope

IY1 s)I is separated out. Th.s operation eliminates the phase

and frequency dependence of the signal. The resultant video

signal is subjected to functional transformation and non-

coherent processing which provides an additional improvement in the

signal/noise ratio.

Normally, the noncoherent processing of the signal can be

ultimately resolved to operations of the type

ye. 0) Ye' (1.45)

or

Y, a, ="3 b, I Y9, I, (1. 46)

where lYSA TA 3)1k is the k-th component of the envelope of the out-

put effect of the coherent filtration circuit;

bk is a certain weighting factor [Translatox.'s

Note - Subscript letter "Ii" in (1.45) and (1.46) indicateo "non-

coherent"].
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The noncoherent signal-processing circuit performs the

weighted summation of the envelopes of the signals from the out-

put of the coherent filtering unit at specified moments of tirme

[81, 95]. The oscillation YH (T) from the output of the non-

coherent processor is compared against the threshold and analyzed,

following whinh a decision is made as to the reliability of

eitber hypothesis.

Whenever the interference intensity is unknown or changes in

time, the threshold level is a function of the parameters of the

input signal x(t) and must be regulated, as indicated by the

broken line in Fig. 1.3, by a signal from the threshold level

shaping circuitt [81].

In the event the parameters S and Q' of the reflected

signal are unknown and capable of variation within wide limits,

the filtration unit must provide for the formation of a monotonic

function of the likelihood ratio which will depend not only on

T , but also on fixed discrete values of the parameters 9, and
S ? The result, in this case is a multichannel signal-proceo: Ing

system, as portrayed in Fig. 1.4. The resolver, performs the

threshold comparison and analysis of the output effect from the

individual channel, as well as the comparison of its values

between the channels. Meanwhile, as in Fig. 1.3 already

considered, a determination is made for the detected signals ."

those regions for the parameters T 3 , and l' in which the

threshold is exceeded and an estimate is provided regarding the

values of those parameters.

If an oscillation containing time-overlapping signals
(multiple target) reaches the input of the signal-prQcessJng

system, then Interference noise is generated in the detection

channels because of the presence of correlations between the

:.ignals. The output effect components from some signals are

imposed on the output effects of others. The processes of slj<nal

detection and parameter estimation in this case, rather than
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proceeding independently for each signal individually, are aloe

related to the interaction of these signals. The input oscillation

mrust then be so processed as to ensure the separate detection of

the signals and the estimation of their parameters - or, stated

otherwise, the system must provide for the resolution of the

signal6.

Tn the discussion that follows, we shall understand by the

term "signal resolution" that process as a result of which a given

signal is detected or its parameters are evaluated, with assigned

characteristics, when there is present at the input of the system

a set of other signals whose parameters may change within specified

llmits'. The resolving power for any parameter in this situation

will be characterized by the resolution element di (1.1). When

the numoer of signals and their parameters T3 and 0 A are known,

then, as is evident from [4, 6, 89), an optimum system implementing

the detection of the signal Sl(t) to bo resolved must form and

match ag:ainst a threshold an output effect proportional to a

correlation intergral of the form

= s, .(1.47)

where Y is the maximum value of the output effect of the

coherent filtration system for the signal to be resolved

(Translator's Note - Subscript letters 't3KB" indicate "equivalent"];

1=0

S1 (t), SW(t) are the complex envelopes of the signal to be

resolved and the interfering signal, respectively;

ni are weight coefficients determined by the correlation

characteristics of the signal;
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n is the total number of signals.

Since when dealing with radar systems the parameter values of

the signal to be resolved and the interfering signals are not

normally known beforehand, operation (1.47) must in this case be

simultaneously performed for a large number of discrete parameter

T and 0 values. The signal-processing circuitry will now contain

a large number of fairly complex channels. As a result of the

fact that considerable difficulties are encountered in the design

of, such multichannel signal-processing systems and, because of

equipment instability, the values of the correlation coefficients

ni are subject to random changes, optimal signal-resolution

circuitry is used only rarely in real systems, if at all.

Increasingly extensive application is being made in practical

circuit arrangements of resolution algorithms employing mismatch

filtering methods or nonlinear signal-processing techniques

[6, 45, 71, 78].
' I'

The mismatch filtering method consists in having the character-

istics of the reference signal in the filtering unit deliberately

mismatched to some degree with respect to the characteristics of

the anticipated signal. A reference signal is selected having the

the kind of structure that will ensure that, with permissible

degradation in the detection characteristics of the useful signal

embedded in Gaussian noise, there will be minimal intercorrelation

between the reference signal and the interfering signals within a

certaln range of variation in their parameters.

In the case of nonlinear processing the technique calls for

nonlinear transformations of the input oscillation before it is

fed to the matched filter. For a number of signal types this

ensures their independent amplitude normalization, resulting in

improved resolution conditions [70).

Whenever the interference distribution differs radically from

the normal - for example, when the interference is of a pulsed
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nature - a'head of the coherent filtering circuit an optimum

signal-processing channel contains nonlinear elements and variable-

parameter circuits whose function is the amplitude limiting of

the input oscillations and their gating in time [2, 76]. In the

simplest case, such a processing channel may appear as shown in

Fig. 1.5. From the practical standpoint, this kind of processing

channel arrangement is the most general since nonlinear circuits

and variable-parameter circuits may also be encountered in signal-

processing systems in the face of Gaussian noise as well. In

this instance, the presence of such circuitries may be dictated

by the need to limit the dynamic amplitude range of the oscillation

to be processed for the reason that this range may far exceed the

linearity interval of real circuitries for the filtering and

logical processing of the signal.

Broad-band Nonlinear filtrationfiltering --Oprocessing f and functional ResolvinI'circuit lcircuit transf°rmtion' i utI circuit

circuitcict

Fig. 1.5. Block diagram of processing channel with
pulsed interference.

From the foregoing remarks it should be clear that optimum

signal-processing algorithms require the availability of rather

sophisticated devices for the filtering and logical processing

of the signals, particularly if the radar's operational procedure

entails variations in the character of the interference and in

the parameter distribution of the echo signals. The practical

implementation of these kind of complex signal-processing units

is no easy matter, as a consequence of which the real equipment

found in sophisticated processing systems normally execute quasi-

optimal algorithms which to a permissible degree merely approach

the optimal. The factors affecting the quasi-optimality of a

signal-processing algorithm may be different and are largely

determined by the form of the signal, the parameters of the
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interference, and the structure of the processing system. For

this reason, the extent to which the algorithms deviate from the

optimal is best evaluated during the immediate consideration of'

the principles which are to govern the design and technical

realization of the specific systems and the appropriate signal-

processing equipment.

2. OUTPUT SIGNALS OF FILTER
DEVICES

2.1. Regular Component of
Oscillations at Filter
Equipment Output

In most cases the output effect of the filtering devices can

be represented as the sum of the regular and random components

reflecting a certain functional transformation of the input

oscillation:

' v ~~~~(-,, Qa, nr%) =u, LxV()l-t-v'dx1.,, . •

whereby the regular component Uy[x(t)] is normally defined as the

cross-correlation function, or its modulus, of the modulation

function of the received and reference signals; that is

(]#(,. GA. 0,')=

=k,# S(,)S.(t. -a. A. 0 OA)di I .xPli,(,) .  (2.2)

The random component N [x(t)] characterizes the cross correlation

between the modulation function SN(t) of the input interference

N(t) and the modulation function of the reference signal; that is

N0 (... .0 )

k -I S V () S.(t g c . OA, Q'ajd Iexp II?, ( ,.)I' (2.3)
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where ky is a constant coefficient; tp yT), N(T3 ) is the resuitant

phase of the regular and random coefficients.

The component U y(T, A,')in this case is a regular furnctton

whicli defines the signal at the filtering device output when no

interference is present. The random component N (T , 9, 9')

describes the oscillation fluctuations at the output of the

filtering system when no signal is present. The presence of this

component leads to a distortion in the character of the regular

component and causes the oscurrence of additional surges In the

output effect, resulting in various kinds of errors in the

solution of specific problems.

By way of example, Fig. 2.1. presents a graphic representation

of the envelopes of the regular and random components of a certain

output effect which is a function of only the two parameters T3

and 92 . Parameter Tr is depicted as a continuous function of time,

while parameter nl displays fixed values determined by the number

of the filtering channel. The resultant output effect envelope

lY(T s , . )I in each channel exhibits many overshoots caused by the
3 A

regular and random components. If the regular component level

is high, its peaks exceed the random surges and are recorded by

the reaolving device (the signals are detected). The position or

these maximum values with respect to time and channels defines

the value of the T3 and S1 parameters of the signal, while the
3 A

rate of decline of the regular component in the vicinity of its

maxima describes the accuracy and resolution of the measurement

system.

Since the structure of the regular component is largely

responsible for the characteristics of signal detection against a

background of noise and of signal parameter measurement, the

function which describes this regular component is of independent

interest.
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Sc hanel Re gular Random

component component

Fig. 2.1. Graphic representation of
regular and random output effect
components.

When the reflected signal is defined by an aggregate of

fixed parameters T3s and SIO' the regular component at the output

of a linear filtering system may be represented in complex form

as follows:

UY(, k) = expld S(j) S* )ex(jL)dt, (2.4) V

where r, fl is the difference of the corresponding parameter of the

received and reference signals "-. i

I

where S(t) is the modulation function of the received signal; I

S0 (t) is the modulation function of the reference signal;
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The normed regular component (2.4) defines the cross-

correlation function between the input signal u(t) and a certain

reference signal u0 (t), whence its designation as the signal

correlation function. When the reference signal is matched with

the form of the transmitted signal, expression (2.4) describes the

autocorrelation fvnction of the signal.

The integral in expression (2.4) is known as modulation

correlation function and can be expressed in the form

TO 0.. 0)= S (1)S*.(I-g) explijQtldt=

1- is* (W) S. (°-o)xp (ion)do. (2.5 )

If the reference signal and transmitted signals are matched,

the modulation correlation function (2.5) is transformed into

the modulation autocorrelation function T(T, fl).

The square of the modulus of the signal autocorrelation

function I'(T, p)12 is called the indeterminacy function, while

the square of the correlation function modulus IT0 (T, 1)I2 we
shall, by analogy with the first, refer to as the reciprocal

indeterminacy fun2lon.

In aacordance with Schwartz's inequality and relation (1.19),

for the reciprocal indeterminacy function we can write

I'bo@, O)I' <TT,,€. (2.6)

Now, for the indeterminacy function we have

(2.7)
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From (2.7) and (2.8) [sic] it followz that tne maximum value
of I::e reciiprocal Indeterminacy function does not exceed the value

T Te (, , ard the indeterminacy function - the value T23 T( andthc" The

indeterminacy function acquires Its maximum value at the

coordinate origin and possesses the property of central symmetry;

that Is

Inequal~ties (2.6) and (2.7) are used to norm the functions

' 1%IF (, LI) I' anci ('t (1, )!. ( .

The normed functions are defined by the dependences:

*0t'.(C, 0)j='j i2 r.,r.. (t S*. ex o))d
o (2.10)

I2 -,€ I):% S S()S i-c x J)d

From this point on, only normed functions will be used, arid
in the interests of notational simplicity they will not be

designated by a special symbol.

2.2. Basic Properties of the
Indeterminacy Function

The indeterminacy function and the reciprocal indetermlaicy

function (2.10) and (2.11) represent surfaces of the argument:i

T and ,.
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By way of examnple, Fig. 2.2 illustrates the indeterminacy

function for a radio pulse

s (1)~ (t, T)Mxp(NOt,

where l(t, T) is a ;Ingle, rectangular cut-off time function of'

duration T.

Practical filtering circuits normally have a finite number of

channels tuned to a different value of the signal frequency. As

a consequence, the output signals of the processing channels are

defined by the section of the Indeterminacy function for the

corresponding frequency shifts Q (Fig. 2.1).

ve

I WNI

Fig. 2.2. Surface of the indeterminacy function of a
squarewave radio pulse.

For analytical purpooes, indetviiniriacy function-c are usuallIy

approximated by cylindrical surfaces whose height.; define thf: value
*of the function to lbc approximated In a j.i';en ,,egl on of the



parameters T and Q. The functions may be conveniently represented

in this event through the use of topographical methods involviig

lines of equal level. For a qualitative analysis a sufficient

condition is the amplitude quantification of the indeterminacy

functiuns into three levels defining the high-correlation region,

the sJde-lobe region, and the zero-value region of the function.

By expanding the indeterminacy function in the vicinity of the

zero arguments into a double Taylor series and disregarding termo3

higher than the third order, then, with allowance for definitions

(1.24) - (1.26), one obtains the following dependence:

0. 0"(= )I' P -a=- VI vAT, (2.1,?)

where v is the frequency shift equal to v -

Relation (2.12) expresses the approximation of the central

peak of the indeterminacy function. The peak section on the level

representing 0.75 of the maximum defines the so-called "ellipse of

uncertainity" [89]:

'AW' + 2,tp + v'AT'= 4 (2. 1)

This ellipse is shown In M'g. 2.3. The width of the ellipue

along the T and v axes defines the extent of the central peak

(high-correlation interval) T and v of the indeterminacy

function on the 0.75 level for its sections (T,0) and (0, v),

respectively. This quantity, as we shall show below, describe,

the measurement accuracy of the time lag and frequency of the

signal, a.- well as the resolving power for these parameters. In

[89] tt ,s been demonstrated that the area of the ellipse of

uncertainty is limited only by an upper bond, this being expressed

by the dependence

(AWSATS -- e) t 2. (2.14)
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Fig. 2.3. Ellipse of "uncertainty."

By modifying the form of the signal, the area of the ellipse

and also its width along the T and v axes may be made as small a.

desired.

Another important feature of the indeterminacy function,

defining the resolution of signals and their processing systems,

is its integral dependence as an expression of what is known ao

the indeterminacy principle. The essence of the indeterminacy

principle consists in the fact that the space beneath the surface

of the indeterminacy function and reciprocal indeterminacy funoton

is independent of the form of the main and reference signals arid,

with appropriate norming, is a constant , antity.

In effect, considering that the correlation function is a

Fourier transform of the product S(t)S*(t - T), on the basis u"

Parseval's equality we can write

Integrating the right and left sides of equality (2.15) for -r an,;

substituting the variables z = t + T, we obtain
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(,.v)12 dvdc

St)idi S (Z)13Iz I (2.16)TT. 4 SIS(OI' dl S(~'t=z
-. 2 -009

and for the indeterminacy function, respectively,

no'F(., v),'dvd-- . (2.17)

The space beneath the indeterminacy surface is like a hear '

sand. By changing the form of the transmitted and reference

signals, we change the configuration of the heap, but we are unable

to do away with so mut.h as a single grain of sand [30]. In tb,' "

way, unlike the area of the ellipse of uncertanity, which can .

varied by the structure of the signal, the volume of the

indeterminacy body is independent of the signal structure.

In any analysis of the resolution and noise-immunity of

processing systems a key characteristic is the sectional area (of

the indeterminacy cross function as defined by planes parallel to

the T and v axes (Fig. 2.4). For example,

IV4.P A

or

ToF (t, v) Is dv.

This characteristic reflects the general character of th,

decay of these functions alonS the time-lag and frequency-shift,

direction. Let us designate these characteristics as AT (v) and

AVO(T), respectively, calling them accordingly the effective
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Fig. 2.4. Indeterminacy function section.

extent of the reciprocal indeterminacy function along the -r and

v axis as appropriate.

To determine the function A Cv), we shall use an expre,;z;'L,

for the normed modulation correlation function in terms of th(

spectral characteristics of the signal:

S# l/lSo v)- lexplij2rft)ldi. (2.1 )
IYo 1(, V) = t ,+,

--!I

As in the case of (2.15), we may write

mU

A r, - IS ) S,(f'--vfl'df. (2.19)

Considering that the energy spectrum of the modulation

equals

Y) lS (1)l - I (,z, 0)exp( -i2 ig) d ,, (2.20)
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after simple operations we have

A,(v)-- (. O)F,(, O)exp(-j2r.vc)dt. (2.21)

where TI (T, v' is the autocorrelation function for the modulation

of the signal S0 (t).

In the event there is matching of the transmitted and

reference signals, we have

A (v)-- %(0, O)1'exp(-2r.v%)d-

- S I S () Is IS (f - v) Isdi. (2.22)

The area of the reciprocal indeterminacy function section

with a plane parallel to the v axis can be described by the

dependence

A,.(t)= S IV.(, v)1'dv=

- j (0, v) W', (0, v) exp (j2sv,) dv. (2.23)

By analogy, for the indeterminacy function we obtain

A,( )(-= JIV (. V) ,,'= V(0 v) 'exp (12,i) d.
-40
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From (2.22) and (2.24) it follows, specifically, that the

sectional areas of the normed indeterminacy function, which define,

respectively, the so-called resolution constants [16] for time and

frequency A (0) arid A V (0), will equal

,,- 4 s(U)1d1 - " 3 G'(f)di, (2.25)

A, (o) 4

IS()d- A;lt)dt. (2.?26)

Using the definition of the effective frequency interval d)e

and effective time Te introduced by Woodford [16], we arrive at

We= Go , (2.27)

01t (1) di

TO .(2.28) II

Considering expressions (2.25)-(2.28), wa obtain the

following dependences:

A,(o) W.= n.
1, (O) ro- I. (2.2.,)

From this last expression it will be evident that the ar a of'

the indeterminacy function section along the T and v axes depori:.:

on the form of the signal and can be made arbitrarily small. -or

its reduction along the T axis the signal must exhibit a wider and

uniorm energy spectrum, while its reduction along the v axis
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<"-t," , . . . ....

requires that the signal be of great extent and that its envelope

be uniform.

It i- to be noted that such signal characteristics as the

disper;1ion of its time extension AT2 (1.25) along with the high-

correlation interval v (2.13) and effective extent of the

indeterminacy function A (T) (2.24) for frequency depend only ,

the signal envelope. Therefore, for signals with different

frequency or phase modulation but with identical envelopes these

characteristics will be equivalent. Conversely, such character-

istlcs as the dispersion of the signal spectrum AW2 (1.29), the

high-correlation interval T, (2.13), and the effective extent of

the indeterminacy function A (NO) (2.22) for the time lag are

determined only by the signal's energy spectrum and are equivaient

for signals with different envelopes but with identical energy

spectra. This fact is illustrated in Table 2.1.

44
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2.3. Indeterminacy Functions of
Characteristic Radar Signals

Considered below are the indeterminacy functions for several

frequently encountered radar signals.

Bell-shaped radio pulse:

v (I) RIe S (t) exp (j21rjt)
-Reexp[ e(p ) i']1

r T94 (2.30)

According to (2.11) we can write

00

r O, )Iex=[--%-
-00

X exp[ exp [j2rvtdt '(231

Following the appropriate transformations we obtain

0., V) Q 2r-0 .]. (2.3?)

S4T; J

If the function IT(', v)12 is quantified in terms of amplitude,

the lines of equal level will be ellipses whose axes coincide witi:

the T and v axes. This indeterminacy function is represented
topographically in Fig. 2.5. The remaining parameters of this
signal have been cited in Table 2.1.

It is interesting to note that inequality (1.27) becomes an

equality only for a signal of Gaussian form.
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Fig. 2.5. Topographic representation
of the indeterminacy function of an
unmodulated signal.

Square-wave radio pulse:

v~t) . -(2.33)
0 for all other t.

By analogy with (2.31),

Pr AI(. [tr, when

0 when l'c>Too. (234)

For a high reading level the equal-level lines for the

indeterminacy function of this pulse are also of elliptical form,

and for this reason its topographic representation is similar to

that of the Gaussian-pulse indeterminacy function (Fig. 2.5).

The high-correlation intervals along the T and v axes for the

0.75 reference level in this case are, respectively,

(2 T.Tt" ( 2.3 5)

The remaining parameters of the signal are indicated in Table

2.1.
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Radio Pulse with Linear Frequency
Modulation (LFM)

A pulse of this kind has a rectangular or bell-shaped

envelope (Fig. 2.6a, b), and its instantaneous frequency varies
according to a linear law with respect to the center frequency

(Fig. 2.7):

F
(2.36)

where F is the maximum frequency deviation over the signal
duration interval, which may be determined by the quantity AT.

40(t W It

tt20

a)

b)
Fig. 2.6. Radio pulse envelope: a)- rectangular;b)- Gaussian.

Fig. 2.7. Change in instantaneous
frequency in FM radio pulse.

2

Analytically written, this signal appears as follows:
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I

- for the rectangular envelope

0 for all other t;

- for the Gaussian envelope

W"= oo [-e e-, . )'1p 2% ,.L t)-t]. (2.37)

For FmAT >> 1 the amplitude spectrum of such signals can be

approximated by a r.ectangular function, and the phase by a

parabolic dependence (Fig. 2.8) (24]:

0 for 11.-Il>2 , (2.38)
I~e~)= ,..',ArW U( - f.)+ fps. (2.31))

The indeterminacy function for an LFM signal with rectangular

and Gaussian envelope, respectively, appear as follows

M[. ,K,..--..+ v,..) (,I .WT..
I'Y(Kom -TL ,= 

-,,€,,,. .( .+ V,..) I
0, I> TO; (2.4o)

V) .. =XP 2x 4Xr + V2 c I,1) (2.41)
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where K is the signal compression coefficient, equal to

Ken F,AT*

js~f)IS (f A
c9.

f -fe

Fig. 2.8. Amplitude spectrum and phase of
LFM signal.

The topographic representation of the indterminacy function

for the rectangular envelope is shown in Fig. 2.9.

II

10

T1

Fig. 2.9. Topographic representation of
the indeterminacy function of an LFM signal.
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The sectional eharacteristics of the indeterminacy function

for the LFM signal [T(O, v)]2 along the v axis remain the same a.;

for the non-frequency-modulated pulses (2.30) and (2.34) since

they are defined only by the signal envelope. On the other hand,

there is a substantial change in the section of the indeterminacy

function of the LFM signal Jv(T, 0)J2 along the T axis.

For the realistically important case of F AT >> l, the

ITT )2 m
dependences of the I (t, 0) 2 function for an LFM signal with

rectangalar and Gaussian envelope may be represented, respectively,

in the following form:

VI' , ,( is =) (2.42)

Iq'(, O)'= exp(-2iF ", '). (2.41)

These sections are shown graphically in Fig. 2.10.

, I"( '.o I

/ ,

\% exp(zwjr')

all

Fig. 2.10. Indeterminacy function section for LFM
signals with rectangular and Gaussian envelope.

It will be clear from Equations (2.42) and (2.43), as well

as from Fig. 2.10, that because of the LFM there has been a ,

-fold compression of the indeterminacy function section as

compared with the case of signals unmodulated in frequency. In
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Fig. 2.9 this effect is marked by the rotation of the ellipse of

the high-correlation region through an angle of e 0 arc tg

K C/AT2 . The larger K.., the greater the turning of the ellipse

and the smaller becomes the high correlation interval along the
axis T.

As follows from Table 2.1, where there is a listing of the.

key characteristics of the different signals, the introduction of

the frequency deviation F in the signal is equivalent to the

compression of its duration by K times. However, in comparison

to a short pulse for which T., 2 1/Fm, in signals with frequency

or phase modulation the value of the indeterminacy function beyond

the interval ITI > ±l/Fm does not become zero, as in the cas, cf

short pulses when IrI > T.

The p.esence of secondary maxima (side iouej) in the

indeterminacy function along the T axis beyond the high-correlation

region degrades the delay-time resolution of these signals. For

thit reason, the level of such indeterminacy-function side lobes

must be kept as low as possible.

In the case of LFM signals the side-lobe level of the

IT (T, 0)12 function is largely determined by the signal envelope.

Given Kcm >> 1, the j'(r, 0)12 function of such signals can be

expressed by the following approximate formula [78]:

III' (, 0) I'mj A~ (Q);exp 2% E"M d dte(.44

From this relation it will be seen that by varying the form

of the LFM signal envelope a significant change can be achieved i.n

the side-lobe level of its indeterminacy function. The dependence

of the side-lobe level of the *(., 0)12 function for the two

extreme cases of the rectangular and Gaussian envelope are

illustrated by expressions (2.42) and (2.43) and In Fig. 2.10.

On the other hand, however, the achievement of a main pulse with
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a bell-shaped waveform is very often a difficult matter, and fo.,

this reason methods based on mismatched filtration and a

correction of the frequency modulation law are also used for the

reduction of the side-lobe level in the indeterminacy function of

the linear frequency-modulated signal [7, 45, 78].

Phase-Keyed (PK) Pulse

A phase-keyed radio pulse is a discrete signal, normally w!th

a rectangular envelope, whose phase abruptly changes its valu at

discrete moments of time according to a definite code. Becau;.

phase-keyed (PK) signals are easy to shape and to generate, they

are well suited to practical application.

Analytically, a signal of this kind can be represented in

the form

Re S () xp (j2?.Jt) Re I~ ( Yt( - (I', T.) x

vW=Xexp ( }exp( r./'t) for I€1 I< . (2.451

0 f or ItI> T,

where in (t-iT A, T A) is a unit function, the duration of which I.

determined by the discrete value of thePK signalT (Fig. 2.11);
A

are the discrete values of the phase code;

N is the total number of discrete elements in

the signal.

In the event that i takes on only the two values 0 or 1T,

we have a so-called binary phase-keyed signal, whose modulation
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Fig. 2.11. Graphic representation of a periodically
recurrent unit function.

function acquires the form:

[ ~~sMt= 10 .(-1 ), (2.46)

whee gi is a ser!es of positive and negatives ones 1, -1, -1,

-1, -1, .... determined by the assigned code sequence.

With allowance for expression (2.46), the spectrum of the PK

signal will be written as

-t gexp*- . ). (2.47)

where S(f)A is the spectrum of the elementary square-wave signal

with duration T A

Sin (r.jiT) _ (,S(I)A= exp(jv -iT 11

The inleterminacy function of a PK signal may be presentet. in

the form [13]

1'(kTA+, V)1'2 v) N ' ) ((1+ h X

X exp (.i2r'TX) (%.----c (V),( .; "
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w e re

C,(V)zj gfgI~jtcos(t2rVT)]'
1=0

+[ gg=+--sin (i2rvTA)]

Here, N is the number of code symbols for the discrete element.

over the entire duration of the signal;

!x'2
j( is the indeterminacy function of the elementary pulse

zsignal of duration T

I I ,T TAfor k=O;
I.Cl = 0 for Jkl>O-9

O.i4N-k-I whenk>O.

The magnitude of the indeterminacy function in the interval

between the discrete reference elements, when Ikl>O, does not

exceed its masimum value with respect to the nearest maxima, and

for this reason it is quantized in terms of constant levels.

As is evident from (2.48), the indeterminacy function

section for a PK signal for k =, = 0, is defined by the

dependence

i=v-
V1*(09V)V CP A*NT (2..:

Dependence (2.49) is analogous to the expression for the secti,:,

of' the indeterminacy function of the non-phase-modulated aigna

(2.534).



4

Along the time axis the indeterminacy function section it;

defined by the expression

II(YTrA.- . o): I' (:. o)+ )C (0)=

, ~ Vt O~ gigf+k (2.52)

i-

By the selection of the code sequence g. it is possible t'

ensure that for k > 0

L~

1=0

In this case, Just as for the LFM signal, the section

T(kT~ + T) 0)12 has the form of a narrow peak in the neighborhood

of k = 0, T < T A (Fig. 2.12).

1w(K

Fig. 2.12. Indeterminacy function section of a
phase-keyed signal when v = 0.
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In the case of "noise-like" code sequences a low indeterl-

nacy function side-lobe level also occurs for frequency shifts of

V 0.

The topographic representation for the indeterminacy function

of this kind of phase-keyed signal is shown in Fig. 2.13, where

four approximation levels have been used: two levels in the

central-peak zone

I > I(, V)I'-O,7T.
3N <i 01') 13 < 0,75S

and two levels in the side-lobe region

I(1, V)l < '9
-1-.

Here, r is a specified factor-, greater than one, whose

specific value depends on the structure of the code.

Unlike the linear frequenvy-modulated (LF'M) signal, the phase-

keyed (PK) signal has a nearly ideal indeterminacy function with

an ellipse of uicertainty of minimum area. As will be pointed out

in Section 4.2 of this bool:, this ensures maximum accurac y in the

simultaneous measurement of T and v.

At the present time, . large number of' different code

sequences are known which may be used to form phase-keyed signals.

The majority of them have been di.s-cussed in the technical litevaturt.

[17, 45, 67, 78, 95]. Greatest practical interest centers on

Barker's and Huffman's code sequences [78] and also on the B

codes [17, 95].
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Fig. 2.13. Topographic representation of
the indeterminacy function of a phase-keyed
signal.

2

The Barker codes ensure a minimum side-lobe level 1I/N in

the indeterminacy function of the phase-keyed signal in thesection IT(T, 0)12

s, , but they give rise to high secondary maxima

in the sections for v # 0. Huffman codes make it possible to

obtain side lobes of fairly uniform structure over the entire T

and v plane, and are easily shaped by feedback shift-registers

[i|5, 78]. B codes provide satisfactory indeterminacy function

characteristics and, at the same time, permit the use of simple

circuitries for the matched filtering of phase-keyed signals (17,

95:1.

Unlike linear frequency-modulated signals, in PK signals

the side-lobe level of the indeterminacy function cannot be

reduced by bell-shaped amplitude modulation or through the

introduction of corrective frequency modulation. In the case of'

phase-keyed signals, reduction of the side-lobe level of the

function h'(r, 0)12 is achieved through selection of the code

Sequences (minimal code sequences) [78] or through the use of

mismatch filtering.
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For many practical computational purposes the level of the

secondary maxima in the indeterminacy function of phase-keyed

signals can be conveniently approximated by a mean value; it has

been noted in [13], in this connection, that for k 9 0 the

following relation obtains:

< I Ch (v12> N- k. (2.51)

The averaging here is carried out for the set of values for the

square of the modulus ICk(v)12 in the r, v plane.

Keeping in mind expression (2.51), the approximated value of

the indeterminacy function for the PK signal can be written in

the form

$Irsn (8V,)'r.-I. ,
1, ( 1 [r in )

j , v LI sn(,wTaY.for NTA -.'r., (2.52)

0 for 1% 1 > NTA.

Radio-Pulse Train

A radio-pulse train is a discrete signal in the form of a

burst of coherent radio pulses (Fig. 2.14).

.0- TAS NTAi

Fig. 2.14. Radio-pulse train.
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Analytically, this signal may be represented by the
dependence

) Re Aor (t) S (t - iT:i, T,,) exp [1irf (1)1 X
i=0 10 X exp (]2zlot), ( 2.53 )

where Aor defines the envelope of the pulse burst;

A I is the time interval between the pulses;

S (t, T ) is the modulation function of a single pulse witb
duration T ;

Oi(t) is the law of the phase modulation in the intervals

between individual pulses [Translator's Note - Subscript letter
"or" and IH'" indicate ' nvelope" and "pulse," respectively].

For such a signal it is always assumed that T A I 2TH" In

the event the conditions

', 7'TA, -- TA = const, y (t) = 0, ,

take place, the signal represents a burst of coherent radio pulses

periodically recurrent in a time interval NT .

The modulation correlation function for this kind of signal,

for different single-pulse modulation modes and different

envelopes, is easily found from the formula cited in [83.]:

) A(2.54)

1---k=-0

where T A (z) is the modulation correlation function of the elementary

signal S (t, T );

To (z) is the modulation correlation function Aor (t).
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Considering that the values of the terms of the sum do not

overlap in T and overlap only negligibly in frequency, with

accuracy acceptable for practical purposes we can set the following:

i= N k=oo

I W(., V)I'= I F(-iT., v)T .' , ) (2.55)
=-Nk=--o

Specifically, when the signals represent bursts of unmodulated,

rectangular radio pulses with a common rectangular envelope, from

relations (2.55) and (2.34) we obtain

iV'~~ii- s Isnv (TH vic-T
L-N

x E I.V T (2.56),

RNTV - )

A topographic represencation of this kind of indeterminacy

function is shown in Fig. 2.15.

Fig. 2...5. Topographic
- -" - representation of the

indeterminacy function of a
I radio-pulse train with

\ rectangular envelope.

-76
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If the single pulses in the burst have frequency or phase

modulation - for example, LFM or PK - then the appropriate

expression (2.40) or (2.48) for the unit-pulse indeterminacy

function must be substituted in equation (2.55). In terms of

frequency there is no change in the character of the resultant

indeterminacy function, but in delay time there will occur an

additional compression of its maxima (Fig. 2.16). Meanwhile, the

secondary-maxima region will be preserved, for which

I

7y< 1 T(', V) I <0,75.

When Ti const, that is, when the intervals between pulses

do not remain constant, the result is a so-called aperiodic pulse

train.

11b

Fig. 2.16. Topographic representation of
the indeterminacy function for a pulse
burst with intrapulse modulation.
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The aspect of the indeterminacy function for such a signal

may be seen in Fig. 2.17. The secondary maxima beyond the

I > T region of the entire T, v plane do not exceed the value
H

N
2 '

Fig. 2.17. Indeterminacy function of an aperidolc
pulse train.

In section iY(0, v)j2 the indeterminacy funccion value is
determined by the relation

fuN

(0, v) pro- cOS(72(2vhT) • (2.58)
I=!

As indicated by an analysis of expression (2.58), in this

section the secondary maxima of the indeterminacy function may be

of rather high level, reaching values of as much as 0.5. To reduce

this level, irregular modulation of the pulse repetition

frequency is employed [38, 78).

Radar signals may also be based on a pulse train in which

T = const, and *(t) 0. In this case, there is a change in the

frequency or phase from pulse to pulse [67]. An example of this

kind of pulse sequeuce might be a pulse signal with pulse-to-pulse

linear frequency modulation:
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i=N-

v (t) I e I. (t - iT,,, T.) exp I j )exp(j2ft). (2.59)
1=0

For this kind of signal the indeterminacy function appears as

follows:

I=N

X si" (N- 111) fTvn - nF,,, (- 1T1)J) (N -IL I)'
sin' IrTvn- i'F,,, (- LTA)1 N' (2.60)

3. DETECTION OF SIGNALS AGAINST A
BACKGROUND OF INTERFERENCE AND OTHER
SIGNALS

3.1. Sensitivity of Detection
Systems

One of the basic indicators of a signal-processing system is

its sensitivity to threshold signals. This criterion describes

the reliability with which the system will detect a minimum thresh-

old signal against a background of different kinds of interference,

which may be both active interference, which may be both active

interference as well as interfering reflections (clutter) caused

by echo signals reflected from other targets and a variety of

reflectors. System sensitivity in this sense is normally defined

by detection characteristics which reflect the dependence of the

valties D and F on the parameters of the signal and the interference.

The probability of correct signal detection D and the

probability of false alarm F at the output of a single-detection

channel tuned to fixed values fcr the parameters of the

anticipated signal Ti and Si and accomplishing the detection of the
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signal in one resultant resolution element dE = ¢(dTi, dpi),

may be determined according to the distribution of the filter-

circuit output effect Y Ti, QV In this case, the quantity

Y, is described by some random number. The indexes D and

F are defined by the relations

Poe (Y1,. R( d.1 )

iCe
; F P, (I'+ rd) dYS1. 1. ( 3.2 )

where P n(Y i, Qi), Pnc(Y i, i ) are the distributions in the

output effect of a signal-filtering circuit tuned to the parameters

T., and Si when there is present at the input of this circuit,

respectively, only interference ('In") or interference plus a

signal ("nc"); Y0 is the threshold level.

When as a vesult of the processing of an input oscillation

consisting of A useful signal and fluctuating interference having

definite characteristics a system ensures the assigned (or better)

values of D and F, such a system is then said to be capable of

detecting (discriminating) a useful signal against a background

of interference. If as a result of the processing of the input

oscillation there are ensured the prescribed D and F values for

the useful signal and along with the fluctuation interference

other signals are present in the input oscillation, the system is

then said to resolve the useful signal against a background of

interference and other signals. The characteristics of the

interfering signals in this case are considered among the

characteristics of the interference for the resolution element in

question. When the parameters T and Q of the received signal are

unknown, then, as already noted, tb4 o -4--l i. p-. prccecced for a

number of fixed values for these parameters, with the resolving

unit analyzing the output effect for m discrete values of the

parameters T and Q. In other words, we have an m-channel detection
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system. The output effect will be maximum in the elementary

channel, whose tuning parameters are in close agreement with

thooe of the received signal, and the probability that this signal

will be detected in this channel is greatest.

if the signal characteristics and the discrete spacing of

th'z channel tuning parameters are such that signals with different

parameters are processed by the m-channel system independently,

then the probability that any signal will be correctly detected by

a multichannel system of this kind, assuming the interference

characteristics in each resolution element are identical, does

not differ from the probability that this same signal will be

properly detected by a single channel having the appropriate

parameters. The assumption is that the false-alarm probability

now is fairly low. The value of the D index of the system in this

case for any signal can be determined using equation (3.1). The

false-alarm probability FE in such an m-channel detection system

differs from that of the separate channel F. It can be easily

shown [81] that for the situation in question this probability is

m times greater than the false-alarm probability of the single

channel; that is,

Fz 'mF. (3.3)

When the fluctuation interference characteristics in the

different resolution elements are not the same, or when there are

simultaneously present in the input oscillation other cross-

correlated signals, the values of D for the corresponding signal

and of F in each resolution element (elementary detection channel)

will differ. To evaluate the system's performance in terms of

assigned D parameter values it must be checked for all resolutiLun

elements, bearing in mind the different possible variations in

the characteristics of the interference and other signals.

Fcr many kinds of interference and signal-processing sstLems

the output effect is characterized by a normal distribution law.
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In this case, the value of correct detection D for fixed F can be

expressed as a function of a specified parameter

2 cy 
a02-' j y] ( 3.4)

descriolng the ratio of signal power to interference power at tiie
filter circuit output [81]. Here mc [Y] and a 2 [Y ] are the

mathematical expectancy and dispersion of the output effect.

When D depends uniquely on q2 , for fixed values of F the~2
quantity q completely describes the index of sensitivity of the

processing system, and for this reason the form of such a System

can be optimized by taking the q2 parameter Into account.

When submitting a signal-processing system to engineering

synthesis major importance attaches to the determination of the

sensitivity of specific signal-processing arrangements in the face

of interference of various kinds, as well as to the evaluation of

how this indicator changes according to the type of transmitted

signal and also to the structure and working mode of the system.

3.2. Signal Resolution and Selection
Against a Background of Interference
by Means of Linear Filtering Circuits

As already noted above, circultries employing matched or

mismatched filtering followed by the logical processing of the

filtered signal constitute one of the principal arrangements for

practical signal-processing in the presence of a wide range of

interference types and space-time target distribution. Generally

speaking, a processing system of this kind will be quasi-optimal,

but it is very largely universal and does not call for the same

extraordinarily great number of channels found i.- the optimal

resolution scheme (Section 1.4). Since the processing of the

input oscillation is effected in a linear manner and its di.rll tlon

law is assumed to be normal, olz , rnr1-i w i. be the distributlun

of the output effect of the maucied or mismatched filtering circuit.
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a consequence, in a c-cuit of this type the quantity q2 ma"
2'er,% as the parameter indicating the discrimination of the ,ignhal

fro::! the interference surrounding it, along with its resolutioni

a.j"lnst a background of other signals.

Let us determine the effect which will be exerted on this;

.,uantity by a change in the characteristics of the signal and

filtering c..rcuitries. Cons.dier the situation when along with

internal receiver noiseu anc the useful signal there is present. at

the processing channel outt either passive interference or

s4gnals occasioned by reflect.on! from other targets. For our

analysis wL, shall call on the familiar relation for the signai/

nolse ratio at the filter system output, as derived, for exampJe,

in [4].

.ie paramete- q2, in tlhi.s. caz;e, for resolution element

d d , assuming mismatched filtering, will be expressed Ii.

the form:

q2 
-, l i]

@Cn [Y)

G CIxTq, IWO ()1 (3 )Ya'0 + r,,1. dv ! qIY ( t-1, v10- ) i' i' (1) Q 1  , v) d%
00 -00

,,'hkle in the event of i-utched filterii , the same :elation will

appear ao

qCr.1  ,

.A'*- + r,4, (IV : ~ 'iV.t Q 't.vd

-1 
0)Q.



.here N0 is the spectral energy density of the noise;

!i (") is the density distribution of passive interference

intensity for the time lag;

Qn (T, v) is the normed spectral density (inergy spectrum) of the

passive interference, being the Fourier transform of coefficient
rn(Ct, t);.(

I 3 is the delay 'of the useful signal;

v is the Doppler frequency shift in the useful signal;
0

cex is the mean power of the useful signal at tho

processing system input.

The second term in the denominator of expressinns (3.5) anl

(3.6) defines the passive interference energy at the output of

filtering channel tuned to the useful signal in the appropriate

resolution element. Let us consider hoy his value depends on the

structure of the transmitted signal and the form of the filter'.;

frequency characteristic.

The intensity distribution for the interference and signa!.,

in the frequency-time plane can be conveniently represented

through the use of topographical methods, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

(shaded area). This kind of topographical mapping makes possible

a graphic analysis of the interference energy dt,;tibution at th.

filter unit output in the appropriate resolution element. In a

specified scale, the energy of the passive interference in the

resolution element will be characterized by the area of inter-

section of the indeterminacy function (the coordinate origin of'

which corresponds to the parameters of the anticipated signal) :md

the frequency-time distribution of the interference. In F'g. 9..

the broken lines indicate the high-corivelation regions for the

Indeterminacy function of an LFM signal with a modulat'on Law
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V I%~ (',-r,,v- _Vo*l

b..V00,

Fig. 3.1. Topographic representation of the
frequency-time distribution of the interference
and indeterminacy function of the signal.

curve of different inclinations (a and b). Maximum interference

intensity will occur in those of the unit's resolution elements

in which the high-correlation region of the indeterminacy function

or reciprocal indeterminacy function of the signal overlaps to a

significant extent the interference distribution region. As shown

in Fig. 3.1, for the resolution element dT , d the interference

S o I0
intensity will be greater in the event the LFM signal exhibits a

modulation law curve inclined in the manner of case "a." When the

parameters of the anticipated signal may vary within the intervals

A s AV, the interference intensity distribution must be considered

in all the resolution elements present in the region limited by

the intervals AT, AV. The form of the functions IT(T, N,)12 and

IY 0 (T, v)j2 is meanwhile selected with an eye to the specific

distribution of the interference.

For reduction of the interference level in the resolution

elements found in the region of a priori values for delay time
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A and Doppler frequency shifts in the useful signals, the signal

structure and the filter characteristics must be of the kind for

which the reciprocal indeterminacy, function or the indeterminacy

function will intersect the interference distribution region in a

zone where its value are minimal (Fig. 3.1, situation "b").

As can be seen from expressions (3.5) and (3.6), with matched

filtering thi. can be accomplished only by varying the form of the

main (transmitted) signal, wnile in the case of mismatch filtering

the variation of the frequency-phase response of the filter can

additionally be employed for interference level reduction.

However, with arbitrary changes in the frequency-phase

characteristic of the filter it is possible that along with a

lowering of the noise intensity at the filter oatput there may

also be incurred a loss of power in the useful signal as well, and

for this reason it is advisable to resort to mismatch filtering

only in the event that for a given signal in the required region

of time lags and frequency shifts AT, A. the following inequality

is satisfied:

> (3.7)

S dv T. 'P) 1:1- IA. 1' 1)~e QA (1, V) ds

This inequality (3.7) will in fact be fulfilled under specific

conditions, and under these circumstances an enhanced signal/

noise ratio can be achieved through the use of mismatch filtering

[10].
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Allowance must be made, however, for the fact that mismatch

filtering results in degraded detection characteristics in the

absence of passive interference - that is, when the interference

is caused only by the internal noise of the receiver. In fact,

from expression (13.5), with no passive interference present, we

obtain

_ , W q! I (38)

where q 2 is the signal/noise ratio for a matched filter in the0 con"
face of white Gaussian noise.

It follows from expression (3.8) that the value of the normed

reciprocal indeterminacy function describes the reduction in the

signal/noise ratio with mismatch filtering. This circumstance

imposes an additional constraint on the manipulation of the filter

phase response when optimizing this characteristic for passive

interference.

If the reflections are caused by a point source (object),

then for this situation the normed spectral density Q (T, v) and

intensity density distribution Un (T) can be expressed through

delta functions, respectively, as:

QU ('V) = a (V - V). (3.9)

where P is the mean power of the signal reflected from a point

object, at the filter system input;

Vi is the Doppler frequency shift of the reflected signal,

corresponding to the radial velocity in the movement of the object;

i is the range delay of the reflected signal, describing

the distance to the object.
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Through the use of expression (3.9), formulas (3.5) and (3.6)

can be solved to yield relations descriptive of the parameters q2
and q2or at the output of the corresponding filter circuitries.

When the noise component caused by internal receiver noises

at the filter system output is negligibly small, the following.
relations will define the values of q2 and q2  in a filtercorichannel tuned to a signal with frequency shift v and time delay

30

V I 
- Pgt Pcg.., Lv~ )

1 is reasonable to suppose that a signal having parameter.:

and v A will be resolved, provided'

Normally, two situations are distinguished:

a) resolution of signals from nearby targets;

b) resolution of signals from a single target against a

background of interferential noise caused by a signal from another

target.

The first case (resolution of signals from nearby targets)

'This condition must be met for bigh-quality detection and
measurement of the parameters of useful signals.
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occurs whenever the task is one of detecting or measuring the

parameters of targets which are close either in range or speed, or

simultaneously in both these parameters. The intensities of the

return signals in this situation are commensurate (the usual

assumption being that they are equal). The second case assumes

a significant spread in target parameters, whereby, however, the

intensities of the reflected signals may differ very markedly.

In the first instance, as follows from expressions (3.10),

signal resolution for a particular parameter will be determined

by the rate of decay of the reciprocal indeterminacy function or

indeterminacy function for this parameter in the

region of its central peak. The range-delay or frequency-shift

interval ensuring the required q2 value for signal resolution in

this case will describe the resolving power of the system for this

parameter.

For matched filtering this resolution region for range delay

and frequency, in a specific scale, may be described by an

indeterminacy ellipse, whose expression for the value

2 4f. has been given in Chapter 1. From this expression it
corn 3

specifically follows that for high range-delay resolution the

signals must exhibit a high frequency dispersion value AW2, at

the same time that good resolution for frequency is achieved

through large time-dispersion values AT2.

This analysis, however, is valid for the most part only for

aperiodic pulses and aperiodic filter frequency characteristics,

for which the reciprocal indeterminacy function or indeterminacy

function represent single-peak surfaces. The presence of a

periodic structure in the signals or in the filter frequency

responses, with ths structure resulting in the occurrence of

high secondary maxima in the indeterminacy function (2.56), leads,

in the absence of a priori information, to a variety of ambiguities

in signal parameter measurement and to worsened resolution. The
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values of the resolution constants (2.25) may be empioyed to take
this factor into account when estimating the resolving power

for a particular parameter of a periodic signal. As may be seen
from Table 2.1, the values of these parameters for periodic

signals with high frequency or time dispersion provide a definite
description of the deterioration of resolution for periodic

signals.

In case "b" (resolution against a background), when the

signals from the target display a considerable parameter spread
but overlap in time and differ substantially in intensity, the
determinant factor in their resolution is the level of secondary

maxima for the functions jIT0 (T, v)12 and I'(T, v)12 .

A complete understanding of this characteristic can be had

only by analyzing the entire indeterminacy or reciprocal
indeterminacy function in the working region of the parameters.

In many instances, however, it will be sufficient to estimate

the side-lobe level in the major sections of these functions,
specifically in the sections T # 0, v - 0 and T - 0, v # 0.

By way of example, following expressions (2.18), when v a 0,
the value of these functions in the secondary maxima region can

be analyzed by means of the relations:

V(,-)I 1 S (i)1' exp (i2j) di Ia,

Ire (to 0) 1ISS* (1)S. (i) exp (i2r: ) di 1' (3.12)

From this last expression it is evident that the form of the
indeterminacy function section along the T axis, when v = 0, is
wholly detarmined by the signal's amplitude spectrum. If a low
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side-lobe level is to be achieved in the indeterminacy function

along the T axis, the signals must exhibit smooth and broad

spectra.

If difficulties of a practical nature are encountered in

realizing a signal of the required waveform for the attainment of

a prescribed side-lobe leVel, mismatch filtering methods can be

used. Here, as is evident from expression (3.12), the signal

form at the filter output Will be defined as a Fourier transform

of the product of the input signal spectrum and the filter

frequency response. A prescribed side-.u-)e level can be secured

by varying the filter frequency response.

Despite the fact that mismatch filtering normally results in

a more sophisticated filter circuit, in actual practice this

technique is very frequently employed. The synthesis of mismatched

filters for frequency-modulated and phase-keyed signals has been

discussed in detail in (7, 4)5, 781.

Two distinct mismatch filtering methods are encountered. In

the first, the manipulation affects only the filter's amplitude-

frequency response, which Js selected in such wise as to give a

smoothing effect for the spectral edges of the signal to be

processed. The second approach presupposes a variation in the

filter's phase-frequency characteristic to ensure an assigned side-

lobe level. The first method is mainly applicable with frequency

modulated signals and is more extensively employed, including for

phase-keyed signals as well*.

It should be noted that the method based on the variation of

the phase-frequency response of the filter is largely dependent on

the signal frequency and, as a rule, permits side-lobe suppression in

a very narrow zone of input signal frequency shifts, in the order of

0,5.0,1

AT

*Translator's Note - This sentence appears to be somewhat
garbled in the original Russian.
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By applying mismatch filtering one can achieve a fairly low

side-lobe level of about -40 to -50 dB in the modulation cross

function, although in practical terms the achievement of this low

a side-lobe level is limited by random distortions in the signal

Waveform incurred as it propagates, as well as by distortions

caused by instability in the phase-frequency characteristics of

the receiving-ahd transmitting equipment. Analysis of the effect

of these distortions on the form of the indeterminacy cross

function and estimates of realistically attainable side-lobe

levels are properly the subject of specialized studies and have

been discussed in a limited sense in [27, 45, 78].

If reflections from several point objects are simultaneously

present at the receiver input, then using expressions (3.5) and

ignoring the inherent noise of the receiver, we obtain

_Pe We 0) Is (3-13)

A I @ ('- .1,-, V.

where n is the number of reflecting objects.

In the event the intensity of tho signals reflected from

these objects is nearly identical and one can determine the mean

side-lobe level of the reciprocal indetermInacy function in the

region of the a priori time-delay AT and frequency-shift A v values,

expression (3.23) is rewritten in the following form:

q 2 PealI we.(0)1
2q_ .IV.(.)I',,. (3. i ,)
q1 nPo< I W# (s v) I$%a

where P is the mean power, at the filter unit input, of a signal

reflected from a single object;

is the mean side-lobe level of the reciprocal

indeterminacy function in the region A.0 A .
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2I
By assigning the minimum Value for which the prescribed

MHH
value of D and F is realized, the maximum number of signals against

the background of which the useful signal will be resolved using

mismatch filtering will be

"taf cK .... ( ) I (3.15)

Cox'

[Translator's Note - Subscript letters "M8IKc"' and "MmHI11indicate

"max" and "min," respectively.]

3.3. Analysis of Signal/Noise Ratio
at the Output of Linear Circuits for
the Characteristic Forms of Radar
Signals

Whenever useful signals are received against a background of

interference caused by reflection from a large number of reflectors

and the intensity of the interference is markedly greater than the

level of internal receiver noise, which can thus be disregarded,

the signal/noise ratio will be determined by the following

dependence:

q",,xT*III I Wo (0) IPIt -0 " T 1 (3.16)

TO& (IV w. ( ' ,, - V) Vj 14,1 0 1 (9- V) dI

That this is so follows from expression (3.5).

In most cases of practical concern, the spectral density of
the passive interference is concentrated around a certain
frequency vn and is uniformly distributed within a small interval
of frequencies AVn around this frequency. The density distribution

of the interference intensity can be approximated by a uniform
distribution in the delay interval Tn and be taken as equal t-

7
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_ _ _,__._ for 0 <z < T,

it (N)Lg,or) O,(3.17)
.- 0 for other ,

while the distribution of the function Qn (T, v) may be assumed to

be

4,,, (3.18)

0 for others V.

Then, if

, - (3.19)
Tjg> TIM)j

and if the interference overlaps with the signal in range delay and

has a frequency distinct from the frequency of the signal, as shown

in Fig. 3.2, then from expression (3.16), considering that the

value of the cross modulation function in the interval An under-

goes little change, we obtain

q" ." P, A (a. ,,)
I, POa~xT, jWo(o) I *q = 1 '6,x^,, We,- , (3.20)

For nonperiodic broad-band signals with a continuous spectrum,

for which AV >> o expression (2.22) gives the approximate

equality

Then, for matched filtering we have

" O M E PT . ,,
q " = /',-8 (3.21)
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Fig. 3.2. Topographic representation of a
uniform frequency-time distribution of
interference.

From expressions (3.21) and (2.25), specifically, it follows

that for broad-band signals with continuous spectrum with matched
i filtering in the case of extended passive interferent-e Tn > T3C¢

an improvement of the signal/noise ratio can be achieved only at

the expense of expanding the bandwidth of the signal. This cannot

be achieved by varying the mode of signal modulation. Additional

improvement in this case may be obtained though the use of

mismatch filtering, but, as indicated earlier, this inevitably

involves energy losses in the detection of the signal against a

background of receiver equipment noises. This point is well

illustrated in the use of mismatched Urkovits filters [3, 89].

If the extent of the Interference Tn is less than the duration
2 isof the signal - that is, T T - then the value orn

greatly affected by the modulation mode of the broad-band signals.

In effect, using expressions (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18), for a

phase-keyed signal for example, considering that its mean
indeterminacy function level along the T axis, when v - VA-Vn,

corresponds to a quantiy of the order of
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we obtain

(3.22)

[Translator's Note - The reader i1;l recall that the subscripts
lcorl 1 BX, "1M," and "414" stand :for" "matched," "input," "phase-

keyed," and "freqaency-ffodulated," respectively.]

From this' same expression for a frequency-modulated expression

-, we have

2 PaxFi- (3.23)I -".,ncor.,(4M)- X-P ,

now, when

; AW Ft,

.1 (4,,) AT (3.24)
q,, corn (eM)

The same relation occurs if, instead of an FM signal, we

consider a pulse signal whose spectrum is equivalent to that of a

phase-keyed signal. In this way, the smaller the extent of the

interference with respect to the mean-square duration f the

signal, the greater the gain in the signal/noise ratio that can

be achieved through the use of a phase-keyed signal in comparison

with a frequency-modulated or pulsed signal if their bandwidth is

wide.

Normally, for narrow-band signals,

As (v,- v.) . As (0). (3.25)
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With a Doppler frequency shift of (v - Vn) # 0 present in the
A C,

useful signals relative to ,the interference frequency, this fact

makes it possible, by filtering the input oscillation, to enhance
considerably the signal/noise ratio.

By way of example, consider the case when the interference

exhibits the characteristics (3.17), (3 18), and (3.19) and

transmitted pulses of form (2.28) and (2.33) are used, the duration

of which is selected so that

To> V ... Va (3.26)

Since in this case the spectral density of the interference is not

constant in the region of the a priori frequency values for the

useful signal, the frequency response of the filter system must

satisfy the relation [78):

K O .. vr) expt-2,1r*) (3. 7) 3
where R is a normalizing factor;

T is the filter delay constant;

S(f-fo-v.,) is the spectrum of the useful signal;

G,(-f---,) is the normed interference energy spectrum, represent-

ing a Fourier transform of correlation function (1.37), which,

with allowance for (3.17). is expressed as

GO(f -t o -() B() exp (- i2sl) dt.
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In practical terms, a frequency characteristic of form (3.27)

can be achieved through the series connection of a band-elimination

and matched filter (Fig. 3.3). Now, the square of the frequency

characteristic modulus of the band-elimination filter is

approximated by the dependence

IK) (I -1- i)l = 1--*AW . (f--v,,), (3.28)

where I0 is a normalizing factor for which

II

[Translator's Note -The subscript letter "pem" indicate "band-

eliminat.lon. "I

Band ace
eliminatjor.f iatced

Fig. 3.3. Band-elimination filter
circuit diagram.

The effective extent of the reciprocal indeterminacy function

we obtain from expression (2.19) by substituting the square of the

signal spectrum modulus and the resultant frequency response of

the series-connected filters (Fig. 3.3):

= - -- -

V.)I1 (II, S~l VO.)l1 di (3,29)

Figure 3.4 presents graphs of the function A u(v) A(va°-v,)

versus the frequency shift of the signal with respect to the

interference (v -- v ) for different signal envelopes. Using the
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Fig. 3.4. Graph illustrating the decay of function
A (n) for a radio pulse with different envelopes.

expression for A (n) and adopting. the value IT(O)lti , for
3 

n
V --6V>T> - , expression (3.20) can be presented in the form

') Peuxra

q - P,.xA (it) To (3.30)

From (3.30), using the data found in the graphs of Fig. 3.4;,

the required signal/noise ratio at the filter system output can

easily be found for assigned frequency shifts in the signal with

respect to the interference, and the optimal envelope form for

the signal can thus be selected.

The ratio of relations (3.30) and (3.21) shows the improvement

in signal/noise ratio achieved through the use of narrow-band

signals over broad-band. This ratio appears as follows:
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q2

i I p An (n) TS*W (33

where 2 an
hereq2 and q 2 is the signal/noise ratio for narrow- and

broad-band signals, respectively. This ratio becomes greater than

one - that is, an advantage is incurred in the use of narrow-band

signals - when

.T*W (3.

Relation (3.32) is satisfied in a number of cases, and this factur

ensures higher efficiency in the discrimination of useful signals

against a background of passive interference through the use of'

narrow-band signals than with broad-band.

It should be noted that relatively free variation of signal

waveform and filter system characteristics is possible only when

the problem is one of signal detection. When it is a question of

the measurement of signal parameters, the structure of the signal

cannot be selected solely on the basis of the required signal/noise

ratio since there must simultaneously be taken into account the

characteristics which ensure the prescribed accuracy of measurement.

Specifically, whenever requirements call for a high degree of

accuracy in the measurement and resolution of range delay, it

becomes virtually impossible to employ narrow-band signals of

type (2.28) and (2.33). The presence of contradictions of this

kind leads to severe complications of a general nature in the

selection of the main and reference signal waveforms. An optimal

solution is possible only in the light of all the particular

features of the interference characteristics and radar operating

mode, something that calls for a concrete analysis in each separate

case. Individual recommendations on this subject have been given

in [57, 65, 66, 71, 100].
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3.4. Signal Detection with Input-
Oscillation Amplitude Limiting

As already noted above, the suppression of pulse interference

or compression of the dynamic amplitude range in the filtering

system can be achieved through nonlinear transformations of tha

input oscillation. One such nonlinear transformation of the input

oscillation is a nonlinear operation brought about by means of

what is known as the "rigid" limiting of the oscillation amplitude.

The essential effect of this limiting is to convert an input

oscillation of form (1.39) into an oscillation

X,(1 = As cos ot + vW(t)+xx() +?1, (333)

where A0 is the constant amplitude of the oscillation at the limiter

output [Translator's Note - Subscript letters "orp" indicate

"limited"].

A limiter endowed with this property is re ferred to as "ideal"

since it elimtnates the oscillation's amplitude modulation while
completely retaining the phase modulation. In practical terms
this kind of amplitude limiter can be realized in the form of the
series connection of a band-pass filter eliminating all the upper
harmonics of frequency w0 and an inertialess nonlinear element

with the characteristic

fA, whenX () > ,
0 whenx(t)=O, (3.34)

where xH(t) is the oscillation at the output of the nonlinear

element.

Analysis results for the perfect limiter can be used for
preliminary estimates in a number of nonlinear circuits whose

amplitude characteristic differs somewhat from that given in (3.34)
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(those, for example, which provide a logarithmic conversion of the

amplitudes). Individual amplitude-limiting filter-system

characteristics have been studied in numerous papers. In [50, 78,

85], for instance, there are discussions of the otati9tical and

spectral characteristics of limited interference and signals, in

[25, 26, 50, 93] formulas are derived defining the basic relations

between signals and noise at the output of limiters, while [62,

92, 94] deal with the detection characteristics proper to such

circuitries. It is worthwhile noting, however, that by and large

the question of the detection, resolution, and measurement character-

Istics for even so individual a variety of nonlinear processing as

* rigid limiting has not been adequately researched from the

* theoretical standpoint. This lack of theoretical results is due,

primarily, to the mathematical difficulties accompanying the

analysis of even the simplest nonlinear circuits. Nevertheless,

in the case of specific operating conditions fur limiting circuits

it is possible to obtain results to support certain conclusions of

practical importance which may be used In the engineering synthesis

of signal-processing systems.

Relying on the findings of works [50, 92., 94], let us attempt

an evaluation of the basic characteristics of the detection system

whose block diagram can be seen in Fig. 3.5.

and-pass_ Ideal .|ICoherent |. .. i
ilter limiter -filtering -Resolver}

Fig. 3.5. Block diagram uf detection channel with
limiting.

Assume the channel input (Fig. 3.5) receives an oscillation

x(t) consisting of the sum of the signal u(t) and the interference

n(t). The interference n(t) is normally distributed and has a

constant spectral density NO within the passband interval of tht.

band-pass filter AF. The signal u(t) is actually a radio pulse of

duration T, with arbitrary amplitude A 0(t: and phase *(t)

08
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modulation:

A()cos[jw+,(1f for 0<t<T,S{)-0 for other (3.3.U (1)(3.35)

At the output of the ideal limiter the input oscillation x(t) is

converted to form (3.33).

In the event a signal with known parameters is detected, the

coherent filter circuit performs the operation
T

y eReY= 1-X4 rp(Oo(1) , (3.36)
0

where v 0 (t) is a reference signal equal to O,(1)=A,(t)cosjt,_?(1)j

By substituting (3.'-3) in (3.36) we get

r %
A. A. (,) cos tPQ) l.

In the general situation the output effect y exhibits a

complex distribution, whose form depends on the parameters of the

signal and interference, with the consequence that considerable

difficulty is encountered in determining the detection character-

istics for aroitrary signal and interference parameters; however,

for the realistically importance case when the interference

spectrum determined by the band of the band-pass filter AF is such

as to satisfy the dependence

AF (3.38)

that Is, when a large number of interference fluctuations occur 3

for the duration of the signal, one may assume that the output I
effect y has a nearly normal distribution. This kind of norma lizing

is ocasioned by the fact that within a period of time T the

coherent filter circuit sums a large number of independent and

random noise fluctuations.
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ilormalization of the distribution of output effect y-affords

a means of simplifying substantially the distribution of the signal's

aetection characteristics. The parameter D in this case is

expressed as a function of the signal/noise ratio at the output of

the circuit q2 In the form
orp

D- (qorp -YO), (3.39)

,w:ere Y0 is the relative threshold;

'(z) is the probability integral, eqial to

dl (3.40)

This integral has been tabularized, for example, in [78].

The signal/noise ratio at the output of the arrangement shown

schematically in Fig. 3.5 is determined from dependence (3.4). The

mean value and dispersion of the output effect is defined from

expression (3.37) as

m -[ A(t) < cos [x ()] > d, (3.41)

I=N

O2 (y)=(A. 1, ,4o()z{cos[xx(ltg)}, 4{Y)=0 (3.42)

where A (tj) and <x(ti) are sampling values of the envelope and
phase within time intervals in conformity with the discrete

representation of the signal [23, 24]; N - TAF is the number of

independent samplings.

As is evident from (3.41) and (3.42), to a significant degree

the mzan value and dispersion of the output effect are determirw-d

by thie statistical characteri.-tics of the function cos [Kx(tY) .
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These characteristics have been reviewed In [50, 78].

In the general case, the mean value and dispersion of function

"Os [K (ti] are expressed by a complex nonlinear dependence on

the signal/noise ratio A 2(t)/ 2  at the limiter input. Howev,r,
n f

for tbe case when

2, <()0 5 , (3.4',)

the following approximation may be accepted:

< sin [xx (It)] > = 0, a/ A (t)<Co.; x, (It)] > 8 v (3.441)

<cos't ] > om >

a' {cos [X(t)l} <

Now, on the basis of (3.44), (3.42), (3.41), and (1.2), the

quantity 2 is defined asqorp

qO, A.. (3.115)

or, with allowance for (1.36), in the form

q ~ 2 F. (3.146)9orp "  ,

The detection characteristics of a circuit with limiting,

when the initial phase of the signal is unknown, may be analyze-.
with similar methods and, as indicated by the findings of [92],

with the same relation arrived at for q2
orp

Using computerized numerical computations, a determination

was made in [94] of the detection characteristics for several

cases marked by the nonfulfillment of conditions (3.38) and (3.43).
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The graphs for such detection characteristics are shown in Fig.

3.6. From a comparison of these graphs and expressions (3.38) and

(3.46) it follows that the sensitivity of the limiting circuit

(Fig. 3.5) in the presence of Gaussian interference is somewhat

worse in comparison with an optimum linear filtering circuit. In

thls same context, if condition (3.38) is satisfied, this deter:-

oration is relatively minor and amounts to 1 - 2 dB, whereas If

condition (3.38) is not met, the energy losses of the limiting

circuit increase and may reach values of as much as approximately

6 dB.

0,S --- 4-- - -

'I2

o., .... ,o-

,0 . . I t .. #

Fig. 3.6. Detection characteristics
of a signal-processing circuit with
limiting for different

AF'T0.

channel with limiting;
- - - no limiting.

The foregoing detection-characteristic analysis was conducted
on the assumption that only one useful signal is present in the
input oscillation. Generally speaking, considerable difficultie."

are involved in determining the detection characteristics with

allowance for the simultaneous presence of many signals (circuit

detection resolution). At the present time, no general approaci,
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to the determination of such characteristics has yet been

adequately developed. For this reason, the required estimate can

be made only for specific signal waveforms and interference para-

meters by means of computerized numerical calculations and

mathematical simulation techniques. Still, in the event conditions

(3.38) and (3.43) are satisfied, there are certain general

conclusions which can be drawn.

For the circuit arrangement depicted in Fig. 3.5 the real

value of the output effect, as a function of the parameter i, can

be represented in the form:

S(c) = Re Y 0.) =< Re Y (,t) > + Re Y' 0.), (.7

where <Re Y(r)> is the regular function of the parameter;

Re Y0 (T) is a centered random function.

With allowance for relations (1.44), (3.33), and (3.44), the

regular function <Re Y(T)> is defined by the expression

< ROY(-) >= <A. Cos [061+P ()+ x ()+ . v.(-

dit, >T Reeexp(w.) S () S*. (I -)dI=
2 (9val.

2 A F'T,-q Re '(, 0) exp (.,). (3.48)

If conditions (3.38) and (3.43) are satisfied, the random

function Re Y 0() represents a normal random process with zero

mean value and a constant dispersion which, as can be easily

shown, is approximately determined by the same relation as in

(3.42) as well; that is, it equals

<( >r3 (3.49)
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From this last expression (3.49) it is clear that the random

function Y0 () does not, in the case in question, depend on the

presence of a signal and can therefore be regarded as a component

caused by the interference alone. As a consequence, the

representation of the output effect as a sum (3.47), by analogy

with (2.1), may be viewed as the decomposition of this effect Into

a regular and random component. From expression (3.48) it will be

evident that the regular output-effect component for the linear

and nonlinear circuit differs only in the constant coefficient.

For this reason, the circuit with limiting (Fig. 3.5) can be

regarded as quasi-linear. With relation (3.43) satisfied for a

signal of maximum intensity, the output effect of this kind of

circuit on the sum of the signals is characterized by the super-

position of the output effects of the individual signals.

With (3.38) and (3.43) unsatisfied, the quasi-linearity of

the circuit in Fig. 3.5 is lost and the circuit in this event

acquires nonlinear properties which result in additional distortions

and loss of signal.

In this way, given a low signal/noise ratio at the limiter

input (3.43) and assuming this limiter to be broad-banded (3.38),

a detection channel with limiting is nearly equivalent, in terms

of its characteristics, to a detection channel incorporating a

linear filter circuit. The several advantages offered by limiting

filter circuits (such as, for example, their high immunity to

pulsed interference and the stabilization of the noise power at

the input of the threshold unit) frequently make it advisable to

employ these circuit arrangements In practical signal-processing

systems. For example, whenever there are considerable changes in

the intensity of the interference during the signal-detection

process (flickering active interference, passive fluctuational

interference), there must be a sufficiently rapid retuning

capability for the threshold level in a detection channel with a

linear filtering circuit. The presence of such threshold adjust-

ment circuits normally leads to greater complexity in the
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signal-detection system and results in additional energy losses in

the detection characteristics. With a limiting feature built into

the filtering channel, because of the normalized interference

level for low signal/noise ratios, there is no longer any need

for a tracking threshold [62] and the dynamic amplitude range of'

the input oscillation is significantly reduced. Because of tnis,

the detection channel circuitry can be simplified and the

requirements demanded of its components relaxed.

At the same time, it must be emphasized that because the

energy spectrum of the passive interference is of the same value

as the spectrum of the main (transmitted) signal, relation (3.38)

will not be satisfied for all signal waveforms. Specifically,

for signals with ATAW a I relavion (3.38) is not fulfilled and

there is an additional interference-caused suppression of useful

signals leading to energy losses of the order of 6 dB (Fig. 3.6).

To eliminate this undesirable effect i', systems with Doppler

frequency selection the prelimit.ary filter must ensure the

rejection of those of the interference's frequency components which

differ from the fundamental frequency components of the useful

signals.

In the case of main pulses for which ATAW >> 1 condition (3.38)

is met, and the effect of the passive interference is equivalent

to broad-band noise.

4. SIGNAL PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS

4.1. Measurement Errors

The problem of measuring the parameters of signals is one of

the principal problems of primary signal processing. Errors tn

the measurement of radar signal parameters are primarily caused

by the presence of interference, the imperfection and instabilty

of the equipment, and the inconstancy of the electromagnetic wave

propagation medium.
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Measurement-error calculations are based on the statistical

theory of errors. In keeping with this theory, a parameter-

measurement result is characterized by its estimate c0 , which

differs from the true value of the parameter a by the value of

the error, that is

V41=(4.1)
A

where a is the true value of parameter a.

The estimate of parameter a may be based on a single measure-

ment or on the average results of several measurements. In terms

of their character, measurement errors are usually classed as

random and systematic.

Random (fluctuational) errors are mainly caused by the

presence of interference and also by fast (relative to the

interval within which the measurement is conducted) random

fluctuations in the equipment or propagation medium, Systematic

errors (bias errors) arise in connection with the nonoptimality

of the measurement method and equipment calibration, as well as

with drifting in the equipment parameters. Another cause of

systematic errors may also be found in slow changes in the

conditions of the propagation medium and in the effect of certain

kinds of interference. Errors of this kind result in the dis-

placement of each measurement's readings by a certain fixed

quant':ty.

Slow drifting on the part of equipment or propagation

environment parameters is amenable to measurement or compensation,

with the result that in most situations of practical concern b,.'ter

calibration of the equipment or the introduction of corrective
factors make it possible to reduce the systematic errors to an

acceptably low level.

Fluctuational errors are the result of random causes and

cannot, therefore, be reduced merely through the proper selection
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of main-signal characteristics, their processing algorithms, the

rational design of the equipment, and the optimal selection of its

operating modes.

The systematic error is characterized by the mean value of

the measurement error, that is

(),= < \7 (2) > = 'a--" < ° "(4.2)

When in the estimation of the parameter there is no systematic

error, that is
i (4-3)

the mean value of the estimate corresponds to the true value of

the parameter to be measured. Such an estimate is said to be

unbiased.

The spread of the measurement result values for the parameter

relative to its mean value is determined by the dispersion of the

error, which in the case of an unbiased estimate is equal to

4f >( 4 .4 )

Estimates in which the error dispersion is minimal are said

to be efficient.

Signal-processing algorithms in measurement systems are

normally processed on the basis of requirements for efficient and

unbiased estimates. The errors caused by different factors are
best analyzed separately, in line with the following breakdown:

Potential2 characterize the potential accuracy o'
Potenticharacterizeo

flOTIsignal-parameter measurement in the face of interference, when tne

remaining conditions are assumed to be ideal.
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2

Propagation errors a 2 are occasioned by random variationspacnin the propegation medium of the electromagnetic waves.

Equipment errors a2 are caused by imperfections in the sub-an
systems of the equipment, by the discrete nature of its readings,

as well as by the mismatching and instability of its characteristics.

In the determination of the accuracy characteristics of

systems and the synthesis of their optinmal circuit arrangemenit

the major emphasis is placed on the analysis of the potential

errors since it is these which enable the designer to discover the

principal requirements to be demanded of the structure of the

signals and their processing algorithms, and also to establish the

permissible specific weight of the equipment errors.

4.2. Potential Measurement
Accuracy

The potential accuracy attainable in the measurement of a

specified signal parameter is determinable on the basis of the

static theory of estimation, which is today very well developed

and has been described in a great many works, such as for example

[4, 78, 81, 89, 95].

In accordance with this theory, the key signal-parameter

estimation method is the method of maximum likelihood. With this

method, the estimate of the true value of the parameter to be

measured is taken to be that value for which the a posteriori

probability function or the likelihood function of the signal to

be estimated acquires its maximum value; that is, there is

normally solved the following equation

d In( (4.5)

where L(a) is the likeilhood function for the parameter to be

estimated.
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Approximate solution of this equation for the case of

Gaussian Interference, when one of the parameters of the signal is

measured while the remaining parameters are known [95], yields the

following relation for the measurement-error dispersion for a

high signal/noise ratio:

- -N. (4.6)

where *'I (O) is the value of the second derivative of the modulus

of the signal's normalized autocorrelation function for the

parameter a to be measured with zero argument;

'90"(a) is the second derivative of the function defining
the dependence of the signal energy on the parameter to be measured

for its true value.

Those of the signal's parameters which are independent of its
energy are usually said to be nonenergetic. According to expression
(4.6), the estimate dispersion for stch parameters is written as

0 NO (4.7)

Let us determine the dispersion value for the most character-

istic energy-related and non-energy-related signal parameters.

In the neasurement of the amplitude of a reflected signal

(1.12), according to (2.11), the following dependences obtain:

I , 1 (0)1"= .,

3" (A)= 2E. (4.8)

From (4.6), taking into account (4.8), we have

2 I (4.9)
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The dispersion of the potential error in the measurement of

the signal amplitude depends on the signal/noise ratio alone.

With allowance for expressions (1.24), (1.25), (2.6), and

(P.8) the dispersion in the measurement errors for range delay

and Doppler frequency shift will be equal, respectively, to

.AW3IN. (4.10)
2 1

AT2E (4.11)

Whenever a number of parameters are unknown and one or several

of them are being simultaneously measured, the dispersion in their

estimates depends on the correlation connections between the

parameters to be measured. Specifically, in the case of the

simultaneous measurement of such nonenergetic parameters as range

delay and signal frequency shift the estimate dispersion will

equal, correspondingly,

,r I

W'*- IaA T J

Analysis of (2.13), (4.12), and Fig. 2.3 indicatos that the

value of the dispersion of the potential errors for a fixed signal/

noise ratio in a definite scale is defined by the value of the

corresponding axes of the indeterminacy ellipse. Therefore,

consideration of the indeterminacy ellipse enables us to estimate

the potential measurement accuracy for a particular non-energy-

related parameter as a function of the class of signal. Ana2y2!j

of the indeter'minacy functions for signals of different types

(Figs. 2.9 and 2.13) clearly indicates that, in the measurement
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of delay time for known frequency shift, signalts having linear

frequency modulation permit the achievement of measurement accuracy

for this parameter in accordancr with the spectral width of the

signal following expression (-4.31). This gives ATAW better accuracy

in delay time measurement in comparison with an unmodulated pulse

signal of the same duration.

When the signal's frequency shift is not known but is also to

be measured, there is a deterioration in the range delay measure-

ment accuracy for the LFM signal, with this accuracy becoming the

same as for the unmodulated signal of identical duration. Here

also, accuracy in the measurement of frequency shift is likewise

degraded by ATAW tirts with respect to the signal without modulatidn.

It is to be noted that this line of reasoning is valid only

if there is the possibility of a signal frequency shift commensurate

with the frequency deviation of the frequency-modulated signal.

If the frequency shift of the signal is much less than the signal's

frequency deviation, then the displacement of the maximum output

effect for the time lag due to a frequency shift Av in the case

of a linearly frequency-modulated signal can be estimated as

ATA, ( 4.1I3 )

where AT is the output effect displacement value.

When

A,

then - and delay-time measurement accuracy remains high as

compared with the unmodulated signal.

In addition, for many radars the simultaneous measurement of

frequency shift and delay time is not mandatory. The signal

frequency shift value, in this case, is determined either during
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the detection stage using narrow-band signals unmodulated in phase,

or by scaling (recomputation) according to the target's radial

velocity component obtained through range differentiation during

the tracking stage.

When there is a need for the simultaneous measurement of the

signal's frequency shift and delay time, the optimal approach 1

through the use of phase-keyed and periodic signals (2.45) and

(2.53). The indeterminacy function for these signals is such that

the parameter p = 0, and thus these signals ensure a high degree

of measurement accuracy for both delay time and frequency shift.

* Similar results are aldo forthcoming for frequency-modulated

signals governed by modulation laws more complex than the linear.

A point to be noted is that analysis of measurement accuracy

based on relation (4.7) is not sufficient since it fails to take

into account the ambiguity of the measurement and the deterioration

of measurement accuracy in the presence of interferential-type

noise caused by the mutual time overlap of signals from many

targets. If these factors are to be considered, the analysis of

characteristic accuracy must be undertaken in conjunction wl.th a

study of signal resolving power [4, 6].

Specifically, to reduce interferential noise from overlapPing

signals, as already noted in Chapter 3, it is possible to use

mismatched filters. On the other hand, such mismatching results

in a degraded signal/noise ratio at the filter output (3.8) anu

often gives rise to an expansion of the joint indeterminacy

function peak for the parameter to be measured. This has a

direct effect on measurement accuracy. We can estimate the

measurement errors for ncn-energy-related signal parameters wit.

mismatch filtering through the usc :f At uispersion function (f

the filter-circuit output effect cited in [81]:
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d Re V aV

al'Re Y ()>1 (4.14)

where Y (W) is the centered output-effect function for the true

value of the parameter to be measured.

Solving formula (4.14) for a large signal/noise ratio and with

allowance for relations (2.1), k2.6), and the expression for the

dispersion of an arbitrary random process at the output of a linear

system whose input is affected by white noise [78] enables us to

derive the following formulas for tne dispersions of the range-

delay and frequency-shift measurement errors:

2I

-11 AW2-7

S= ='g(4.l5)

where

o-2 S (a)So (() exp (j14) deo

1.[ S IS(w)'21s0 IS. (o)I2od o

AT (2n~)2 S a 1 S (1) S %o (1) exi (j2nvg) dt

1 S (1)ti t [(So (1)1 tt

AW2 T

w
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o

[Translator's Note - Subscript letters "pac" indicate "mismatch."]

Here AW and AT are the dispersions of the spectrum and time

extent of the signal S0 (t) (1.24) and (1.25), while t and v0

describe the values of the corresponding arguments at which the

signal a' he filter circuit output takes on its maximum value.

When the level of the interferential disturbances is still

commensurate with the noise level in the region of the

indeterminacy function maximum of the signal whose parameter is to

be measured, then this interference must be considered when

determining the quantity q2 . The resultant spectral density of

the interference, in this case., must contain the component of the

p spectral density of the interferential noise.

When nonlinear filtering circuitry of the kind shown in Fig.

3.5 is employed, the measurement-error dispersion will differ from

the potential. Its value for nonenergetic parameters may also be

determined, with allowance for the change in output-effact

characteristics, from expression (4.14).

Because of the intricate mathematical relationships involved

in the expression of the dispersion in the case of nonlinear

transformations it is not possible to represent the dispersion

value in the form of a simple design formula. For this reason,

this quantity is normally determined by computerized numerical

calculations. However, when the signal/noise ratio at the Input

of the broad-band limiter is low and condition (3.38) is satisfied

for the circuit shown in Fig. 3.5, the filter-circuit output

effect can be expressed by the sum of the regular and random

components (3.47) exhibiting the statistical characteristics (3.48)

and (3.49).

Since the random component ReY 0 (, v) has a zero mean value

and constant dispersion independent of the presence of a signal,

tlhis component can be regarded as caused by the interference alone,

ii
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that is, we can consider that

YO(", V) = Y.( V, (4.16)

where Y n(T, v) is the circuit output effect with interference

present.

Interference with uniform spectral density in a band AF,

having passed through an ideal limiter, for all practical purposes

preserves the distribution law of the spectral density [50, 85].

Thus, it is possible to reason that the spectral density of the

interference at the output of the matche! '1 1.ter will be definei

by the value

I[arpQ (4.17)Norp=-, ! n!tIl

where o2[norp (t)] is the interference power at the limiter output

[Translator's Note - The subscript letters "orp," it will be

recalled, indicate "limiter"].

As demonstrated in [78], the dispersion of the oscillation

at the limiter output fo:)(t)= A~coijwj-x(1)j with random phase

K (t) corresponds to

o' o (01l = 2" (4.18)

Therefore, expression (4.17) is rewritten in the form

Ho 4 (4.19)

Since the dispersion of the derivative of random process is

equal to the second derivative of the correlation function of this

process when tne value of the argument is zero [78] , and also

taking into consideration expression (4.16), we can write
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d - >Re = [) d Re>-B" (0). (4.20)

Employing the properties of the fluctuation-interference

autocorrelation function at the output of the matched filter in

the presence of white noise [78] and considering (4.19) and (2.11),

we get
A2 T,

B? ftO,)(0)= ReTo? (0). (4.21)

According to (3.48), the quantity < () is equal to~do-

I Ii
d1: R a ) > 32.4b Ig Re To (0)])'. (4. 22)

Now, the value of the dispersion is determined from (4.14), (4.20),

(4.21), and (4.22) in the form

2I
°2E (4.23)

V,. (0) 1 P I W, (0) I,

Comparing this last expression with expression (4.8), it

will be evident that, with relations (3.42) and (3.47) satisfied,

there has been an approximately 1-dB decrease in the accuracy of

the measuring circuit with filter limiting, this figure being in

accord with the similar energy losses incurred in tne detection

characteristics (3.46) for limiting circuits.

As the signal/noise ratio increases, the effect of non-

linearity on measurement accuracy grows smaller, so that the

measurement-error dispersion tends toward the dispersion value of

the potential error.
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Figure 4.1 shows a graph reflecting the variation in the

ratio of the measurement-error dispersion in the case of amplitude

limiting to the dispersion of the potential error as a function

of the signal/noise ratio.

.6

Fig. 4.1. Graph reflecting the change in the

measurement-error dispersion with amplItude
limiting.

4.3. Measurement Methods and
Equipment Errors

As noted above, the estimation of a parameter is ultimately

a matter of determining the maximum distribution value of the

a posteriori probability or likelihood function for the parameter

to be estimated. Therefore, just as in the case of detection,

an optimal measurement circuit must incorporate a filtering device

to shape the a posteriori probability distribution for the para-

meter in question, along with a resolving circuit for the

determination of the a posteriori distribution maximum [1, 4).

When the parameter to be estimated is capable of changing in

an interval of a priori values, the filter circuit must ensure

that an a posteriori probability distribution will be furmed for

each of these parameter values. If the parameter is in a state

of continuous change, this can normally be accomplished only if

the parameter is a function of time or intensity; otherwise, the

circuit will have to contain an infinitely large number of channels

in each of which the distribution of the a posteriori probabilities

will be formed for parameter values offset one from the other by
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an infinitely small quantity. The resolving unit, in this case,

would also be called upon to conduct an analysis of a continuous

function.

In a circuit of this kind, assuming its absolute stability,.

the measurement errors would be the same as the potential errors.

In actual practice, however, such a circuit can very rarely be

designed. Normally, we are faced with a finite number of filicr

system channels or with a finite number of readings of the

parameter's a pooteriori probaoility distribution function during

the analysis of this probability in the resolver.

The presence of quantificatiLon in the reading of the a

pooteriori probability distribution generates additional measure-

mert errors, which increase In proportion to the quantiy of the

discrete reading increment. In estimates of signal amplitude the

usual source o1' such discrete-increment readings is the use of

digital measurement methods whereby the signal amplitude is

matched against standard reference levels (Fig. 4.2).

, ~u~t) ,d

Ut-

U,

Fig. 4.2. Amplitude quantification of an
analog signal.

The maximum reading error, in this case, is equal to the

value of the discrete step 6u between the reference levels:

-Ui-l. (4.24)
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If we assume that the values of the voltageto be measured

are of equal probability within the discrete step between reference

levels - that is, if the reading error is assumed to be uniformly

distributed - then the dispersion error due to the quantification

(discreteness) of the reading may be defined (when au nOT > 6 U) as

aJ-(2' (4.25)

[Translator's Note - The subscript letters "1nfoT" refer to
1"potential. "]

By fixing a definite ratio between the potential measurement

error and the quantification error, we can determine frorm (4.25)

the maximum permissible discrete reading increment:

=2 (14.26)

where fuwr is the potential rms amplitude-measurement error;

,Aou..-. . is the permissible ratio of rms errors (Translator's

Note - The subscript letters "Aon" indicate "permissible."]

In the measurement of non-energy-related signal parameter the

discreteness of the reading may even develop at so early a point

as during the filtering of the signal. The structural layout of

a filtering device providing for the formation of an output effect

as a function of the parameter a may be envisioned as illustrated

In Fig. 1.4. The maximum measurement error value in this case is

-- where 6 is the discrete step in the spacing of the channels.

Considering, as in the case of the amplitude measurement,
61

that the error within the interval ±- is uniformly distributed,
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we obtain an error dispersion equal to

a
2 a2

z=-ct x'dx ( (2 ' (4.27)

When along with the determination of the maximum value of the

signal at the channel output there are assigned the values at

which the amplitude difference of the signals from two adjacent

channels does not exceed a certain prescribed quantity, and when

as the estimate of Lhe signal parameter its mean value between

channels is adopted, then the maximum measurement error due to

the discrete character of the reading can be reduced to the value

a and its dispersion, accordingly, to the value

II

2 __

(4.28)* (4V)

To eliminate the effect of equipment errors on measurement

accuracy, a fairly low value is selected for y on In the event

the equipment 'errors due to quantification are commensurate with

the potential errors, their contribution to the resultant measure-

ment error can be estimated using the formula derived in (14]

*,6

X go

when

P2

where a is the dispersion of the resultant measurement error with

allowance for the discrete nature of the readings.

By assigning the ratio of the disperlon of the resultant error

to the dispersion of the potentia] error we can determine the
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maximum possible spacing of the channels for parameter a. If the

permissible value of relation (4.29) is set in accordance with the

prescribed measurement accuracy, then, for an a priori interval

Aa for parameter a, the number of necessary channels m is defined

as

IMa .(' 4! (4.30)

To ensure high measurement accuracy for a large interval of

a priori values in the parameter to be measured, as a rule the

circuit shown in Fig. 1.4 must, following expression (4.30),

contain a large number of channels. Since this introduces a

considerable degree of complexity in the processing system, In

many Instances it is simplified through the use of a consecutive Y

method of parameter measurement.

Initially, in thlb method, a rough estimate is made of the

parameters, following which their values are refined through

measurement of the error. Normally, this error measurement is

accomplished by means of a so-called discriminator, with this

device estimating the deviation of the true value of the parameter

from a certain specified value within the range of the error as

roughly measured [56, 81). A generalized structural diagram

Illustrating this kind of measurement technique may be see in

Fig. 4.3.

With this measurement method the value estimate for the

parameter to be measured equals

= + SY: (4.31)

where a maC is the number of the channel in which the signal is

maximum;

a is a correction for the rough measurement of parameter a.
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ilte " ..

l Determination tf

i '| channel 'number -with maximum and

post-maximum
.sigrna v.a3,ue. .

Doppler-frequency'
Iestimation circuit

Fig. 4.3. Structural diagram of filtering
, and Doppler frequency measuring system with
, refinement feature.

In actual practice, the y correction value is most often

determined in conformity with the relation

= -k IY(')i,,vo-! '), @: (4.32)V- .(I..v + jY ( 5)I.,o 0 '

where 'IY~'a)I.,ac is the value of the maximum ef'fect received from
the filter circuit following detection;

IY~mI~ac~lis the value of the output efl'eet following the
maximum in order of magnitude;

kd is a constant calibv'ation factor correspondin °-

to the steepness of the discrimination characteristic.
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With this kind of arrangement the dispersion of the measure-

ment error will approximate the potential error for a smaller

number of channels than in the case of the circuit depicted in

Fig. 1.11. The value of this dispersion can be defined in the form

-- 1"7 (4 .33 )

where k is a coefficient dependent on the steepness of the

discrimination characteristic.

5. SIGNAL PROCESSOR DESIGN PRINCIPLES

5.1. Design Principles for Coherent
Signal Filtering Devices

As already indicated, optimal signal proce3sing is accomplished

through the use of pre- and post-detector filtering (Section 1.4).

A condition for predetector filtering is that the signals be

coherent, and for this reason the circuits involve in this

procedure are also often referred to a coherent signal-filtering

circuits. Conversely, as a cowIsequence of the fact that signals

at Vhe detector output carry only amplitude information, signal

filtering after the detector is called noncoherent, and the cir-

cuits for the filtering of such signals-noncoherent filter circuits.

We shall proceed on the assumption that the principal

functions to be performed by the coherent filtering unit are the

operations involved in forming a correlation integral from the

received oscillation with a certain reference signal (3.44) and

in extracting the modulus from the result obtained. Normally,I

the operation of forming the correlation integral is performed by

a coherent filter circuit, and that of deriving the modulus by

nonlinear envelope-discrimination circuits. If the para-

meters of the signal are unknown, operation (1.44) must be

performed for a continuous series of values for these parameterv

.pannlng the entire range of their possible variation.
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Specifically, when the reflected signal is a function only of the

two informational non-energy-related parameters T3 and A (1.13),

the unit providing for the coherent filtering of the signal must

perform an operation of the type

IY , = .Sx M S% exp (51)

where S x(t) and S0(t) are the complex envelopes of the input

oscillation and reference signal, respectively;

t is the anticipated delay time of the signal
i with respect to the moment of main pulse transmission;

is the anticipated Doppler frequency shiftAo

of the signal with respect to zero Doppler frequency.

In the event the frequencies of the received and reference

signals coincide, the filter-system output effect matches the

envelope of the correlation integral only for the delay-time

parameter, that is

Systems implementing operations of type (5.1) and (5.2) may

be designed using either the correlation principle or the filter

principle of signal processing.

With correlation processing there is the direct computation

of function (5.1) for a series of discrete values for parameters

T - i and S 2 " The degree of discreteness in the spacing of the

parameters Ta 3 and fI is determined by the permissible

deterioration in the detection and measurement characteristics,

and, depending on the signal parameters, ma be selected for the
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delay time and Doppler frequency shift of the signal, respectively,
as.

and

W9AT (5*3)

*where y T and y.are proportionality factors describing the
permissible deterioration In the detection or measurement character-
istics.

orre-

000000....0-

1(a oe

.rorre- V
orre-

lat

Fig. 5.1. Signal correlation processing
channels.

In the event the possible range of variation for parameters

T and fl constitutes, respectively, the values A T and A,,, the
envelope of the correlation Integral must be computed at
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points. The block diagram of this kind of filtering

system will appear as shown in Fig. 5.1. It will be seen from

the diagram that this system is multichannel in design.

When signals are used for which AA1 i and 2A'9AT-1, the

number of channels in the correlation filter unit is small and

the system can be designed in a relatively simple fashion. On

the other hand, when

i Alaw >. 1, 2r_, AT >. 1, (5.4)

the number of channels in this circuit becomes fairly large and a

considerable degree of sophistication is involved in its design.

To reduce the number of channels in the system, filter

principles of signal processing are called upon. With this

method of Processing, the correlation integral (1.44) is formed

by means cf a filter which gives a response which is a mirror

function vith respect to the reference signal.

In effect, let the modulation function of the reference

signal be S0 (t) and that of the filter response, disregarding the

delay constant, be'S0(-t). The modulation spectrum of the input

oscillation and filter response, in this case, will be expressed,

respectively, as S-(w) and S*(w), while the modulation spectrumx0
of the filter output signal will.equal

S). =S4)S* (). (5.5)

Now, the filter-output oscillation envelope will appear as
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= .(t) exp do

=1 S({t) S% ( d . (5.6)

Thus, a filter having a complex response envelope S0 (-t)

provides the continuous formation of a correlation integral for

the parameter T3 for a specified Doppler frequency value in the

reference signal.

To cover the range of Doppler frequencies A., a set of such

filters is required having a discrete tuning increment 8. (Fig.

5.2). 3ecause of the reduced number of channels there will be

somewhat fewer filters in this case than in the correlation

circuit, their number being yAAT.

In certain situations, the so-called correlation-filter

processing principle £95) may be employed in the processing of

complex multidimensional signals. The essential feature of this

principle consists in the successive (sequential) computation of

integral (5.2) first by the correlative and then by the filter

method. The reference-signal modulation function in this case

is represented by the product of the two signals:

=, (5.7)

With the envelope of the correlation expressed in the form

S'3)j (1) S*1 ( - 3) SST -. ) d

n) - 3)dj (5.8)
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where

S'X (1) = SX (,) S*, ( - '3.

Input
Fite IV(1,.SRj,)I

Fig. 5.2. Signal filter processing
channels.

At the input of the circuit the incoming signal is multiplied
TI

by the reference signal envelope and the result is filtered by a

filter matched with a signal whose modulation function corresponds

to

Inasmuch as a signal with this kind of modulation function

can be much simpler than the initial reference signal, simpler

filters can be used in this situation.

Let us consider the characteristic of the real circuits
required to implement correlation-type and filter-type signal

processing. To this end, we shall express the correlation

integral of the two real signals

VS (1) u -(tdt (59)
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by their complex modulation functions. Let

v, (1) =Re S, (1) exp [i (2cfd + ,)],

v,() =Re Sa (t)exp ji (24j + ?A). (5.10)

Using the well known formula from the theory of complex

functions

RezRez.=Re['zL+ L1T±%

and bearing in mind that the re&'ult of the integration of a

rapidly oscillating process over a fairly large time interval

tends toward zero, we obtain

£

7v, (1) v (t -% ) dt--..-- Re {exp J I2 ,x't-H. ,-,)JX

X S.(1)S%,(I dt}) )S t .

X cos [I2:I, + - T + T. (,)]. (5.11)

where ? ( arg S, (1) *, (t - ) at

In keeping with dependence (5.11), the correlation integral

of the real input oscillation x(t) with the real reference

signal v0 (t) will be defined by the expression

y(' IY() p.x (, (t) v. (t -,c) dt JY(.I o 2%.

+ ,- ,+ Y(0)]6 (5.12)

where

x (1) = Re Sx (1) exp {i ((2% "+ e));
-, 0 ) = Re So.(t -))exp i 11 (t-0 +
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.From expression (5.12) it follows that the correlation

integral of real radio signals with carrier frequencies fo will

be an oscillating function with the same center frequency (Fig.

5.3). The values of this function for the time delay

y+ .a. . S) (5 .1 3 )

will be in accord with the required values of the envelope

jY(r)j.

, MI

Fig. 5.3. Correlation function diagram.

In practical filtering circuits one of the means of
discriminating the envelope is through the quadrature conversion

of the input oscillation.

Considering that the real oscillation x(t) can be expressed

az

X-(-)$- (S) exp 2 ( 0 - v) J) +
+ S* exp1 -*2x Is - v)(5.14)

relation (5.2) for the continuous value of the parametpr T can

Le rewritten In the form

j1 1.( -)xp -i(f.-v) dlj (515)
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Placing the phase factor exp (-J2rvT) under the integral

sign and performing simple operations, we obtain

IY (-)I xt( S* (I - 0 (xp (-j2%f,) X_

X exp [j2r.v (I - -)] dt

Calling on a familiar relation from the theory of complex

functions, we get

Y (.)1I / RN Y [fin Y  (5.16)

where

go
Re Y ()= x xt) Re S* ( -,c)exp (-2:ls) X

SexP[j2r.v(1-- )]) = Sx, (1) Ac (t -'4 dt +
-}Xj2- , tA l-)dt-- I€(O ,()

--- u

ho Y v .(1) A, (I -t) dt -
-a

, (1) As ( --, dt --= It (T)- its (C (5.17)

x. (I) x (1) sin (2,tJ);

.A, (I - ) = .4 (t - -) cos i--,v (t 4P) (t - l
As (t --c)= A4.(t -)sin 2rTv (t--)-- (--)1
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Finally we obtain

II (--)I l=[: (1) + I" + ILC (4 - /4 (61 . (5 1 )

Expression (5.17) and (5.18) can be used in the circuit design

of practical filtering systems.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the block diagram of a filtering u.;]*

for the correlation technique of signal processing in the ti:m,

]ag range of 0-TV Whenever along with the delay time the Dop[ler

frequency shift v = 2nfl is also unknown, in each delay channei
A A

this circuit must contain supplementary quadrature channels tuned

to the anticipated Doppler frequencies of the signal vi,..., "

AO(t)COSL2X1*t 04

A ,(t) iicrst z

•~ oi

Fig. 5.14, Block diagram of quadrature
correlation processiing of the signal.
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The block diagram for the filter method of processing in the

video-frequency band is shown in Fig. 5.5. Filters Cvi and Svi

are video-frequency filters with responses

Key& (=A. (T.- 1) c(A r v,(r, T (r,- 1), (5.19)
K lot) A, (r, - 1) sin 12.v, (r", -)+ 7 (re .

where T is a specified filter delay constant.

C 2

S V4
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Another method of separating out the envelope of the

correlation integral in practical circuit arrangements is through
th-: detection of the signal at the output of the circuit in which

it has been coherently filtered. This approach is applicable

only in the case of filter or correlation-filter signal processing.

Here, the filter output provides a continuous value for the

function y(T), with the value tY(T)I formable only through simple

detection of function y(T). A block diagram of a filtering device

implementing this approach is shown in Fig. 5.6.

Fil erE otor0i fr(T)P,
-, I' , - , - -,, * *

f Deteotor

FFig. 5.6. Block diagram of filter

processing of signal.

Each filter in this circuit ±s tuned to different signal

frequencies differing from each other by the value Vi . All~told,
the circuit covers a signal frequency-shift range of Av * iv .

The individual filter's real response in this arrangement will be

Fig.)= (.6-.eBlock ilgr(of )r- . (5.20)

In the correlation-filter processing method, by analogy with
(5.12), the correlation integral for re l signals can be

expressed In the form
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Y (' Xi : (1) v. y( ,t) d -_y ly (,t)l cos IN. (f.- .) +

+ ?=-- +,-arg Y (),(5.21)

where

x, (0)= Re SxS, (I - ) exp i [2 (fo - f1) + z),
V (t) = Re S. (t) exp {jl 127 (f. - fl) t + (,I}.

A knowledge of xl(t) can be acquired through the multi-

plication of the real signals

x (M - Re SQ() exp [I (2wft + ?u)1

and

v,()- Re S, (1) exp 1I (2,iI + ,, (5.22)

followed by the filtering of the signal with the difference

frequency f "0 f'e

On the basis of these considerations, a practical block

diagram for signal processing by the correlation-filter method

for the range of parameters T and v will appear as shown in

Fig. 5.7.

The filters in each correlation channel are tuned to

different signal frequencies offset by the quantity vi. For

each filter the real response will be

(5.23)
K, (t) = Re S, (T, - ) exp [ 02i(- fa ,,)(T, ,-.
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oft H DeteotOr It iI V.,..., V.

Filter Envelope- -Deteotor

Fig. 5.7. Block diagram of correlation-filter

, processing of the signal.

5.2. Design Principles forD
Noncoherent Signal-Filtering
Devices

Noncoherent signal-filtering systems are designed for the
processing of signals following their detection. This process-
ing, in concert with coherent filtering, implements an optimal

algorithm whenever the coherence of the signal (the a priori

knowledge of its phase variation law) does not extend to its

entire duration [81, 95J.

The structural arrangement of the noncoherent filtering

device is largely determined by the character of the signal and

the form of its coherent processing algorithm.
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In the event the signal to be processed is representable in

the form of the sum of the elementary signals

jV /t eVT; Stk'q) exp (j24nf1), (5.24)

for which the coherence occurs only within a time interval

corresponding to their duration Tk (where, for simplicity's

sake, T, = const), noncoherent signal-processing for a specified

value of the parameter 0i can be resolved to operations of the

kind

YU~ bk jYg (% -- U01)

bit I )S (- -T ) (5.25)
k=1

y11 - b2 1Y2, (t- kT,)I'.

[Translator's Note - The subscript letter "H," it will be recalled,

Indicates "noncoherent."]

Quadratic summation is taken for low signal/noise ratios or

for a fluctuating signal. Linear summation is optimal for a

nonfluctuation signal with a large signal/noise ratio.

A device implementing operations of form (5.25) for a number

of fixed parameter values Q can be designed in accordance with

the block diagram shown in Fig. 5.8. Each elementary signal is

coherently filtered by its own filter, following which the

envelope of the signal is discriminated. The elementary vide,,

signals arv delayed, functionally transformed, and summed with

their appropriate weighting factors.
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Fig. 5.9. Block diagram of the noncoherent
processing of uniform signals.

is set in accordance with the envelope IY2 (T-kT ).

Along with the filtering methods of noncoherent signal

processing illustrated in Fig. 5.9, correlation techniques may

also te used. The system schematics in this case will resemble

those found in devices applying these methods to coherent signal

filtering (Section 5.1). I
Quite frequently in actual radar practice partial noncoherent

filtering is also employed for the processing of a fully coherent

sigral as well. This is normally done whenever information I
regarding the signal's frequency parameters is not necessary,

but the signal's structure and parameters are such that a relatively

: phisticated multichannel system (Figs. 5.6, 5.7) would be

required for its coherent filtering. By reducing the interval

of coherent filtering, it becomes possible to expand the band of

the coherent filter, thus permitting effective operation with

significantly fewer frequency channels.
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The application of partial coherent filtering with subsequent

noncoherent processing in the case of a fully coherent signal

marks a retreat from an optimal algorithm in favor of simplified

circuitry, resulting accordingly in degraded detection and

resolution characteristics and impaired signal-parameter measure-

ment accuracy. Nevertheless, for a number of signals, provided

optimal ratios are selected between the duration of the coherent

and noncoherent filtering, these sacrifices may be inconsequential

and altogether acceptable. As an example of partial coherent

filtering followed by the noncoherent processing of the signal we

might cite the application of this method in the filtering of a

long, unmodulated radio pulse (2.28) and (2.23), or cf a burst of

coherent radio pulses (2.53).. In the case of a wide anticipated

range of Doppler frequency shifts, when A, - fully coherent

filtration for signals of this kind requires the use of multi-

channel systems.

If, referring to the circuit shown in Fig. 5.9, the

frequency band of the coherent filter is far greater than the

quantity 1, the range of anticipated frequencies can be covered
with considerably fewer coherent filters. The filter device

circuitry in this case will incorporate fewer channels and will

be less complex. The deterioration in detection characteristics,

which is normally expressed in an increase in the required

equivalent parameter q2 to ensure specified D and F values, will

depend, in this kind of circuit, on the signal/noise ratio at

the envelope detector input. This deterioration can be computed

using the appropriate formulas, which can be found, for example,

in [81, 95].

For assigned values D and F, and identical and fixed

intensities of elementary signals to be coherently processed, the

Increase in the quantity q2 is a function of the ratio n=-r. ,

where T in this case is the effective duration of the entire

signal, and Tor is the time interval of its coherent processing.
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Figure 5.10 presents a graph illustrating the increase in

q (energy losses) as a function of the ratio n = for pre-T or

fcribed parameters D and F From this graph it is clear that for

a ratio of n = 2 of not more than 10 the energy losses areT rorO
minor and amount at most to 1-2 dB or thereabouts.

- Who

S

Number of pulses n

Fig. 5.10. Losses in noncoherent filtering.

Along with a deterioration in resolving power for signal

frequency, which we are consciously disregarding in the case at

hand, the noncoherent processing of a fully coherent signal may

also be accompanied by a deterioration in its delay-time resolution

and in the accuracy with which this parameter is measured. ln

large measure, the degree of this impairment is determined by the

structure of the signal and must be estimated on an individual

basis for each concrete signal according to expressions (3.1) and

(4.15). It will be shown by analysis of expression (4.15), when

the elementary signals satisfy the condition

S, (1) exp (i2rl1t) S1, (1) exp (-j 2%f1) dt---
(5.27)

fori,

for1
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that [811 with these signals processed by the circuit depicted

in Fig. 5.8 delay-time measurement accuracy will be determined by

the spectral characteristics of the elementary signals AWi and by

a certain equivalent quantity q3 KO characterized by the signal's

total energy allowing for energy losses.

The dispersion of the delay-time measurement error in this

case will be defined as

I (5.28)

For such signals the delay-time resolution characteristic

will also be mainly determined by the form of the modulation

function Si(t) 31].

In the case of signals satisfying conditon (5.26) the

accuracy and unambiguity of lag time measurement will be determined

by the high-correlation interval and the secondary maxima of the

convolution function between the resultant envelope of the signal

at the coherent filter output and the video filter response,

th'at is, the function

YI A(a) == Y (t)j K,%(u- t)dt9,-" 0
where KBHA(t) is the response of the video filter [Translator's

Note - The subscript letters "eHA" indicate "video."]

Most advantageous from this standpoint are signals of the

kl nd
1=11

V (1) R e St Y - Ir, -- T.,)
i-!

which represent an aperiodic sequence of elementary signals vi(t)

with phase or frequency modulation. The wide spectrum of these

elementary signals ensures that they will be compressed in time
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with a low side-lobe level at the output of the coherent filter,

while the fact that they are arranged aperiodically in time means

that it is possible to achieve a YH (T) function of satisfactory form.

Figure 5.11a, shows a schematic representation of a
compound phase-keyed signal, which is in reality a burst of five

phase-keyed pulses unevenly time-staggered at intervals of Tl-T 4 .

Each pulse of the burst is phase-keyed by an M-tuple code with

N - 31, for which the duration of the elementary discrete step

corresponds to the value T A . In Fig. 5.11b, we see a graph ofi4
the funetion Y (T) for such a signal

!H

The use of partial coherent filtering with subsequent non-

coherent processing according to the circuit arrangement shown

in Fig. 5.9 for multidimensional signals of type (2.37) and (2.45)

provides a means of processing these signals within a wide range

of Doppler frequencies by means of simple, low-channel-capacity

circuits. For a relative low ATAW value, the energy losses

associated with the degradation of the signal/noise ratio at the

detector output will be minor. On the other hand, when conven-

tional band-pass filters with a band AW are employed as the

coherent filters in the Fig. 5.9 circuitry, the elimination of'

the signal's frequency and phase modulation envelope at the

detector output gives rise to a function IY(T)I of such form

that there is a substantial deterioration in delay-time measure-

ment accuracy and in the system's resolving power for this para-

meter. This shortcoming can very largely be overcome if the

coherent filter used has a special frequency response to provide

for the conversion, at the detector input, of the signal's phase

and frequency modulation into amplitude modulation .

Specifically, in the case of phase-keyed signals, the bacts

of this kind of filter might be a delay line with adder, the

effect of which would be to synthesize a response of the form

K )=8(t)-,- 8-T,). (
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The noncoherent processing of the phase-keyed signal in this

event could be handled over the two-channel system illustrated

in Fig. 5.12a. By way of example, let us determine the signal

component of the output effect with this circuit for a signal of

specific type. Let the input receive a phase-keyed signal of the

kind described by (2.45) with modulation function (2.46), having

a delay time T and Doppler frequency shift v , that is

v(I)s=ReA.{i t(- :-iT T , )g, X

X exp U2% (to +V)(t-A ) . (5.30)

[Translator's Note - The subscript letters. "0m," it will be

recalled, stand for "phase-keyed."]

For the sake of simplicity we set:. fo lOk/T ; Ts = TA;

gi is the M-tuple code; k are numbers of the natural series 1,

2, ... Now, without allowance for the T shift in the time

reading and considering the detector to be near, for the signal

following detection at the video filter input we can write

Y.(1),;= --- t).1 + v (&-:T.3, -106Q., - u (I-TA)64

=A.cos 2r.va~T g.. A ~

+ +I a(t -AT 714M. (5.31)

The signal YH(t)l, as follows from expression (5.31), is a

video code signal of the kind shown in Fig. 5.12b, whose code

corresponds to the code of the input signal, that is, the same

M-tuple but offset with respect to the original by m symbols

and with certain distortions at the beginning and end. In the

case of a large number of code symbols, N >> 1, one may ignore
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Fig. 5.12. Noncoherent processing of phase-keyed
signal.
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these disto .0tions and consider that the detector signal Y (t)

has the same code structure as the original signal v(t) M. It is

to be observed, however, that this kind of signal conversion is

N'id only for phase-keyed signals coded by M-tuples. For other

code sequences there may be an alteration in the structure of the

video signal, with respect to the original signal, which must be

taken into account in the further processing of this signal. If
the video filter is matched with the video signal Y (t), then its

H
output signal will for all practical purposes repeat the waveform

of the autocorrelation function envelope of the phase-keyed input

signal of Fig. 5.12b, equalling

YU(1)I)cos (2iATA). (5.32)

The reduction in output effect with the coherent filtering

circuit detuned in frequency for a phase-keyed signal can be

determined from dependence (2.49). If we compare expressions

(2.49) and (5.32), we see that with the phase-keyed signal pro-

cessed noncoherently by the circuit in Fig. 5.12, the signal

frequency separation with respect to the circuit may be

approximately times greater than when it is coherently processed.

The energy losses here are a function of the ratio ,. =N and,
Yr.T

for prescribed values of D and F, can be determined from the graph

shown in Fig. 5.10. Since the width of the maximum signal Y H(T)

along the time-delay axis at the output of the Fig. 5.12a

circuit corresponds to the high-correlation interval of the

Indeterminacy function of the phase-keyed input signal, there is

a minor deterioration of time-delay measurement accuracy with the

signal noncoherently processed in this manner.

5.3. Methods of Compressing the
Dynamic Amplitude Range of the
Input Oscillation and of Normal-
izing the Interference Intensity

Depending on the nature of the interference and the operating

conditions of the radar, there may be a variation in the
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interference intensity as the signals are processed. An optimal

signal-processing algorithm, in this case, provides for

supplementary processing of the input oscillation ahead of its

optimal filtration, and also for the modification of the threshold

level in keeping with the fluctuating intensity of the inter-

ference [99].

In practical terms, a minor change in the intensity of the

interference over the duration of the signal will occur in a

number of instances. In this event, the preliminary processing

of the input oscillation can be eliminated, with the normalizing

operation for the interference intensity simply a matter of

changing the threshold setting. For nonstationary Gaussian

interference with uniform spectral density the threshold level,

as demonstrated in [81]. is a f'unction of a certain quantity Z,

defined by the dependence

i -, S x'Q)dt, (•(t)-- ( 5.33 )

where <N0 > is the mathematical expectancy, assigned a priori, of

the spectral density of the interference;

AP n is the spectral width of the interference.

Whenever the intensity of the received signal may be assumed

to have Rayleigh distribution, the threshold level for changing

intensity is defined by a simple dependence [81] of the type

Yo(m) PoZ, (5.34)

where 0 is a constant normalizing coefficient.

With allowance for oxpressions (5.33) and (5.34), the

threshold level may be formed by a single channel, in the way

shown in Fig. 5.13.
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othold level.

t When the band of the matched filter AWt is broad enough, so
~that

t' I WI,~e : I.(5.35)

the need for a special band-pass filter in the threshold-level

shaping channel is eliminated, and this channel's video filter

can be directly connected to the envelope detector output, as

tndicated by the broken line in Fig. 5.13.

With changing interference intensity the implementation of

an optimal solution algorithm is unaffected ay wheiher there is

adjustment of the threshold level Y( s) or whether there is a

139

proportional change in the output effect Y(T) with respect to

the fixed threshold. For this reason,, when the interference

Intensity is subject to variation, adjustment of the main-channel

transmission factor will also be optimal, In which case the

control signal will be a function of the quantity Z. Normally,

the control of the transmission constant in the signal filtering.,

and processing channel is accomplished at the channel Input. A

simplified block diagram of the bignal-processing channel for

this case in shown in Fig. 5.14.

In the design of real instru~mentation, along with the ta.,,.k

of norming the noise intensity one must also solve the problem
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Fig. 5.14. Block diagram showing normalization
of interference level.

of compressing the dynamic range of oscillation amplitudes at

various points in the signal-processing system. This is because,

depending on the type of target and its spatial position with

respect to the radar, the level of the echo signals may vary

within considerable limits. In practical terms, the dynamic

range of echo-signal amplitade variation

A.,3 e (5.36)a,. =2019g

may constitute a significant value in the order of 60-10U dB.

Actual circuit arrangements for the filtering and functional

processing of signals have a limited transmission capability in

terms of the dynamic working range of amplitudes these systems

can handle. Oftentimes this range is far below what is called

for. To match the dynamic amplitude range of input signals to

the operative dynamic band of the real instrumentation, the

amplitude range of the signals to be processed is compressed at

various points in the processing system.

If the signals are to be processed In the presence of

Gaussian interference, the optimal approach is to compress the

dynainic amplitude band of these signals only at the filter

system output since this gives a one-to-one functional

conversion of the a poateriori distribution, which, provided the

threshold level Is appropriately compensated, leads to no
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degradation in signal-parameter detection and measurement
performance. Nevertheless, with this method of dynamic band

compression the range does remain considerable at the filter

system input; moreover, if the filtering device is of the multi-

channel variety (Figs. 5.6, 5.7), the band must be compressed

simultaneously at the output of all the filtering channels,

causing additional inter-channel mismatching because of equip-

ment errors in the compression operation to reduce the range.

In practical terms, therefore, it is more expedient that the

dynamic range of amplitudes be compressed at the filter input.

With this technique, not only is the input oscillation range

matched with the technical specifications of the filter systems,

but it is compressed in a cirquit common to all the channels

with the result that there is no additional mismatching in the

characteristics of the individual channels. Moreover, by

compressing the dynamic range at the filter input it is also

often possible to normalize the interference intensity at the

same time. This combining of functions is a specific advantage

of compression by means of a nonlinear circuit affording a rigid

limitatioh of the input oscillation amplitude (Fig. 1.5).

It will be appreciated from expression (4.19) that there is

a normalizing of the spectral density of the interference at the

limiter output, with the result that its dispersion at the

filter output remains constant regardless of the noise level at

the input of the signal-processing channel. In this case, the

dynamic amplitude range of the signals at the output of the

filter device, with respect to the interference level, is

AAx = IIg ATAW- 11,

where I¢ indicates the losses encountered in practical filtering

circuits.
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If the nonlinear circuit has a logarithmic amplitude re;ponse,

the interference intensity is normalized only for a specific type

of circuit connection.

Let a nonlinear circuit with a logarithmic amplitude response

effect a logarithmic transformation of the amplitude of a signal.

reaching its input:

u14 (t) = A (t) cos wot + (1),

so that at the output of the circuit in question this signal is

converted to the form

UhUwq (1) =c, [lin A (t)] cos [o + y (t)), 37)

where cl is a constant conversion coefficient.

If the envelope distribution follows the Rayleigh law, the

envelope dispersion for the oscillation u8 b(t) at the output of

the circuit with logarithmic amplitude characteristic will be

I2

QA=<'cIn A (t)]l> - <ctn In A (1)1>= (5.38)

and the mean value of the envelope of the same signal uB M(t)

will be

2 as+ Cal(5.39)

where 3 is Euler's constant. [Translator's Note - The suhscr.ipt

letters "ax" and "aux," it will be recalled, represent "input"

and "output," respectively.]

From expressions (5.38) and (5.39) it is evident that in the

logarithmic oonversion of a radio-frequency oscillation the

dispersion of the envelope of the oscillation is normed.
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When the logarithmic circuit is connected ahead of the

coherent filtering unit (e.g., in place of the limiter in Fig.

1.5), there will be logarithmic-law compression of the oscillation's

dynamic amplitude band, but there will be no normalizing of the

interference intensity at the resolver input since the total

noise power at the filter system output is not normed. However,

if the logarithmic circuit is connected at the output of the

coherent filter unit, as illustrated in Fig. 5.15, theii by

virtue of the normalization of the envelope dispersion (5.38) the

interference fluctuation intensity at the resolver input will be

stabilized. A differentiating network is normally employed, in

this case, to separate the fluctuation and constant component at

the output of the noncoherent signal-processing system.

Coherent Loga- Dif feren- 0i RECacV"

flt* I. V..iLdeo
filtering 0ri thmic a-Detectorotiatirig filte init
uit amplifier network fitr ut

Fig. 5.15. Block diagram showing the normalization
of interference intensity through the use of a
logarithmic amplifier.

The logarithmic network may be connected ahead of the

filtering circuit primarily in noncoherent signal processing

for the purpose of normalizing the interference intensity and

compressing the dynamic amplitude range at the filter input.

We see, therefoie, that the nonlinear conversion of the

signal amplitude at the input of the filter system affords a

number of practical advantages over the compression 
of the

dynamic range at the output of these systems.

In the general case, this kind of nonlinear conversion, in
the presence of Gaussian noise, violates the optimal signal-

processing algorithm and may lead to a deterioration in detection,
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resolution, and measurement of signal parameters (Chapters 3 and

4). Nevertheless, under specific conditions, (3.38) and (3.43),

such nonlinear conversion in the form of the limitation or taking

of the logarithm of the oscillation amplitudes at the filter system

input results in only minor degradation in detection and measure-

ment performance, and may therefore be acceptable for practical

purposes in many instances.

5.4. Design Principles of Resolution
Devices and Devices for the Logical
Processing of Signals

The primary tasks of the resolution device (resolver),

regardless of the operating mode of the signal-processing system,

are the twin tasks of threshold comparison and eilter-system out-

put effect analysis. In the detection mode the resolver effects

a comparison of the output effect envelope IY(T,R)l with the

threshold, determining the regions of the parameters T and R

within which the threshold has been exceeded. In the fine-grain

parameter measurement mode the resolver searches out the maximum

of the function JY(r, j) in those regions of parameters T and &

where the value IY(r, S)I has exceeded the threshold. Whenever the

filter-system output effect depends on only one parameter which

is also a time function (for example, the parameter T 3), the

threshold comparison and output-effect analysis are accompliohed

sequentially by single-channel systems.

Thus, for example, in the detection mode, the si&.nal env.,.pe

from the filter-system output is fed to the threshold unit (Fig.

5.16). Signals exceeding the thrcshold Y0 are converted by the

amplifier-limiter into standard-amplitude pulses u whose

duration corresponds to the time during which the oscillation

IY(T)I exceeds the threshold (Fig. 5.17). The resultant pulses

are differentiated, u. ., and their delay TlH' Il, T 2H' T2m

relative to the beginning of the time reading is determined by

the time-interval clock [1'ranslator's tIote - The subscript letters

"1 and "a" stand for "beginning" and "end," r(spectivelyj.
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Fig. 5.16. Block diagram of a single-channel
resolving unit for the detection mode.
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unit in the detection and measurement mode.
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The maximum value of the function IY(t)l in the measure :,&nt

mode is determined by differentiating the signal IY(t)I, followed
by the fixing of the moment at which the resultant derivative

passes through zero. The block diagram of the resolving unit

for this situation is shown in Fig. 5.18. The differentiated

oscillation IY(T)J reaches the input of the zero-transition hold

circuit, in which the negative half-waves of the oscillation

IY(T)I' are converted by the amplifier-limiter to standard-

amplitudes pulses u0 (Fig. 5.17). Further, these pulses are

differentiated and from them are formed the zero-transition pulses

U. , In the peak-pulse shaping circuit the time intervals defined

by the pulse uor are gated, and from the pulse train u those
oH

pulses are segregated which correspond to the peak positions of

the function JY(T)j in those regions where this function exceeds

the threshold uMc. The time-interval metering unit clocks the

time lag of these pulses TlMa~c and T2M8Kc with respect to the
beginning of the time count, which describes the parameter T3 to

be measured.

dier It~ln 310 nterval
ential NOl ,metering

A poro i data on the
threshold-ezoxW6 region
from the detection unit

Fig. 5.18. Block diagram of time parameter measurement.

When the output effect is a function of more than one para-

meter - for example, T3 and a - its distrubution for one of these •

parameters is discretely represented in the form of the values of

the oscillations from the outputs of the individual filter system

channels (Fig. 2.1). The resolving unit, in this case, must make

a threshold comparison of the output oscillations from each

channel. Since now a single signal may exceed the threshold in

several channels, there is formed a threshold excess region. By

way of illustration, Fig. 5.19 shows the topographic representation
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Fig. 5.19. Topographic representation
of the threshold 'excess intervals in
the case of multichannel filtering.

of the threshold excess region for the two-dimensional output L

effect IY(r, Si. In the detection mode the resolver must

determine the boundaries of the region TH, TK) QH .i" This

* operation can be accomplished by means of a parallel-action

computer circuit designed to simultaneously compute instances of

threshold excess both by time and channel, while at the same

time recording the values of the appropriate T and Qi parameters.

In the measurement mode, on the other hand, the resolver wurks

to ascertain the maximum value of IY(T, 2I)I in the threshold

excess region. This is normally accomplished by seeking the

maximum reading for those values of the function IY( ik'

which satisfy a system of equations of the type

* hi
d dIY(;, ) -1o) (5 .40)

that is, a successive search is made for the maximum values of

the signal for the sections of function IY(-r, S1)I along the

£ axis, with the minimum value then singled out from the aggregate

of values derived for the function IY(t3 , i k ).

1
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In practical terms, a resolving unit capable of performing

these operations turns out to be a fairly complex piece of equip-

ment because of the need to store and sort through a large quantity

of different values for the function IY(T, Oi)1. In the circuit

arrangements usually encountered in real applications, a resolver

designed to analyze a multidimensional output effect can be

simplified by averagihg this effect or by transforming it on a

space-time basis.

Averaging the output effect for all parameters except T has

the effect of transforming it into a time function, and this in

turn makes it possible subsequently to effect the analysis for

the delay time alone using single-channel systems of the kind

shown in Figs. 5.16 and 5.18. The output-effect analysis for
the averaged parameters is accomplished, in this case, only for

those of its sections in which the parameter T maximizes the

averaged value of the function IY(r)I. Specifically, when the

output function depends on the two parameters T and A, the

averaging of its values for frequency can be resolved to the

nonlinear summing of the signals from the channel outputs of the
filter syste [811, in which event the block diagram of the

resolving unit for the measurement mode will appear as illustrated
in Fig. 5.20;

The signal IY(')I<,> at the input of the time-differentiation

circuit represents the frequency-averaged output effect of the

multichannel filter system. Following the time differentiation

of IY(T)I,<>, the parameter-estimate circuit for T is used to

produce delay-time values T0 for which the oscillation IY(T)I.,a i

takes on maximum values. For time sections corresponding to th6

value T0 a determination is made, by means of the circuits

which provide a differentiation for 0 and estimation for A,

of those parameter 0 values which maximize the function

Y(T° 01
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! A point to bear in mind is that the application of the

J output-effect averaging method based on any one parameter permits

, the realization of potential measurement accuracy only in the

eettesignal processed has originated from a sirngIe target

[81]; otherwise, output erfect aver'aging may result in a
deterioration of processing system resolution ince in the case

of numerous radar signals an indeterminacy function averaged for

any particular parameter will have a structure worse from the

standpoint of resolution than its individual sections for that
same parameter.

The space-time conversion of the output effect also has as

its purpose the reduction of the entire information to a single

channel. Considering that within the time interval At << TKOp

the function Y(r, i) undergoes little change, the latter can be

represented by its sampling values within the tlme intervals At.

The resultant sampling values for all channels are then combined

Into a single channel by means or time-division multiplexing.
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The space-time conversion operation is normally performed

by a commutator switch sequentially connecting the individual

filter system outputs to its output. By way of illustration,

Fig. 5.21 presents diagrams of the space-time output effect

conversion when this effect is represented by a certain regular

component corresponding to the envelope of the autocorrelation

function JI(T, Qi)I for a square-wave radio-frequency pulse (2.34).

As a result of the limited operating speed of the commutator, the

same channel is connecced within a time interval

Tou>i(Ttom+ Tnp), (5.41)

where T is the duration of the connection of the channel;
ROM

T is the duration of the switching of the channels.
nep

2, 11(r - - - 1(.0

/ /
//

/ /~

Fig. 5.21. Output effect space-time conversion diagrams.
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The output effect of the separate channels takes on the

form of pulse trains staggered in time. These sequences are

combined at the commutator output, as shown in Fig. 5.22. Once

they have been combined in a single channel, the pulse sequences,

chazacterizing the sampling values of the output effects of all

the channels, reach a single-channel resolving unit which determines

the threshold crossings and separates out the maximum value of

the pulse sequence Y(t) (Fig. 5.23) [Translator's Note - The
np

subscript letters "np" represent "converted."] The position in

time of the maximum-value sampling with respect to the origin of

the coordinates determines the value of the parameter T 0 , and its

delay with respect to the operating cycle of the commutator - the
2

parameter $A (Fig. 5.22).

Fig. 5.22. Time diagram of converted output effect.
Designation: KOM - c(,mmutator; riep * switching;
on - interrogation.

Cd ResolvJug

0 unit . ,

Fig. 5.23. Block diagram of resolving

unit with fjpace-time conversion.
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Since the time quantification of the output effects is not

time-locked with the arrival of the echo signal, the space-time

conversion is the source of additional deterioration in the

signal-detection and parameter-measurement characteristics. The

resultant reduction in the signal/noise ratio because of +h

discrete arrangement of the frequency channels along with the

discrete element in the time factor will be described, according

to (3.8), by the normed indeterminacy function IT(T. nj)1 2,

where T arid ic define the reading error in the maximum value ofa
this function for the J-th measurement. Meanwhile, the maximum

energy losses in the detection characteristics, measured in

decibels, can be determined from the formula

(5.42)

where 6 , 6fl represents the discrete sampling Ancrements.

The average energy losses wIll be expressed in the form

116 P- Ilg6, (5.43)

~.1P (; Q)l (2 ) )I' did
0 0

where fl are the average energy losses due to quantification in6cp
decibels;

P(T, R) is the probability density in the distribution of the

samples with respect to the maximum value of the functiona~l2.

On the assumption that the sample distribution density with

respect to the maximum is uniform and that the time samples are

independent with respect to the frequency samples, expression
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(5.43) is rewritten in the form

n..., = ig 421 ! (5.44)

4 I I44 I C;o 9)1t dd9Q

Specifically, when the-discrete element in the spacing of

the channels is sufficiently small 141(O, )I2-4I , and the energy

losses are determined only by the time samplings, in the case of

the matched filtering of a square-wave radio pulse, with allowance

for expression (2.34), these losses can be computed by means of

the following formula

n4,,big- 8  * (5.415)

When 6T 2. average energy losses amount to a value of

about 1.3 dB. Deterioration in measurement accuracy for the

parameters T and a, when space-time conversion is employed, will
q2

be caused not only by the reduction in q , but also by the

discreteness in the reading of the parameter to be measured. The

degree to which measurement accuracy is impaired by this factor

can be additionally estimatud by expression (4.27).

Along with the operations of signal detection and parameter

measurement, the resolver must also perform a varying logical

processing of the derived data. The end purpose of this process-

ing is the purging of the primary radar information of spurious

data orJginated as the result of the passage of different inter-

ference through the processing channel.

The signal is logically processed by matching some particular

one of its characteristics, acquired as the result of the optimal
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processing of the input oscillation, against an anticipated

attribute. Based on the findings of this processing, the data

whose characteristics fail to match those anticipated are

subsequently sifted out [14, 72, 82]. The attributes used to

effect this discrimination of signals may be the extent of the

signal, its spectrum, direction of arrival, and so forth.

This kind of logical processing is conducted according to

the block diagram shown in Fig. 5.24. The auxiliary channel

passes signals whose parameters lie outside the parameter region

of the useful signals, for example, outside the region of the

useful signal's frequency band, extent interval, or arrival

direction. In the comparison circuit a comparison is made between

signal intensity in the primary and auxiliary channel, and in the

event the output effect from the auxiliary channel is exceeded,

the resolver input is blanked by the blanking-pulse shaping

circuit.

Kain-signal Blanking ;
- filtering tage

I and pro-
cessing
channelI 9

L Auxiliary. Compar- Blanking-
ison pulse

channel orit shaping

Fig. 5.24. Generalized block diagram of
logical signal processing.

It is important to note that this type of logical signal

processing at the filter system output is not optimal and in

certain conditions results not in the improvement, but in tne

disruption of primary radar information. For this reason, it is

recommended for use in limited circumstances when , for one reason

or another, optimal methods for the resolution of useful signals

against an interference background are not feasible.
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5.5. Information Encoding and
Transmission in Signal Processing
Systems

When transmitting information between distinct processing

systems and when introducing such information into the electronic

computers responsible for the secondary processing of the data, it

is convenient from a practical standpoint that this information

be converted into a discrete form w1mroby a continuous message is

represented by means of some code or other in the form of a

sequence of standard signals. Among the technical facilities

which provide for the transmission of digital information one

normally finds: a conversion-encoding device which accomplishes

the required conversion of the form of the message to be trans-

mitted; a communications line (link or circuit); and a device for

the reception of the information which converts the received

message to a form suitable for the user. As a rule, digital

information is encoded by means of a binary code using only the

two symbols "I" and "0."1 These signals are easily reproduced by

the presence or absence of a (usually pulsed) signal.

Various types of codes may be used as a binary code for

message encoding. The simplest of these, which are employed when

there is no interference or operational malfunctions on the

transmisslon link, are the positional binary code (ordinary binary

code) and the cyclic code (Graty code).

The positional binary code is formed by a positionally

arranged power series for the number 2. Thus, for example, the

number 11 can be represented in the form

11 = 12'+0.2+ 1.2'1.2.- --O1.

The digits 1 and 0 standing ahead of the powers of the

number 2 are characteristic of the binary positional code. The

digital configuration (number of units) of this code p is
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determined by the value of the greatest degree nmax in the

positional series and can be found as

p = n max + 1. (5.46)

Whenever the value of a message to be encoded is capable of

assuming an intermediate position between the individual digit

positions of the binary code, then, because of the considerable

variations in the structure of the code, serious encoding errors

may arise as some numbers shift to adjacent values. In order to

eliminate these errors, cyclic codes are employed, in which the

transition to adjacent values is accompanied by symbol changes

in only one of the digital positons of the code. A cyclic code

can be derived from a positional and vice versa. To make the

transition from a positional binary code to a cyclic, a modulus

operation is performed for the code offset by one place and not

offset; for example

1101
+ 110(1)

Iul I •

Whenever the encoded messages are to be transmitted in the

face of various kinds of interference and/or transmission equip-

ment malfunctions, so-called correcting codes are used. Into the

struc",re of such codes are introduced control (check) symbols

which, by creating code redundancy, make possible its verification

and correction. The basic types of these codes, along with the

methods for their formulation, are discussed in [21, 28]. The

key characteristics of the converter involved in the transformation

of' an analog value into a discrete code are its resolution, digital

configuration (word length), and operating speed.

The conversion resolution 6 is defined by the rationp

AU
G11P= P,_ V(5.L47)

where Aa is the variation range of the analog value.
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The resolution of a converter describes the error introducedI
by encoding, which, following (4.27), for uniformly spaced discrete

increments, is - 8,P
(5.48)

If the encoding error is assigned, the required digital

configuration of the converter can be easily found from (5.47)

and (5.48):

PI1A( s (5.49)i~ > 10o& + I -

It should be noted that the resolving power of real converters

is limited by the practical capabilities of the equipment.

Specifically, practical amplitude-to-code converter circuitries

have a minimum resolution 6 determined by the limiting
np min

sensitivity of the comparison circuits. With allowance for

equipment instability of various kinds, the limiting sensitivity

of modern electronic comparison circuitry is about 0.03 V. If

the converter is to provide the required operating accuracy, the

following condition must be satisfied:

8up > (2 -1 3) &up w,. (5.50)

[MHH - min]

Whenever practical considerations dictate the selection of

a larger value for 6np , the scale of the quantity Aa must be

increased in order to preserve conversion precision; however,

this increase is also limited, in real equipment, by the range of

linear transmission for the parameter a. For example, conven-

tional converter circuits in actual use will permit a ratio of

0 40 dB.
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With allowance for condition (5.50) and relation (5.48),

such converter circuits make possible the encoding (measurement)

of signal amplitude with an rms error of the order of 1-0.5%

with a code length of p = 6-7.

If there is a need to boost the amplitude measurement

accuracy, converters can be used which offer a high-speed digital

gain control feature by means of which the range AA can be

considerably expanded.

A variety of principles may be used in the design of

practical converter circuitries. Fundamental among these

principles of consecutive computation, readout, comparison, and

subtraction [21, 28]. The selection of a particular principle is

based on practical considerations and converter specifications.

Two techniques are employed for the extraction and trans-

mission of the code from the converter - a parallel and a

consecutive.

In the first instance, each digital position of the code is

extracted simultaneously with the others to Its own transmission

line (Fig. 5.25a). With consecutive extraction there is one

transmission line and the code bits are arranged consecutively in

time (Fig. 5.25b).

With parallel extraction, the converter speed tHo must be

sumewhat less than the correlation interval of the analog

quantity to be converted, that is

! (5.51)

With consecutive extraction, the converter speed requirement

increases as the code length grows larger:

AWP (5.52)
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Fig. 5.25. Parallel and consecutive code detection.
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Today's practical circuitries for discrete semic6nductor

converters provide speeds of about 20 nanoseconds. With parallel

code extraction, this permits the encoding of analog data whose

spectrum does not exceed 20 MHz.

The reception of transmitted digital information is the

function of decoding and matching devices, whose basic tasks are 2
the storage of the transmitted information, the conversion of

this information to a form suitable for the customer, and its

delivery to the customer at the required moments of time. The

principles underlying the design of such decoding and matching

devices have been set forth in sufficient detail in [21, 28, 34,

43].

6. METHODS FOR THE TECHNICAL REALIZATION
OF SIGNAL-PROCESSING DEVICES

6.1. Basic Techniques in the
Technical Realization of
Signal-Processing Devices

The major types of practical signal-filtering and processing

.iy;tems may be conveniently classified according to their operating

modes, structural features, and the kinds of physical instrument-

a;lon they employ.
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In terms of operating mode, these devices can be subdivided

into those which filter and process the oscillations received at

their input without the preliminary memorization (storage) of these

oscillations, and those in which signal processing occurs after

the storage and time-scale alteration of the input oscillation.

In systems of the first type the integration and execution of

other operations with the signals takes place in instantaneous

real time, while a characteristic feature of the second type is

the possibility of significantly varying the time scale for the

operations to be performed.

In terms of structural features (design techniques), two

groups of signal-processing devices are conventionally

distinguished: those of the analog type and those of the digital

type. It is characteristic of the first group that they are

designed around analog elements, while systems of the second

group are designed predominantly on the basis of discrete digital-

engineering components.

The principal physical devices incorporated in signal-

processing systems are a large variety of electronic, electron-

acoustic, magneto-electronic, electron-optical, acousto-optical,

and other radio and physical circuits. By virtue of the highly

specific nature of the technology involved in the design and use

of equipment emnloying different electromagnetic wavebands, this

attribute provides a convenient means of differentiating between

two types of system: the electronic and the optical. Systems of

the first type em'loy electronic, electron-acoustic, and magneto-

electronic circuitry, using radio-frequency and acoustic

oscillations as the basic information carriers. Devices of the

second type are designed principally around electron-optical and

acousto-optical components in which the data are for the most

part carried on signals of the optical waveband.
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6.2. Real-Time Signal-Processing
Systems

Systems of this type filter and process the oscillations

directly received at their input without any preliminary alteration

of their time scale. All three methods of signal processing can

be employed for the implemenation of this class of filtering

device: the correlation method, the correlation-filtering method,

and the filtering method.

Purely correlative signal-filtering techniques, according

to tne structural scheme shown in Fig. 5.1, are comparatively

uncommon in radar systems. Normally, these methods are used in

single-target radars in which there is the possibility of a time-

consecutive search for the frequency of the signal and its delay

time. Whenever the requirement is for the simultaneous process-

ing of numerous signals over a wide range of frequency and time-

delay variation, practical considerations militate against the

use of correlation-type filter circuits as necessitating the

operation of a large number of channels with great variety in

reference signal parameters.

More extensive possibilities for the practical design of

filter systems are afforded, in this case, by the application of

correlation-filter and filter methods. By way of example, Fig.

6.1 shows a block diagram of a practical system of signal

processing, in a range of delay time and Doppler frequency shift,

in which the signal filtering operation is accomplished accord-

ing to the correlation-filtering method [3, 57, 90]. The system

Is designed to detect and measure signal parameters. The

circuitry contains i time channels, in each of which the input

oscillation is multiplied by the appropriate reference signal

(5.8) and (5.22). Following the rltiplier stage, the IF signals

travel across a band-elimination filter and dynamic range

compression circuit to a filter unit consisting of m filtering

channels which provide frequency coverage of the entire possible
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Doppler frequency range of the received signals. As a rule, the

preliminary multiplication of the input oscillation by the

reference sig:'al makes it possible to simplify considerably the

structure of the individual filters of the set (5.23)

In each time channel, according to the intensity distribution

of the signals, the signal frequency is metered at the output of

the set of m video filters. The signal delay-time measurement is

made after the output effects in the time channels have been

averaged for frequency and the information from all the time

channels has been combined by means of space-time conversion

(Chapter 5). The data on the frequency estimate for the signal

from each time channel reach the frequency code commutator, where

the code is discriminated from that time channel only in which the

signal was detected.

In the filtering of signals whose parameter value p

approaches zero - signals of type (2.45) - the discrete element

in the alignment of the time channels 6 for the delay time must 3

not exceed the interval TK . Now, if 6 T = , the system's energy

losses due to the quantification w1l1 be in the order of 1.3 dB

(5.45).

Filtering and signals for which p , AWAT - signals of the

kind (2.37) - is possible for a considerably greater time-lag

spacing of the reference signals. The discrete spacing element

61, in this case, may be increased to a value of

3- with no appreciable energy loss, resulting in a significant2

reduction in the number of time channels in the filtering of such

signals. It is important to remember, however, that this

approach entails an ambiguity in the measurement of the frequency-

time distribution of the signal (Section 3.2), which can be

eliminated only by subsequent modification of the modulation law

in the main (transmitted) and reference signal. Thus, for
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example, in [90] it is suggested that the measurement ambiguity

be eliminated through the alternate use of a main pulse without

frequency modulation of type (2.33) and a main signal with

linear frequency modulation of type (2.37). Now, during the

radar's first working cycle tI (Fig. 6.2) a determination is made,

based on the measured frequency deviation of the reflected signal

from the reference v,, of the signal's Doppler frequency shift v ,

while in the second cycle t2 the signal delay time is uniquely

measured as

F"

where T3 o is the delay of the reference signal;

Fm
M is the rate of change in the frequency of the frequency-

modulated signal.

In practical terms, the use of correlation-filtering methods

of processing is normally rec(ommended either for the filtering of

fairly complex signals where the design of matched filters

represents an arduous technical problem or whenever the anticipated

range of Doppler frequencies of the signal is commensurate with

the latter's spectrum, while the signals have parameters fQr

which ATAW >> 1.

Reflected signal Reflected signal
in first cycle in second cycle

Reference signal I
I. gRef-

I Ierencel

Fig. 6.2. Graph of the frequency change in
a retunable signal-processing system.
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Ti. many other situations, practical filtering circuits can

be based on filter methods of signal processing. Such signal-

filtering techniques call for the availability of only one time

channel, and they do not require special circuitry to multiply

the input oscillation by the reference signal. In structural

terms, the signal-processing circuit in this case (Fig. 6.3)

represents a particular version of the circuit shown in Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.2 shows in somewhat greater detail the frequency and

time-delay metering unit, desioned in accordance with the

arrangements depinted in Figs. 4.2 and 5.18.

The metering unit in the circuit depicted in Fig. 6.3 measures
the frequency, for each time section, only for one maximum signal
and does not resolve the signals for this parameter. When

possibly several signals differing in frequency may be present

in a s --le time section and an independent v parameter measurement

Is rDq..red for each of them, the frequency measuring circuit must

select a prescribed number of maximum values for v, calculating

for each of them the appropriate correction factor. As already

noted, in most cases output-effect averaging results in a

deterioration of processing-system resolution, and for this reaE:on

when processing signals from a multiple target, the discrimination

of the peak values for T in the resolving unit is performed in each

freque'cy 3hannel, as indicaLed in Fig. 6.4.

When any signal parameter is known with accuracy to the

high-corelation interval and the requirement is merely to refine

the value of this parameter, the measurement circuitry normally

employs discrimination methods. By way of e.,ample, Fig. 6.5 shows
a signal-procesqing system with frequency refinement. In this

circuit the signal frequency is measured by estimating its

aeviation from a certain value of a frequency v0 , which is the

center frequency of the discriminator. When the frequency deviates

from vo , the discriminator output produces a Rtgnal wh'ch Is

proportional to the value v defining this deviatior. LTran.-

lator's Note - The subscript letters "yT" stand for "ref!ned."j
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For systems operating in real time and providing input-

oscillation processing without preliminary storage, the monopulse

method of signal processing, whereby there is no consecutive

retuning of the detection or measurement circuit parameters, is

a characteristic feature. However, in the case of radars having

target tracking modes involving the fairly prolonged illumination

of a single target over many operating cycles of the radar,

there may be changes in the parameters of the processing system

during tracking as they adapt themselves to values ensuring

optimal signal processing conditions. The process of this system

alignment is usually referred to as "target lock-on." For

example, with the protracted illumination of a single target the

operation of selecting the maximum values of the function

IY(T, n)I and of computing the correction factors for these values

is not effected on a parallel-time basis, as indicated in Fig. 6.3,

but sequentially (consecutively).

During the initial operating cycles a determination is made

of the maximum values of the funotiun IY( , 11)j, while subsequent

cycles provide for the use of the discrimination circuits to

measure the corrections for the values of the appropriate para-

meters. In many cases, this kind of consecutive signal process-

ing results in simplified filtering and measuring equipment.

6.3. Signal Processing with Time-Scale
Conversion

In certain cases, signals are processed with preliminary

memorization and alteration of the time scale of the input

oscillation. A simplified block diagram of this type of signal

processing system is shown in Fig. 6.6. Signal processing with

preliminary storage and time-scale modification is usual is

situations when the extent of the signal is sufficiently long

and there are practical difficulties in the design of filtering

systems capable of ensuring long-term integration, or in the

event that the received signal is to be multiply repeated for

subsequent processing.
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Souni device

X(S) Y(r)jfX(ot)K(f -fdet

device device

Fig. 6.6. Block diagram of the filtering
and processing of a signal with preliminary
storage.

Storage methods may be conventionally divided into two kinds:

dynamic and static. In the case of dynamic storage, as the

converted oscillation is filtered and logically processed, the

signals already accumulated (stored) are erased in the memory

unit and newly received signals are recorded. In static storage,

there Is no erasure of oscillations already recorded, but fresh

incoming signals are stored in new cells of the memory unit.

Dynamic storage is normally employed when the reception of

the oscillation at the memory input is continuous in time.

Provided the operating modes of the memory are properly matched

with those of the remaining units of the system, it is possible

to achieve a time-continuous filtration and logical processin;

of the signals with a certain small and regular delay in the

release of data regardJng the oscillations reaching the system

input. Static storage is common when the input oscillation is

limited in cime. The filtering and logical processing of such

statically memorized oscillations may take place repeatedly and

with a relatively extended delay time.

Many methods exist fur the implementation of read-out and

imemory units. One of the more common is the method of dynamic

storage and time-scale compression by means cf a feedback delay

line. A block diagram of a device implementing this method is

shown ir Fig. 6.7.
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Fig. 6.7. Block diagram of dynamic storage unit
with delay line.

By means of a quantizer, the input oscillation x(t) is

transformed into time samples carrying information on the amplitude

and phase of the signal. In accordance with the signal

quantizing theory, the time interval between samplings is selected

as

2* V.,

where AWBx is the rms value of the energy spectrum of the input

oscillation.

The value of the oscillation's amplitude and phase at the

moment of the time sampling is represented, by means of an encod-

ing circuit, in the form of a time code for the amplitude and

phase, which occupies in time an interval To . Figure 6.8a sliows,

a schematic representation of the input oscillation, and Fig.

6.8b the pulses of the time intervals within which is arranged

the amplitude code; there will also be a similar pulse sequen. ,

of time intervals for the phase code as well. The pulse code 'or

the amplitude and phase reaches the appropriate storage ring
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(Fig. 6.7). Since the operation of these storage rings is

identical, we shall consider only one of them, specifically the

amplitude storage ring.

The time interval T0 accommodating the code is chosen in

keeping with the dependence

where T06 P is the processing time interval of the input oscillation.

The delay time duration in Fig. 6.7 is set as equal to

At-T 0. Now, within a time interval equal to To,,-At there will

occur at the input of the delay line a sequence of time codes

corresponding to the parameters of the time samples of the

oscillations over the period T06 P as arranged in the time interval

At (Fig. 6.8a). If within the time T06 P the arrival of the

oscillation ceases, then the sum of the codes carrying all the

required information regarding the amplitude or phase of the

signal x(t) will circulate in the appropriate ring of the delay

line.

In the event the oscillation continues to reach the input of

the system, provision must be made in the feedback circuit for a

blanking stage to break the circuit at the instant the next time

code reaches the beginning of the dealy line from the quantizer

and encoder. This will be accompanied by the automatic regular

erasure of the stored signal and the recording of the newly

arriving signal (Fig. 6.8c, d). In this way, codes for the

amplitude and phase of the time-compressed signal will be formed

at the output of the appropriate storage ring in the system

pictured in Fig. 6.7, with the time scale of the input signal

changed by T0 6 p/At times. The resultant codes may be coraverzed

to an analog signal or else directly used for the filtering and

logic processing of the input oscillation.
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Another method of storing (memorizing) and converting the

time scale of an input signal involves the writing and reading

of the signals at different rates. This is a more general method

and one which may be employed for both the dynamic and the

static storage of signals. A system implementing this method may

be schematically represented as shown in Fig. 6.9.

Memory elements

Sweep 0
I~r _--' d-*  %" t~r , gen7--

x(S) converted
oscillation

Fig. 6.9. Schematic representation of a storage
and readout device.

The recording beam causes the oscillation reaching the input

to be recorded on the storage element mosaic. The recording rate

V 3 is determined by the recording resolution and the correlation

time of the input signal and can be established as

I [ Number of storage 1. (6.1)
""b" [elements per second
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The read-out function is accomplished by the reading beam

at any rate that can be realistically achieved. The direction

of this read-out is selected based on an opt'-mum structure for

the converted signal.

In the practical design of devices of this kind a large

number of different physical mechanisms may be used, based on the

principles of magnetic, electrostatic, and quantum-optical signal

recording and reading.

7. ANALOG ELECTRONIC FILTERS

7.1. Basic Types of Analog
Electronic Filters

Analog electronic filters serve as the basis for the design

of analog electronic filtering devices. Depending on the filter'.s

required response structure and its operating mode, an analog
filter of this kind may be the simplest type of electronic radio

circuit or a highly sophisticated device containing a large

number of various elements and physical mechanisms [45, 51).

Analog electronic filters are usually divided into the

following basiL types:

1. filters using oscillatory and aperiodic radio circuits;

2. filters using phase and dispersion-type radio circuits;

3. filters using delay lines.

Each of these filter varieties is normally used for the

filtering of a definite class of signals and for the design of

filtering devices with different frequency response form.
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7.2. Electronic Filters Using
Oscillatory and Aperiodic Radio
Circuits

In the majority of cases, filters of this type are employed

for coherent and noncoherent filtering devices for signals in

which the product AWAT is comparatively small. Such signals

include those which are not subject to complex modulation laws

and whose amplitude spectra lend themselves to approximation by

the simplest kind of functions.

Structurally, filters of this kind are synthesized for the

required frequency or pulse characteristic through the use of

methods involving the multiple-series connection of single- and

two-pole networks whose resultant transfer function approximates

the required filter response with an assigned degree of accuracy.

This method for the approximation and composJ'ion of structural

filter circuits on the basis of elementary networks has been

examined in detail in a number of special papers, including [5,

39, 77]. The basis of such one- and two-pole systems may be a

variety of reactive and resistive elements, as well as numerous

types of electronic-acoustlc networks. Depending on the major

elements they incorporate, the filters are appropriately named:

LC, RC, electromechanical, piezoce-amic, quartz filters, etc.,

etc. Filter-design techniques calling for different oscillatory

systems, the principles underlying the technical execution of

their components, and also their key characteristics have been

discussed in [1, 10, 53, 58, 86].

In any practical filtering device the zelection of a

particular filter type is determined both by requirements having

to do with the electrical characteristics and by requirements in

the area of stabilitj, ease of manufacture, operating features,

and cost. For example, LC and RC filters call for no special

production technology and can be easily tuned; however, given

their sophisticated inultivolar structure they prove to be un-

wieldy in tuning anu, unless special heat-stabilization measures
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are adopted, they exhibit a relatively low stability of 10-3.

Quartz filters, while they offer high stability (10-6 ), require

a special manufacturing technology, are difficult to adjust, and

are relatively costly. The piezoceramic P d electromagnetic kind

feature intermediate stability character tics (10- 4 ), .re m "e
compact in design than the LC filters and less costly than the

quartz type. They too, however, require a special production

technology and present problems in retuning.

The frequency responses of unipolar and multipolar filters

provide an approximation of a prescribed characteristic only

with a certain error, for which reason the detection and

resolution of the filtering systems will be worse than the

potential characteristics. The deterioration in the signal/noise

ratio in this regard can be determined, in accordance with

dependence (3.8) and (2.18), according to the formula

SoU o( dt

(7-1)
4cior', JI~S(f)ldf SS(Jd

where S(f) and S 0(f) is the spectrum of the signal modulation

furcbion and the filter response, respectively.

Figure 7.1 presents a graph illustrating, for several of the

simplest filters, the change as a function of filter structure,

in the bandwidth value AF0 ensuring minimum deterioration in the20
parameter q when filtering a radio pulse with rectangular envelope.

The band AF0 is read on the -3 dB level.

Table 7.1 lists the basic characteristics of a number of

filters, along with the energy losses caused by their mismatching

with respect to a radio signal with right-angled envelope.
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Form of filter frequency response AF T dB0 3~ Energy losses, d

Gaussian 0.72 0.65

Series connection of five single 0.67 0.65
resonance circuits

Square-wave 1.37 8 e
System of coupled circuits with 1.2 0.65
critical coupling

Single resonance circuit 0.4 0.9

A filter's frequency response can be brought into closer

agreement with the required characteristic by adding to the

complexity of the filter. Thus, for example, for filters whose

pulse characteristic has the form

K ()- (I + bat + ... + bt-') eXP (- bit). (7.2)

corresponding to the pioesence in the resulting transmission

characteristit, of this filter of one real n-th order pole and

n - 1 prime nulls [211, 39], the energy losses in the filtering
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of a square-wave radio pulse, for n = 3, 4, will be considerably

less than in the case of the simplest filters. The parameter

values of the pulse characteristic for this situation are cited

in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2.

am bsT 3# ba$ IbT"2% 4 Energy
_ losses, dB

3 4,5 29135 I
4 I62 141-_741 284 0.31 , 1... ..

For the filtering out of signals in the Doppler frequency

band Av, common practice calls for the use of a set of filters

with overlapping frequency characteristics (Fig. 7.2). The number

of filters in the set is fixed by the permissible measurement

error and by the permissible deteriorations in the detection

characteristics due to the discrete spacing of the filters (4.3,
5.4). The graph in Fig. 7.3 illustrates how the energy losses

are affected by the discrete value in the arrangement of the

filters when a square-wave radio pulse is filtered by a set

single- and twin-circuit filters.

i

Fig. 7.2. Frequency. characteristic of a set of
filters.

Band-elimination filters for coherent signal-filtering

devices may be designed on the basis of the same oscillatory

systems used in matched and mismatched filters. However, as a
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of losses on spacing of filters.

rule, more stringent requirements with respect to the rectangularity

factor are demanded of the characteristics of band-elimidation

filters, with the result that such filters more often employ

electromechanical, piezoceramic, and quartz oscillatory systems.

The basic parameters of a number of band-elimination filters

using different types of oscillatory systems are cited in Table

7.3. The meanings of the parameters are explained by Fig. 7.4

and by the following relations:

B0 = 20 lg Knp is the filter's transfer constant in the

transmittance band;

AB = 20 ig AK is the nonuniformity of the filter transfer
np

constant in the transmittance band;

Af0 is the filter's nontransmittance band at the

level oO its transfer constant;

Af is the filter's nontransmittance band at the

suppression level;

Af- 1.s the rectangularity factor;
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K
B 20 ig 2 is the filter's suppression factor.

Table 7.3.
Type of filter's f0 MHz -- ,dB An. dB /*. dB
oscillatory system M h

PI'ezoceramic ' 0.0o-,1 1-3 30-50 3- 5-5

Electromechanical 0,001-1 2-4 30-60 3-6 5-15

* Quartz O,I--.1O0 " 2-4 30-1M 2-4 3-10

Of I

'Fit

Fig. 7.4. Frequency response of band-elimination
filter.

7.3. Electronic Filters Using
Phase and Dispersion Circuits

This type of filter can be used to filter signals whose

amplitude spectrum undergoes little change throughout their
frequency band but whose phase spectrum exhibits a monotonic non-

linear frequency dependence. An example of this kind of signal
is a frequency-modulated radio pulse (2.37) the spectral character-

istic of which, following formulas (2.38) and (2.39), can be
approximated, with a degree of accuracy adequate for practical

purposes, by the following expression:

S (f) =S, expW(f). (7.3)
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The appearance of such an approximated frequency response

na: been shown in Fig. 2.8.

A filter whose frequency response represents a compiex-

conjugate function with respect to the spectrum of this kind of

signal can be synthesized in the form of a series connection (:'

conventional band filters, with an amplitude-frequency charact-v-

istic approximating the spectrum Sf, and a phase filter having a

unJform amplitude and quadratic phase-frequency characteristic.

D!sper.3ion-type radio circuits can be employed as this kind of

pha-.e filter - specifically, the cascade connection of the brrtnches

i f nonminimal-phase networks (Fig. 7.5).

Fig. 7.5. Cascade connection of phase networks.

Each such section (branch) is actually a bridge circuit, as

-tructurally represented in Fig. 7.6. The amplitude-frequency

response of these sections Is uniform over an extensive frequency

range, while the phase-frequency response vaires according to

dlfferent laws of change within individual frequency segments.

By combining the parameters of the Inductances and capacitances

of the Individual sections, a network having the required phast-

frequency characteristic can be synthesized [24]. However, if'

the ,oompression factor K is greater than 10, a filter of this

kind will require an extraordinarily large number of sections,

resulting In considerable technical difficulties in its manu-

facture and alignment. Moreover, the presence of mismatching and

distortions in Ihe individual sections leads to significant

degradatioz in its resultant response.

prom the practical standpoint it is more expedient to employ

electrQnic-acoustic networks featuring dispersive prope ties fur
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w L

Fig. 7.6. Phase-network bridge circuit.

such a phase filter. These networks my be metal sound-conductors

of variable thickness, as well as a variety of acoustic lines with

the excitation and output systems in the form of an array of

radiating elements (S 7.5).

Whenever the parameters of sucii dispersion circuits cannot

be immediately matched with the required filter characteristics,

these circuits are connected in parallel or in series [45, 78)

(Figs. 7.7 and 7.8).

The arrangement shown in Fig. 7.7 has n parallel channels, at

the input of each of which is connected a band filter ti with a

passband AF. The center tuning frequencies of these filters

correspond to the value f0 + AF(n - 1), that is, they differ from

each other by the quantity AP. The dispersion network in each

channel exbibits a uniform amplitude-frequency response within the

passband of the band filter, while the phase characteristic of the

network is related to the filter's center frequency in each

channel in the following manner:

S(i) -II-.+AF( I)1 . (7.4)

AFA
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a)

t_.

networks: a) structural diagram of' filter;
b) graph showing the change in response
f'requenicy with dispersion networks P-orneated
in parallel.
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Dispersion Ampli- ispex C.put
etwork F fier --etwork

Ampli- - pispersion mpli- Output
fier_ | network, -'fer_

a)

output of 1st output of 2nd
I dispersive dispersive cormmon output

' I I t. ... . .

I, I '

b)

Fig. 7.8. Series connection of dispersion networks:
a) structural diagram cf filter; b) graph showing
the change in response frequency with dispersion
network connected in series.

Such a filter has a response of duration T,$ whose spectral

width is

AFOIAF(7.5)

Figure 7.7b shows a graph of the frequency variation in the

responses of the individual channels and of the overall filter.

The time T describes the initial delay of the filter. The

compression factor of a linear frequency-modulated signal by each

channel of the system depicted in Fig. 7.7 will be

= AF
a (7.6.

while the resultant compression coefficient for this entire system

is determined by the quantity

Kc =AFT ('Kc ,7.)
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In the case of the series-connected circuit (Fig. 7.8a) the

amplitude-phase characteristic of each disperbive network will

also have a frequency band of AF, with the phase characteristic

corresponding to

V) _ 
f ) To$ (7.8)

The duration and spectral width of the response for the filter

in this case also are

=O, (7.9)

AFo.--- AF.

A graph illustrating the change in the response frequency at

various points in the series-connected arrangement can be seen

In Fig. 7.8b.

For the individual dispersive network the compreision

factor is

Kc AFa (7.10)

while the resultant .ompression factor for the series connection

is defined as

u =g&FT, nlKe),i, (7.1l)

Relations (7.7) and (7.11) indicate that, with the dispersive net-

works connected in series or in parallel, the required values for

the resultant compression factor as well as for the frequency

band and duration of the responsc can be achieved even when the

parameter', of the dispersive circuits differ markedly from this

required figure.

7.4. Electronic Filter Using

Delay Lines

This class of filters is the most universal in that it permits

the realization of a response of virtually any structure. On the

other hand, the ccmplexity and cost cf these filters is comparatively
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high, as a consequence they are normally used exclusively 
for the

filtration and rejection of complex signals with a large 
AWAT

product. A generalized block diagram of a filter employing a

multibranch delay line is shown in Fig. 7.9.

Input Multlbranch 'delav line ,K2 9 K9 K.ZKn
-w

0tput

(U

Fig. 7.9. Block diagram of a multi-

branch delay-line filter.

When synthesizing a filter matched with a 
broad-band signal

whose principal spectral components fall 
with the frequency

Interval 0-gmax the follownd parameters of the system shown 
in

Fig. 7.9 are selected:

KSg a it r t c with (712

0 or > Imu.7
*K =. be.

I
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The resultant pulse response of the circuit will be

Siln n(2F, -aOl) (7.13)K(I)= b (l.,t-

1=0

Expression (7.13) is in fact the well known Kotelnikov serle,;

[241, which in this case approximates the prescribed response,

with the required accuracy, in the form of a sequence of time

samplings Interspaced by the time At = 1/2 fMac = AT and having

the amplitude bi .

If the signal is filtered on the intermediate frequency

fnp ,then f aKc will show a large value, thus requiring the use

in the delay line of a very large number of branches closely

spaced at intervals of

AW i~p~1. (7.14)

Here, the filter response can be represented as

where A (t) is the response envelope;

O(L) is the instantaneous phase of the high-frequency

duty cycle of the response.

A filter with this kind of response can also be synthesizl

using the circuit shown in Fig. 7.9, having the characteristics:,-< <<-
Kz 1f) -- 4W for (7.16)

for I-&C <1< I-,,'
Ki = Aj expy,.
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where f and fHH are the clAt-off frequencies in the spectrum

of the signal.

Meanwhile, the pulse response can be written in the following

form [24]:

in ) (AWt - i) . AW (7.17)

i=O

corresponding to the representation of the response by a sequence

of n amplitude samplings with amplitude A and phase *i having a
period of At = - In this event, the number of delay-line

branches for a filter whose response has an effective duration Te

is only n - TeAW and is Independent of the value of the inter-

mediate frequency.

Whenever there is a need for a set of filters tuned to

different frequencies, such a filter set can be synthesized using

a single multibranch delay line; however, several adders will now

be required (Fig. 7.10). Moreover, the synthesis of a filter with

a broad-band response of form (7.13) will require that for each

Doppler frequency shift there be a variation in the transfer

coeffici-ents bi, while in the case of a filter offering a narrow-

band response (7.17) only the phase shifts 0i need be changed.

In this way, the block diagrams shown in Figs. 7.9 and 7..0

offer a means of synthesizing a filter matched with either a

broad-band or narrow-band signal of any structure. The complexity

of the filter (number of delay lines or delay-line branches),

meanwhile, is proportional to the value of the product AWTe,

where AW and Te are, respecitvely, the rms value of the frequency

band and the effective filter response time interval (1.24) and

(2.26).

1n specific cases for certain discrete signals the overall

block diagram of the filter represented in Fig. 7.9 may be some-

what modified for the purpose of reducing the total number of
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i ''Inputt

.C 1 in , Oupi.t

'K V

~FjOutput

Fig. 7.10. Block diagram of a filter using a
delay line with several frequency channels. It

* delay lines. For example, if the modulation function of a ;
discrete phase-keyed signal (2.46) can be represented in the form

of a sum

Jw=n-I 1Wg-1 k=P-3Si(t) = : -. , , I ...
IMO O=0

-lpTX_-.-jipgT.A TO)O7.8

where q J may be a positive or negative unit or zero
depending on the indices k, 1, ..., J, the filter synthesizing a
response of this type may be designed on the basis of the block

diagram shown in Fig. 7.11.

Each delay circuit contains a number of delay lines which
corresponds to the number of minus unit terms of the inalvidual

sum of expression (7.18) and ensures the delay of the unit
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) inear g-I Linea (r-i) Aiear
delay - ode -elay |_code Jdelay ode
ir- --odula -cr- Iodula
cuit uit cui

Input Output

Fig. 7.11. Block diagram of cascade filter using
delay lines.

function in (t-...) in accordance with the instantaneous index.

The linear code modulator effects the modulation of the coefficient

qk, , i J in conformity with the selected code. This kind of

modulator is shown in block d1-sram in Fig. 7.12.

Multibranch delay n dl
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ -.1 deiepycircuito

Linear
code

' * %, , 90 9:1 modula-

* u gt.., .,)'tor

Fig.7.12. Block diagram of one delay network
and linear code modulator.
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The total number of code symbols in the response of the

cascade filter in Fig. 7.11 is

N=pg,..., i; (7.19)

with the equality

P=g=M N=:p (7.20)

and the total number of delay lines will correspond to the value

, 3=z --I) log, N(p-I). (7.21)

In the event that

p=g-in=2 (7.22)

the sum (7.18) describes a so-called two-code sequence (Reed

code [63]). The block diagram of a filter designed to synthesize

a response in accordance with these codes is even further simplified

and will appear as shown in Fig. 7.13. The circuit contains only

n = log 2N delay lines and permits the synthesis of a responsen3
consisting of N = 2 code symbols.

The arrangement pictured in / ig. 7.13 is also useful when
synthesizing a response representing the modulation function of

a phase-keyed, B-code-encoded signal (17); only now the branches
of the filter are connected not in accordance with the Jaw of a

linear rise in the "-lay (as in the case of the Reed codes [Fig.
7.13]), but according to a definite code characterizing the sub-
code law of the B-code [95).

Delay-line filters'*re extensively employed also for the

filtering of periodic signals representing a variety of radio

pulse trains (2.53). Since the spectra of these signals possess

a comblike structure, the filters used in association with them
are known as comb filters. The theory and design technique of
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-1  w - ----

I4 -- -

l o i l'

*lstsection 2nd section L2nd section-

Fig. 7.13. Block diagram of a discrete filter with
Reed code response.

discrete comb filters incorporating delay lines have been set
forth in sufficient detail in £51, 72, 79, 843. As encountered
in actual practice, the circuit arrangements of these filters
normally contain a cascade connection of the delay line sections
with first- and second-order couplings (Fig. 7.14).

a) I

'b)

Fig. 7.14. Block diagram of a discrete comb filter:
a) section with ist-order couplings; b) section with
2nd order couplings.
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By selecting ',he proper coupling factors 8pi, the required

filter frequency characteristic or prescribed response can Ue

synthes!zed. By way of example, Fig. 7.15a shows the block

diagram cA a two-cascade comb filter based on delay lines, and

Fig. 7.15b its frequency characteristic for a single frequency-

variat.on period.

By connecting a discrete comb filter in series with a filter

having an aperiodically structured frequency characteristic (for

example, on the basis of the simplest kind of oscillating sysLem),

it is possible to obtain a resultant aperiodic frequency character-

istic with the required rectangularity without the use of multiply-

coupled oscillatory- systems. .Filter systems of this kind can be

used for high-quality band elimination and for optimum filtration

of signals with a low AWATe product.

r . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . .a

L . . . ...... . -. . .In- , _ , _ .

a)

Fig. 7,15. Discrete comb filter: a) block diagram of two-
section comb filter; b) frequency response of two-section comb
filter
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7.5. Types of Delay Lines and
'heir Basic Characteristics

Delay lines for electrical signals [DL] (13) can be designed

both on the basis of transmission lines for electrical (electro-

magnetic) waves as well as the conversion of an electrical signal

into a mechanical (acoustic) signal and the acquisition of a time
delay associated with the propagation of this mechanical (acoustic)
signal in an elastic medium, followed by the reconversion of the

acoustic wave back into an electric signal by means of a receiving-

end converter (transducer). The schematic representation of this

kind of acoustic delay line is shown in Fig. 7.16a.

Input f \J'i waecto p ofg Output
electrical tio :eectla

tion

oscillation "....- oscillation
a%

b) C)

Fig. 7.16. Schematic representation of an ultrasonic
delay line: 1 - input transmitting converter; 2 -
acoustic elastic medium (sound conductor); 3 - output
(receiving) converter.

Delay linps utilizing electrical signal transmission line,;

are referred to as electrical (electromagnetic) delay line: tihELA

(3;13), at the same time that delay lines based on acoustic trato-

mission networks are known as ultrasonic delay lines £UDL] (YA1).
Inasmuch as the propagatioi velocity of sound (acoustic) wave:; is

Va = 2-5 km/s and Is approximately 105 times less than the
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velocity of electromagnetic oscillations, the use of acoustic media

In delay lines makes possible significant reductions in the size

and weight of the associated instrumentatlon.

The basic parameters of electrical and ultrasonic del* lines

are cited in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4

Delay Frequency Band AW Losses, Q-factor
time T of trans- MHz dB Q =

Type of line [vs] mitted =T WaA ,W
signal
f a ' MIz

Electrical:

coaxial cable 0.04 10-0 0- 4

delay cable 2-5 102-10 5 10 10-25

delay lines 0.01-10 300-0.5 100-0.1 3-5 I
with bunched
parameters

Acoustic
non-z)ave-
guide UDI,:

monocrystal 1-5-103 10 4-10 100-5 10 225104

metallic 1-2103 20-10 10-0.5 10-2103

Waveguide
UDL:

(wire or strip 10-2104 5-0,1 10-0.05 100-103

type) I I I II_ I 

A key delay-line characteristic is the parameter T AW

which is known as the Q-factor of the line, where TsaA and

AW is the time delay and passband of the delay line. It Is3aL

evident. from the table that the Q-factor of a UDL may be In the
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tens of thousands and is many times superior to the Q-factor of

the EDL. On the other hand, however, electrical delay lines are

free df the losses associated with wave-type conversion and,

therefore, display a transmission factor of close to one, a point

which makes their use preferable to that of UDL in short-response

video filter-circuit arrangements or in vernier tuning circuits

for delay and phase adjustment in Doppler-filter adders (Fig.

7.10).

As a rule, only ultrasonic delay lines are employed for a

more-than-lO-microsecond delay of electrical signals, for the

reason that the use of electrical delay lines for these purposes

is inexpedient by virtue of the fact that at these delay times

such devices are cumbersome and restricted to a narrow passband.

The conversion of the electrical into an acoustic signal in

the UDL is accomplished by electromechanical transducers featuring

resonance properties. Since the resonance frequencies of these j
transducers normally lie outside the video frequency region,

ultrasonic delay lines afford distortion-free retardation of

radio signals only, while great distortion is incurred in the

delay of video signals.

In terms of the number of branches, ultrasonic delay lines

can be divided into two groups: lines with unit delay and multi-

branch delay lines. From the stnadpoit of the acoustic (elai,tic)

wave-propagation mechanism, UDL are classified as belonging to the

waveguide type, in which the elastic wave propagates virtually

without divergence along the guiding surfaces of a mechanical

waveguide, and the non-waveguide type, in which there occurs tht-

usual divergent propagation of the elastic wave energy. Since

waveguide propagation requires that the transverse dimensions of

the waveguide be of the same order as the wavelength, waveguide

ultrasonic delay lines can be used only in the low-frequency range

of signals (f = 0.1) MHz-5 MHz). UDL of the non-waveguide class 4
ami

are free of this limitation and can be employed for frequencies
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ranging from several MHz to several GHz. Ultrasoni3 delay lines

at frequencies above 100 MHz are commonly referred to as hypersonic.

The key. parameters of a delay line ai.e: the delay time, the

transmittable signal bandwidth, the electrical signal transmiuslon

factor, and the spurious signal level.

The delay time in a UDL Is determined by the length of the

path Z traveled by the acoustic wave and by it.s propagation

velocity V :

(7.23)

[Translator's Note - The subscript letters "3aAi" and "aK" stand

for "delay" and "acoustin," respectively. !

The path trajectory of an ultrasonic beam In a non-wavegulde

UDL may be either a straight (Fig. 7.16a) or a broken (Fig. y.16b,

c) line. In waveguide-type UDL the propagation trajectory of the

acoustic wave is always a straight line.

The transmission fraquency band of the signal in the UDL is

charactepJzed by the resultant frequency characteristic, whose

form is fundamentally fixed by the frequency characteristics of

the receiving- and transmitting-end transducers. The UDL trans-

ducer is described both by its electrical as well as by its

mechanical properties [87], so that its frequency response depends

both on the frequency parameters of the circuits which are coupled

to it and on its own acoustical band.

As a first approximation, the acoustical band of a mechanically

unloaded ti.ansducer AWnp can be estimated by the expression

A WtJ tt_198 (7.21)
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where fa is the antiresonance frequency;
a!

I' is the resonance frequency.
p

The frequency f Is found from a transcenderital equation;
p

for example, in the case of a longitudinal-wave plate transduzer,

if its area is far greater than its thIckness, from the equation

Xd xtgx=k ,

while the frequency fa is determined from the relation

aV ta'

where

km is the electromagnetic coupling coefficient of the transducer

material;

dnp is the geometrical dimension of the transducer in the wave

vadiation direction (thickness);

Vn is the speed of sound in the transducer material.

Table 7.5 above lists the basic parameters for the most

commonly encountered piezoelectrical UDL transducers employed In

engineering practice. The piezoceramic materials for the trans-

ducers have been cited in the literahure [221.

The transmission coefficient of the entire ultrasonic delay

line is determined by the signal energy losses associated with

the double conversion of the signal (2B np), the losses caused by

the absorption of the acoustic stgnal in the material of the

acoustic line (Bnorn). and also by the losses related to the

divergence of the acoustic beam during propagation - the diffraction
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Table 7.5

Crystal Density Speed of Electromechanical coupl-
structure p Pg/crrc sound ing coefficient

Matersal Vwnpoa w Longitudinal Transverse
cm/s wave 2m wave Kin2

Quartz Hexagonal 2.65 5.7 3.3 0.098 0.137
crysa

2

Piezo- 7.6 4 2.3 0.5 0.7-0.6
ceramic
TsTS-19

Cadmium it 4.82 4.41 1.75 0.262 0.188
sulfide

Lithium Trigonal 4.71 7.43 3.71 0.5 0.54
niobate
LINbO

3

looses (B x). The resultant losses can be expressed in the form

of a sum

8 B= ap2 + Bora + Bpac. (7.25)

Dc-pending on the type of UDL, the transducer characteristics,

and the signal frequency, the specific weight of a specifice loss

component may vary considerably.

Losses due to double signal conversion may be estimated from

the following relation

. 2 , , 2 z , , 4 e Q . , ( 7 . 2 6 )

where Zrp = Vnplnp is the acoustic impedance of the transducer;

Z = V 30 P sr is the acoustic impedance of the acoustic

delay, line;
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ZHarp = VHarpiHarp is the acoustic impedance of the load;

Cnp, cox are the electrical capacitances of the trans-

ducer and electrical input circuit;

QO is the Q-factor of the electrical input

circuit;

linpi P38 4 is the density of the acoustic media.

The principal parameters of equation (7.26) for some typical

acoustical materials are cited in Tables 7.5 and 7.6. Ultrasonic

wave absorption in the delay line is the outgrowth of several

physical processes and is related by a complex dependence to the

the working frequency, the type of ultrasonic wave, and the

quality of the material [55]. To estimate these losses, Table

7.6 gives the values of specific absorption ABnorn dB/cm for a
longitudinal wave.

Table Z.6

Material o4 44 o . oi AB dB/cm
-! - - nora

Aluminum 2.69 6.4 3.04 17.3 8.2 5.10 " ' when f = 1 MHz

Magnesium .74 5.77 3.05 10.0 5.3

Iron 7.7 5.95 3.24 46.4 25.3 1.5"i0 "3 when f a 1 MHz
Nickel 8.7 6.04 3.0 53.5 26.6 2.10 - 3 when fam = 0.2 MHz
Melted 2.2 5.97 3.7 13 8.29
quartz

[Translator's Note: The subscript letters "38," "Harp,"
"1norn," and "aK" stand for "sound line," "load," "absorption,"
and "acoustic," respectively.]
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The diffraction losses associtated with the divergence of the

ultrasonic beam in the non-waveguide UDL may be defined as

BPCX (7.27)

where S is the area of the transducer;
npS

X is the length of the acoustic wave.38

Diffraction losses connected with the half-waveguide character

of the propagation process also occur in the strip-type ultrasonic

wavegulde delay line. These losses equal

- H(7.28)

where H Is the length of the transducer.
np

Spurious UDL signals are caused primarily by the multipath

propagation of the ultrasonic wave. The principal method of

abating these signals is through the use of a variety of absorptive

coatings applied to the nonworking surfaces of the UDL sound

conductor. The use of these coatings makes it possible to achieve

a level of spurious signals of -(30-40) dB with respect to the

level of the main delayed signal.

We shall consider, by way of example, certain of the more

typical types of ultrasonic delay lines and their major

characteristics.

Wavegulde UDL for Sheer Waves

A block diagram of a strip-type waveguide UDL is shown in

Fig. 7.l7a. Excitation and reception are accomplished through

the use of "needle-type" sheer-wave piezoceramic transducers

connected to the end surfaces of an acoustic strip line.
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a)

absorbers

Fig. 7.17. Block diagram of waveguide ultrasonic
delay line: 1 - input transducer; 2 - output
transducer.

The ultrasonic wave generateo by transmitting transducer 1
propagates in plane YX (transverse, sheer wave) in the direction
of the X axis by means of multiple reflections from the drive
surfaces XZ (waveguide propagation). Non-waveguide propagation
of the excited wave occurs in plane XZ. The beam-divergence losses
during propagation are determined from relation (7.28).

Absorptive coatings must be applied to the narrow sides
of the acoustic line to eliminate the false signals associated
with the multipath propagation in plane XZ. (Fig. 7.17b). A
transverse sheer wave propagates without dispersion-caused
distortion at frequencies below

Ye (7.29)

where f is the critical (cut-off) frequency; 1KP

dae is the thickness of the acoustic line.
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In addition to the strip-type waveguide variety of ultra-

sonic delay line, fairly extensive use is also made of wire

waveguide UDL for longitudinal and torsional waves [55, 97]. All

these UDL types feature comparatively low losses. The basic

parameters of typical ultrasonic delay lines of this type for

an acoustic line (sound conductor) consisting of AMG6M material

are cited in Table 7.7.

Table 7.7
T M ~

Type of Transducers 3aTS Us ra nMHz AWA3 , MHz
UDL ... ..... _dB

Strip UDL, "Needle-type" 5103 1 0.3 40
transverse of TsTS-19
waves

Wire UDL, "Columnar- 2.104 0.5 0.05 40
longitudi- type" of
nal waves TsTS-19
Wire UDL, ToroJdal of 104 0.5 0.

torsional TsTS-19
waves

Non-Waveguide Ultrasonic Delay
Lines

This UDL type [73, 98] employs both the direct propagation

of various wave classes as well as multiple-reflection propagation
(Fig. 17,16b) c).

To ensure minimal divergence losses, these lines normally

employ large-aperture transducers with S << X2., with metals or
np

monocrystals having a low acoustic-wave propagation velocity used

as the material of the acoustic lines.

The basic parameters of typical UDL of this type with con-

stant delay are listed in Table 7.8.
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Table 7.8 ___

Electrical

Acoustic Acoustic Transducer 0 0 parameters
10line con- line type I '-

figuration material H Z mT e ,

E-4 H 41 :C

Polyhedron 'Magnesium Piezoelectri- Indium 101 20 14 50
alloy MDZ-l cal crystal,

Y section

NaCI mono- 2.5.'10 20 3 60
crystal I

Kbr mono- Piezoceramic Indium 5.10' 20 5. 50
crystal

Polyhedron Fused quartz Piezoelectri- Glue 101 10 5 50
8±0 2 cal crystal,

Y section

Rod Fused quartz CdS diffusion 25 50 50, 52
SiO 2  transducer 10 100 70 60

Sapphire 5 10' 100 70SAI 2 03 ________ ___ ____ - -

Hypersonic delay lines of this class employ monocrystals as

the material of the sound duct: sapphire (A1203), rutile (Ti02 ),
lithium niobate (LiNbO3 ), as well as sodium-iron (ZhIG) and

sodium-aluminate (AIG) garnets. The transducers employed in these
systems consist of a film of some piezo-semiconductiv material,
for example, cadmium sulfide (CdS).

The block diagram of a hypersonic delay line can be seen in

Fig. 7.18 and its principal characteristics in Table 7.8. A
typical feature of such lines is the presence of severe absorption

losses, which normally increase in proportion to the frequency of

the sound faK (Fig. 7.19). This results in a great limitation of

the possible dimensions of the acoustic line and, consequently,

of the delay factor.
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Coaxial 'holde-r Exciting element

Acoustic line a round electrode
(sapphire)\/

Transducers in the form
of CdS semiconductor films

Fig. 7.18. Block diagram of' a hypersonic UDL.

48floAndB/cm

tot

10 ' - _ _ _ _

Fused

Y 10 100 tAlc MHz
Fig. 7.19. Graph of absorption
losses versus frequency.
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Multibranch UDL

The multibranch ultrasonic delay line of simplest design is

the magnetostriction type. In this kind of line the forward and

back conversion of the electrical signal into an acoustic (elastic)

wave is based on the phenomenon of magnetostriction, which

consists in the alteration of the geometric dimensions of a

specimen of ferromagnetic material located in an alternating

magnetic field [8]. Although the deformation occasioned by the

magnetostriction is comparatively small, in the order of 106

the electromagnetic coupling coefficient for such materials as

nickel reaches km a 0.25, which is comparable With the km of

piezoelectric transducers. Since the magnetostriction effect is

reversible, it can be exploited for the design of UDL. By virtue

of the fact that magnetostriction transducers require no rigid
,acoustic coupling with the sound duct, this principle is

particularly convenient in the creation of multibranch ultrasonic

delay lines. Figure 7.20 shows such a multibranch longitudinal-

wave magnetostriction UDL. Constant magnetic biasing is employed

to ensure that such transducers operate in a linear mode. The

characteristic parameters of this class of UDL, with inductive

transducer and nickel acoustic line, are cited in Table 7.9.

Table 7.9.

I, I..MHz VAw,3. MHz BL dB

102 5 1,0 80
10' 1,0 G,3 80
10' 0,5 0,05 60

At the present time, wide use is being made, in the 10-30

MHz band, of multibranch surface-wave piezoelectric crystal UDL

[40, 54, 98] of the type shown in the diagram in Fig. 7.21. A

major feature of this delay line is the combination of the

functions of the transducers and sound ducts in a single
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Permanent magnet Acoustic load

Input Output Input Output1

Fig. 7.20. BlocK diagram of a magneto-
strictior delay line.

II

Input . pu put °U'u

£LU 3

Fig. 7.21. Block diagram of multibranch surface-
wave piezoelectric crystal UDL: 1 - input
electrode; 2 - ground electrode; 3 - absorber.
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piezoelectric crystal (e.g., in a piezoelectric quartz crystal

X-section plate). When the input radio signal is delivered to

the actuating electrode pair (upper thin electrode 1 and solid

ground electrode 2), several modes of acoustical vibrations,

including also a surface wave, are excited in the sound duct

because of the reverse piezoelectric effect. The nonoperative

oscillation types are absorbed by special absorbers (3), while

the surface wave, propagating along the surface of the crystal

plate, reaches the receiving electrodes (4 ) and is converted,

through the forward piezoelectric effect, back into radio signals

delayed by T iaK aK (V is the velocity of the

surface wave). Such lines may have a large number of branches

(as many as 100 or more), but, because of the low km coefficient

of the piezoelectric crystal and the nonresonance method of

ultrasonic excitation and reception, they exhibit 
fairly high

losses B (70-80 dB).

Table 7.10 lists the typical parameters of this kind of UDL

for an X-section piezoelectric crystal.

Table 7.i0

I.. MHz Number oaait. BY dB 1'MHz
branches .

10 30 15 70
20 70 60 86

Dispersive ultrasonic delay lines (DUDL) take the form of an

acoustin network in which the delay of the signals is independent

of their frequency. A distinction is made between wave-guide

type dispersive UDL using the dispersive properties of normal

ultrasonic waves in mechanical waveguides, and multi-element

(lattice) surface-wave dispersive UDL in which the dispersion is

artificially brought about by means of a complex multi-element

transmitting and receiving transducer. In the mechanical
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waveguides the majority of acoustic wave modes exhibit a pro-

pagation rate which is a function of the frequency of the driving

signal. This factor is at the basis of the design of the wave-

guide variety of dispersive UDL. The characteristic specifications

of these DUDL with transducers of TsTS-19 material are reflected

in Table 7.11.

Table 7.11.

Acoustic
line fa. MH A 0 . %o,' B. db
material MHz ps

A' 1 0.2 1lob 30
H 45XT 10 2,5 200 60
II 45XT 45 10 40 70

To a significant degree the dispersion-characteristic para-

meters of the waveguide-type ultrasonic delay line are determined

by the material of the sound duct and for all practical purposes

cannot be controlled. This circumstance complicates severely the

design of DUDL lots huving an assigned dispersion characteristic

and consistent performance.

More universal in this regard are the dispersive UDL with

lattice-type transducers [54]. Figure 7.22a shows one of the

possible configurations of Lhis kind of delay line operating with

surface waves. The system employs two groups of lattice-type

strip electrodes arranged on the surface of a piezoelectric

quartz crystal. The spacing between adjacent strips Td determines

the resonance frequency of the acoustic signal. By introducing

the appropriate variation law in the spacing of the strips, a

prescribed dispersion characteristic for the DUDL can be achieved

(Fig. 2.22b).

The basic characteristic of a number of strip-type

dispersion UDL with X-section piezocrystal are shown in Table

7.12.
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a)

b)

• I

Fig. 7.22. Lattice-type dispersive UDL: a)
block diagram; b) dispersion characteristic.

Ii

Table '1.12.

MHz . 8.B

I .10 40 70 12-
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8. DIGITAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS

8.1. General Block Diagram of
Digital Filtering Device

In discrete rorm Uhe coherent-filtering operation of an input

signal, with allowance for expressions (1.39), (5.17), and (5.18),

can be expressed as follows:

l J=N

, }' (009t) = ca N Ax,. (tj) Ao (Yj,-nA) X

SX Cos I- O At - + ??(ij) - (tj - A)-+

+X.t +j +(ollI + V Am(tj)Ao (ti-A) sin [--lnAt-j-,(tj)-

IJIJ- (Ys.--nAt),.XXI .- ? Tel (8.1),

where c is a constant normalizing coefficient;

tj is the reference time moment;

At is the time interval between samplings.

The values of the amplitude Axm(t j ) and phase

*xZ (t1 ) + K1(t)+ 00 of the input signal at the moment of the

time reading tj are discretely measured with m and Z quantization

levels, respectively,

The operation involving the signal's noncoherent processing,

considering, its discreteness in time and quantification In

amplitude, can be represented as

h!VM
YV1 ("aoa,= lAI kl)ll. (8.2)
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Figure 8.1 shows one of the possible circuit configurations

providing for coherent and noncoherent signal filtering on the

basis of digital methods.

By means of the amplitude-phase quantizer the input

oscillation is converted into a set of discrete quantities

characterizing in code form the sampling value of the amplitude

and phase of the input. The quantizing is conducted uninterruptedly

within time intervals of At, with the input-signal amplitude

quntized over m levels and the phase over Z levels. The set of

discrete quantities, describing in binary code the discrete

representation of the input oscillation, is stored successively

in the memory (storage) units. The outputs of the memory elements

storing the amplitude code (m levels) are summed for each

equidiscant phase level, whereupon the resultant values reach the

welghting adder, at which point the aggregate of the signal's

amplitude and phase values are summed and functionally converted

in accordance with expression (8.1). The output of the functional

weighting adder provides a discrete distribution of the output

effect IY(nAt)I i for i frequency channels.

Should there be a need for further noncoherent processing.

the signals from each frequency output are subjected to additional

processing of the form (8.2) in~i parallel channels. In each

channel the oscillation IY(nAtlmi, incoming discretely in time,

is quantized for amplitude, with the quantizeO values stored for

the period of the noncoherent pr~cessing. This operation is

accomplished by the amplitude quantizers and memory units,

respectively (Fig. 8.1). Following this, the discrete values

stored undergo a weighted processing in conformity with (8.2).

From the output of the appropriate weighting adders the output

effect Y (nAt) Q reaches the resolver.

If there are a great number of amplitude and phase quantiz-

ing levels, the digital filtering device designed in accordance

with the circuit arrangement presented in Fig. 8.1 will be quLte
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complex. Because of this, in the practical design of digital

systems for signal filtering and logical processing the aim is to

keep the signal quantizing levels to an acceptable minimum. This

permissible minimum value may be selected in accordance with the

permissible degradation in detection, measurement, and resolution

characteristics regarded as zolerable under given operating

conditions.

When the interference is Gaussian in character and there is

no signal overlap in time, the degradation in the characteristics

of signal detection and parameter measurement as a function of
the number of amplitude quantizing levels is relatively minor.

For the limiting case of binary amplitude quantizing (rigid

limitation) the energy losses amount to some 1-2 dB (Sections

3.4, 4.2). The dependence of energy losses on the number of phase

quantizing levels in this siimuation is more pronounced; the

nature of this relationship has been revealed in [91]. Energy

looses do not exceed 1-2 dB with phase quantizing over 4 to 8

levels.

If the signals do overlap in time and there is also present

narrow-band or non-Gaussian interference, limiting the amplitude

quantizing levels may lead to additional worsening in detection

and measurement characteristics. To a significant extent the

character and magnitude of this impairmei., is determined by the

form of the signals and the nature of the noise, and must be

analyzed for each specific situation on an individual basis. By

assigning the permissible energy losses and resolution charactjr-

istic degradation, the designer can arrive at a definite miminum

value for the amplitude and phase quantizing levels.

For the purpose of substantially simplifying the equipment

In practical design assignments, a limit of two amplitude quantiz-

Ing levels and four or eight phase levels is often selected. This

approach results in the retention of satisfactory detection and

measurement performance by digital signal-processing systems in
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many situations of realistic importance. The block diagram of a

digital sIgnal-processing channel with binary amplitude quantifi-

cation is shown in Fig. 8.2.

4)

40

$ filtrer-

--- e Fqu~~n r ' = nonco- :ai device H

• ,,-,V-4- - - - 0 -

i0g. 8.2. Filtering and nonoherent processing cha-0.e'

for binary signal-amplitude quantification.

8.2. Digital Coherent Filtering

[;*vice with Binary Amplitude
Quar1t fial rion

For the purpose of arriving at a practi al arrangement 1k'. a

digital cconerent filtering unit with binary amplitude qutantifica-

t ien let z consider dependence (5.17).
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With the input signal subject to binary amplitude quantifica-

tion, its analytical expression x (t), according to (1.39), can

be represented in the form

xo,, (1) A=., cos I'2'.(f. v)t + ,()+ x (1)-+l-,. 83(8.3)

[Translator's Note - The subscript letters "6K" stand for "binary

quantification. ]

Now, considering relations (5.17) and (8.3), we can write

lee IX 8l (i)eAe (i -,t) di [0 (0,1 A. (t -0 A
S-00 -4*

l,,(.o) M&s(t, lt- ,)dt As- sinl10(1)J A, (t-,c)dt A

(8.4)

I'm (,C) (1),A, (t -') dt 2 (0 (1)1 As (t -,) d;

* 40

Ise OX) (1)rAt (1 -0'~ dt .4.Sin [0 (1),] A. (i A u l

where

0(1y). - (t) + xx (t) + To - 2,v4.

Expressing the integrands by amplitude samplings recurring

within an interval of At = 1 in keeping with the theory of the

discrete representation of a signal, and integrating, we can

obtain
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i. (, = AF Cos[

A FAO sin [It (h) I A.(t - nAt);

Ie (hAt) ,E cos [0 (t)j A (tt - nAt); (85)

, -- sin (t,)j A, (t, - iA

where 8t(ti ) is the discrete value of the phase (I quantification

levels) at the moment of time ti;

signa "is the number of samplings for the duration of the
signal.

A block diagram of a system permitting the implementation of
signal processing in accordance with expressions (5.18) and (8.5),
as srown in (41), can be represented in the form shown in Fig. 8.3.

By means of the limiter the input oscillation x(t) is sutjected

to binary quantification in amplitude and reaches two quadrature

channels, in each of which, by means of a phase detector, it is
multiplied by a harmonicr reference oscillation of fixod frequency

f0 ' Following this multiplication, the phase-detector output will

yield a signal whose form, with accuracy to within a constant
factor, is determined for the cosine and sine channels, respec-

tively, by the relation

XO, )e = CO Is 01

x6, ()$ = sillt). (8.6)

By means of the digitizer and amplitude quantizer, these
oscillations are converted into a sequence of zeros and ones
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occurring at time intervals of At which represent, in the symbols

of a binary p-place positional encoding system, the o .cillation

amplitudes x 6(t)c,s * Figure '8.4 presents graphs illustrating

the four-level quantification of the oscillation amplitudes

X6K(t) , corresponding to eight-level quantification of the

input-signal phase. We shall designate this set of code sequences

for p positions, describing in discrete form the amplitude of

the oscillation x (Kt) as

IR=+46 I

xo, (t)Is-{ i (Nit) (8.7)

jI1
I/

II

S 010 ..1 , 0 0 1)

I It1-1* *1t**I* I '

? I 0 .

o - 0 0 .,0 0 * -0bt~ 7: . - .. ,,1L ',o, , -.--

Fig. 8.4. Quantification of an amplitude-limited

signal.
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These code sequences (8.7) reach the appropriate 'shift-

registers, which produce a time delay of the sequences. me

weighted summing of the code sequences from the output of N

series-connected shift-register elements, each of which delays the

sequence for a.period At, yields an operation of the form

I (nAt) : (nAt - iAt) A9 (iA0)

where A0 (iAt) is the weight factor of the i-th shift-register

output.

With A0 (iAt) = Ac,s (NAt-iAt) and the substitution of the

variable nAt-iAt = t, at the output of the shift-register adder

in the appropriate quadrature channel, we have

i=N =+

' (nlt) -.. -np+N )

(IAt=~~~.(t~A+g~~+ NA). (8.8)

From this last expression it is clear that the operation

performed by the device pictured in Fig. 8.3, with accuracy to

within the constant delay NAt, corresponds to an operation of the

kind (8.4), in which the analog values cos [e(t) I and

sin [6(t) V] have been replaced by the corresponding code sequences

of zeros and ones.

The weighting function A c(iAt) corresponds to the sampling
c

value of the amplitude over time intervals iAt of the analog

functions, which are the mirror functions with respect to

A (t-T) and A (t-T) (5.18).

c s
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For the formation of the output effect I'V (nAt) I, in accor-
dance with expression (5.17), the signals from the appropriate

adders are summed and functionally converted.

In actual practice, with a view to simplifying the equipment,
in many cases [41, 80] a limit of two quantification levels for
the oscillation x6K(t) is imposed, while the phase is coded In

conformity with the algorithm

WIn X/M < 0  3 (tM o. (8.9)

Now, at the quantizer output of each quadrature channel,i=+Gc Jt) =+Oe ,(t wl

single sequences of zeros and ones lot),. W will occur.

These sequences can be delayed by means of a simple single-channel

shift-register.

For situation (8.9), the phase (t)V in each quadrature
channel is quantified over four levels in conformity with Table

8.1.

For signals having a rectangular envelope without phase
modulation (2.33) the following equalities are fulfilled:

AQt-)= I,
p( 0.

Now, for such signals with phase quantification over four

levels dependence (8.8) is transformed to the expression
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I=

I. _ (, = Ic (i,) coss [2%v(1t -nAt-+- ̂ Ai)]

I] S ()o.0 12,1 (--., t + Nat)].I nA I()sin (8.10)

Table 8.l.

tvalue "juted cos Phase sin Phase

interval 1 phase (t) code O(t) code

121

0- - -4 -

fi -i -- 0
4 2 2

3 V-2 r
f T4 -T _2 0

3 7 )r1'2
4- T" T I - 0

For phase-keyed signals (2.45), when y - 0, dependence (8.8)

takes on the form

i=N

I *O(nA)= (.(t)g(t-Aft +NAt)

I *(nAt)= ' I,(I,)g(I, -nt) + NAt). (8.11)

In conformity with expressions (8.10) and (8.11), the block

diagram given in Fig. 8.3 may be used for the synthesis of the

structural circuitry of a digital filter for narrow-band (2.33)

and phase-keyed (2.45) signals.
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8.3. Detection Characteristic and
Measurement Accuracy of Systems
Employing a Digital Filter with
Binary Amplitude Quantification

As already indicated above, the quantification of the input-

oscillation parameters in the digital filter causes some degrada-

tion in the detection and measurement characteristics of signal-

processing systems. When the number of phase quantification

levels for the input signal is large, the effect of phase quanti-

fication on the deterioration of detection and measurement per-

formance, given average measurement accuracy, can be disregarded.

The energy losses in this event will be determined solely by the

amplitude quantification parameters and, in the case of binary

quantification, may be estimated from the characteristics obtained

for systems with rigid amplitude limiting (Sections 3.4, 4.2).

When the number of phase quantification levels is held to a
relatively small value, the influence of such phase digitizing on

the detection and measurement characteristics cannot be disregarded,

and in this case the resultant energy losses must be determined

with allowance for this factor.

For the energy losses with consideration of the phase

quantification, the statistical characteristics of the output
effect parameters must be expressed by random quantities which

reflect tho quantizing process.

The phase of the input oscillation in the digitizer shown in

Fig. 8.3 is quantized over Z levels, that is, it takes on one of

Z values depending on its magnitude at the moment ti (Fig. 8.5).
To the quantized value of the phase Oz(ti) we can assign the

value

rM, rm2=212,3,14,I.
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Fig. .5. hasequantification graph.

As follows from dependence (8.5), the output effect of a

digital filter with binary amplitude quantification is a

fuinction or the discrete random variable 6e1(t), the probability
of which for level I at moment t i is expressed as

pi P [XX Y 41dx~t1), (8.12)I

where P[K x (t is the distribution density of the continuous

phaSe. K( t I,

* The solution of relations (8.12) for an output effect with

:-tatiztica] characteristics of this kind, for the general case

~bignal and noise parameters, leads to complex analytical

formulas which are normally solved only by means of an electronic

digital computer.

However, whenever the input signal frequency band is large,

At << T , that is, when condition (3.38) is satisfied and the

signal/noise ratio at the input of the digital filter is low
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(3.43), the energy losses due to phase quantification can then be

estimated using relatively simple analytical expressions [91].

In fact, with the fulfillment of condition (3.43), the

distribution density of the phase Kx (t as has been shown [78S,

is defined by the relation

(81)2V "

With allowance for expressions (8.12) and (8.13), the probability

Pi will be

Z2.

Pit, I~ .q.', CM , ldxx ( --)

', , -q, WS XX 01). (8.1 4)>
Iv

Since within the interval of a single discrete increment the

phase distribution may be taken as approximately uniform, the

equivalent phase probability-density eZ(t i) in the intervals
may be assumed equal to

Plot(to) g-o Cos lot (1,) -T()J. (8.1 )

where
qt um On X/!

From equation (8.15) it will be evident that, when the

signal/noise ratio is low, the law of the phase distribution

density does not change as the phase is quantized. The
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quantification of the phase results merely in a decrease of the

equivalent signal/noise ratio. Therefore, for the case in

question those relations, derived in Sections 3.4 and 4.2 for the

determination of the detection characteristics and measurement
accuracy, in which the only change concerns the substitution of
qi BR, for qorp as the parameter value, will apply. The resultant

energy losses in this situation, with allowance for the phase

quantification, have been cited in the graph shown in Fig. 8.6.

bo

T aFig. 8.6. Phase quantification loss graph.

This reasoning is also valid with respect to the resolving

power of such digital filters. It is to be noted, however, that

the time quantification of the input oscillation presupposes that

the level of its spectral components is negligibly small outside

the frequency band AF. This circumstance calls for band filtration

in the AF frequency interval of the signal reaching the digital-

filter input. Provided the frequency response of the band filter

displays good rectangularity, this requirement can be satisfactorily

met. If the frequency characteristic shows a bell-shaped waveform,

the AF value will for all practical purposes match the filter

frequency band as read on the 0.1 level and below.

In the event that condition (3.43) is not s~tisfied, the

relations defining the detection characteristics and the accuracy

of measurement take on considerable added complexity and become

parametric in character [91]. As a consequence, the energy-loss
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evaluation for a high signal/noise ratio is accomplished using

numerical methods.

With a high signal/noise ratio there is a disruption in the

quasilinearity of the digital devices with binary amplitude

quantification, resulting in degraded resolution of time-

overlapping signals. Quantitative formulas describing detection-

performance and measurement-accuracy indicators with mutually

overlapping signals and binary amplitude quantification for

coherent processing turn out to be rather complicated, for which

reason we shall restrict ourselves at this point to the qualitative

aspect of the problem alone. For the sake of simplicity we shall

assume a sufficiently large signal/noise ratio permitting the

disregarding of the noise component in the input oscillation,

while also considering that there is total overlapping In the

signal envelopes. The oscillation at the filter-unit input, in

this case, in the presence of two signals, can be expressed in

the form

x ()= At (1) cos [J + ?a () + Tail +
+ A, () cos [(w + o) ( -- ) +

+~(5' + ?**I As (1) Cos[ 1)) + At (1) Cos [0i (5)
-As(5)o I(t) )C + A,() cosIP,(+I-N(tM. + P. 16)

where

N. M)= Ps,(0- 0,1 M.

By analogy with (1.39), we represent the oscillation (8.16)

as

(8.1?)
x()= As()Cos, + 0,
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where

A.(t) V {At (1)+A2 (I) Cos [%(0112+A2 (1) sin' 1P. (1));
(t) = actg (A2 (O!Ajff)) sin IP. (f)l

0. (t) = arctg I + (Az, (I)/A (1)) cos (Fi(t)

After limitation, oscillation (8.17), conformably with

(3.33), acquires the form

Xo,(I =A. cos [P,(0(). (8.28 )

When [A2 (t)/Al(t)] << 1, relation (8.18) is transformed [24)

to the expression

x,,,,, (t) A COS iI, (1 + I ,) [P, (oJ -

An (1) cos [2P. (1) Ps•Q)I (8.19)

A comparison of expression (8.19) with expression (8.16) will

reveal that the oscillation is somewhat modified following

limitation. There has been a two-fold deterioration in the

amplitude ratio of the weak signal to the strong - that is, the
nonlinear conversion has resulted in a 6-dB .suppression of the

weak signal. A spurious signal has appeared in the oscillation,

the amplitude of which is comparable with that of the weak signal.

Depending on the form of the input signals, the structure of
this spurious signal will differ. For example, in the case of
narrow-band signals of form (2.33), for which 01 (t) 0,

o-,(t) = 0 and which have different Doppler frequencies

81(t) = (N0t + €01 ) , 02 (t) 0 w~t + R 0t + 02 + (W 0 
+ I0) T , the

structure of the spurious signal vM(t) will be determined from

(8.19) by the dependence
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At (8.20)

where OM is the constant phase shift: Om = *02 + (W0 + (W0 +

As is clear from expression (8.20), the spurious signal

retains the structure of the input signals and has a frequency

which mirrors the frequency w8 + Q0. Therefore, at the filter-

device output there will be present, together with the central

peaks in the output effect caused by the useful signals, a peaiz

occasioned by the spurious signal. This has been schematically

represented in Fig. 8.7.

For signals with linear frequency modulation (2.37) having

an identical Doppler frequency shift but delayed with respect to

each other by AT,

p, = .. (- A)+ ! -f (t - ,), + P" i

IWC )I

Modulation Components caused by the

component useful signals

-R 0 2

Fig. 8.7. Schematic representation of the
output effect of a digital filtering unit in
the presence of two overlapping signals.
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Thus, the structure of the spurious signal will appear as

vm I A4,( Mx cw. +'&et + -Iff xi 3 (8.21)

where

AT A7;?, T - --

It will be seen from expression (8.21) that the structure of

the Lpurious signal corresponds to the input signal; however, the

signal v M(t) exhibits a frequency shift Aw with respect to the

strong signal. At the filter-system output this leads to a time
sh~ift in the peak of the spurious signal relative to the peak of

the str-'ng signal. Following (4.13), this time shift will equal

AT - ATAw/2FM, for which reason the peak of the spurious signal

will lead in time the maximwa value of the strong signal by the

amount AT. The filter-circuit output effect in this case will

show a form similar to that represented in Fig. 8.7, with the

sole difference that the parameter T will correspond to the para-

meter Q and the parameter AT to the parameter Q00

In the case of phase-keyed signals (2. ,) having an identical

Doppler shift but mutually delayed by the value AT we shall have

fr () =.o ( - AC) + + 1, [ -(L+k) IT, TA) (g,,,+I)+y.

Here, according to (7.46) and (8.19), the spurious signal

will be defined by the relation

1=N-I

UM=A2(e) Cos.t+l(t--i, Fit X
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x (gj +I)- In It l-(i+ k)TA,A gj ,+ 1)- - =

.43(t) 2.4C(t +

+k) TA, TA] (g,+k + 1)- ,} 8 ,

where 0M2 02 + "' OAT .

From this last expression it follows that the spurious signal

totally matches the weak signal in structure, but that, unlike this

weak signal, it has a different initial phase, which depends on the

relative delay between the input signals and on the difference in

their initial phases. As a consequence, the effect of the spurious

signal in this case will be reflected only in the severe fluctuation

of the amplitude of the weak signal as the value AT changes. On

the other hand, with phase-keyed signals there will be no

appearance of additional peaks in the output effect, as in the

case of narrow-band or frequency-modulated signals.

In this way, then, binary quantifying of the input oscillation

in a digital filter often results, in the case of severely over-

lapping and intensive signals, in the emergence of false peaks In

the filter-unit output oscillation. As the time overlap between

the input signals decreases and their amplitudes are equalized,

these effects will abate; however, even in this case they must be

taken into account in any determination of the detection and

measurement characteristics of systems with digital filters.

8.4. Elements of the Coherent
Vi!gital Filter

A digital coherent filtering device may be designed using

the standard elements of digital engineering. To a considerable

degree the parameters of these elements determine the resultant

characteristics of the device.
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The key element cAf the digital coherent filter is the phase

discriminator, which is responsible for the conversion of the

phase characteristics of the oscillation to be filtered into a

pulse code. The methods used in the design of the phase

discriminator are similar to those underlying the creation of

various digital phase meters and time-interval metera. Among the

more important of these techniques mention might be made of the

method of quantizing the amplitude of the signals at the output

of the sine and cosine channel detector (as, for example, in Fig.

8.4), as well as the method of reading the moments when a harmonic

oscillation passes through zero relative to a certain pulse ref-

erence train [62).

In the last-mentioned case, a measurement is made of the time

intervals T between the moments of zero transition by the input

oscillation and the time-reference pulses shaped from a reference

signal (Fig. 8.9). The value T here describes the phase of the
input oscillation [62) with respect to the reading moment tie

The cosine or sine value of this phase can be obtained through

the appropriate nonlinear conversion.

By way of example, Fig. 8.8 shows one of the possible

practical circuit arrangements which will implement this method.

By means of limitation and differentiation, the zero-pulse shaping

circuit forms from the input oscillation a pulse train u0 (Fig.

8.9). This pulse sequence reaches the inputs of trigger circuits

(flip-flops) which shape pulses of duration equal to the time

interval T0 to be measured. Depending on the value of the phase

shift relative to the reading moment, different pulse trains u

or u+ are shaped, this being accomplished by virtue of the

different polarity of the u0 pulses and the reset pulses. When

pulses of both polarities occur within the reading interval - for

example, 0 - t1 - the positi.ve pulses are automatically erased by

the negative signals from the negative-pulse discrimination

circuit. The pulses u_ and u+ reach the coincidence stages, to

whose second inputs is fed the pulse sequence uc4. Counters 1 and
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Fig. 8.9. Signal diagrams for the "zero"-
reading phase meter.

3 count the number of pulses, which is proportional to the duration

of the intervals T0. For normalization of the measured value T0,
the derived result is divided in the divider by a quantity corre-

sponding to the real-time input-oscillation period; this period

is measured by counters 2 and 4. From the divider the information

regarding the phase of the input signal is extracted at moments
of time corresponding to the presence of pulses u.. This inform-

ation reaches the combination packing stage. Following this, the

cosine and sine values of the measured phase can be obtained by

the nonlinear conversion circuits. The discrete element in the

phase measurement in Fig. 8.8 is determined by the period uc4 and

can be made quite small,
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The key parameters of the phase discriminator are Its

response speed and the accuracy with which the discrete value of

the phase can be read in the dynamic amplitude range of the input

oscillation. These two parameters are closely interrelated inas-

much as the reading accuracy of the discriminator declines as its

response speed rises.

In the case of detection and coarse-measurement systems,

because of their limited sensitivity to the value of the discrete

phase step (Section 8.3), considerable errors are permissible In

the quantification of the phase. For example, phase-reading errors

corresponding to an angle of 250 result in such systems in

additional energy losses of no more than 0.2 dB.

For fine-measurement systems the phase-reading requirements

are far more stringent so that in this case the design principles

of.the phase quantifier and its circuit parameters must be

selected in strict accordance with the permissible errors.

The shift-register of the digital filter may be designed 4

with a variety of discrete memory elements '%orking at the required

operational rates. In most instances, these elements will take

the form of different types of flip-flop circuits, capac2.tive

storage cells, and magnetic matrixes [80).

The weighted summing operation at the shift-register output

is accomplished by a weighting adder, which may be based on the

analog or digital principle. The analog weighting adder is li,

fact a resistive or capacitive linear matrix which perform5 the

weighted adding of the pulsed voltages directly from the

appropriate shift-register outputs - for example, as shown in

Fig. 8.4. A block diagram of the digital adder is shown in Fig.

8.10. The pulses from the output of the shift-register memory

elements open the appropriate coincidence stages, to the secondary

inputs of which are delivered the weight code sequences. Once

they have passed through these coincidence stages, the codes are

juiamed in the common adder, resulting in the execution of opera-

tion (8.8).
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Fig. 8.10. Block diagram of digital adder.

The code-summing operation represented in Fig. 8.10 must be

carried out during the time interval T This requires that the
A

digital adding circuit operate at a fast rate or else that it

be designed according to the multichannel principle.

The accuracy and stability of an analog weighting adder is

determined by the accuracy and stability of the matrix branches

as well as by the accuracy and stability of the output pulses,

of current or voltage, from the shift-register memory elements.

The accuracy of the digital adder is a function of the number of

places in the weighting code. The number of digital positions in

a binary code describing with relative error the required analog

value will be defined, according to expression (5.49), by the

formula

where 6o is the permissible relative conversion error
Aofl

expressed as a percentage.
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Weighted-adding distortion in the digital coherent filter

results in its frequency characteristics being mismatched with

respect to the signal, with this giving rise to additional energy

losses and possibly causing a deterioration in the resolving

power of the device.

Functional adders designed to perform summing and squaring

operations may also be based on analog or digital circuitries.

In the first instance, various semiconductor devices with square-

law characteristics may be employed; in the second, functinnal

digital transducers.

A point to be kept in mind is that all the component

elements incorporated in the digital coherent filter are of

comparatively simple design and can therefore be produced with a

high degree of technological ease.

8.5. Digital Noncoherent
Signal-Processing Device

Noncoherent signal processing following coherent filtration

can be essentially resolved to operations of type (8.2). These

operations can be accomplished by digital devices featuring multi-

level signal amplitude quantification over each of the frequency

channels, with their subsequent storage and weighted processing,

as indicated in the block diagram of Fig. 8.1. Practically

speaking, however, binary amplitude quantification is employed itn

most cases involving the use of digital noncoherent signal-

processing methods. Although it is true that the transition to

binary amplitude quantification does lead to corresponding energy

losses, in most cases of real importance these losses are of

relatively low magnitude - in the order of 1-1.5 dB [37, 43] -

and may therefore be acceptable. The use of binary amplitude

quantification makes possible significant simplification of the

structural lay-out of the digital unit effecting the noncoherent

processing of the signal.
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One possible block diagram of such a system with binary

amplitude quantification can be seen in Fig. 8.11. The system

has i channels, each of which provides noncoherent processing of

the signal from the output of a separate frequency channel in the

* coherent filtering unit. The amplitude quantizer provides two-

level quantification of the amplitude of the input oscillation.

An amplitude exceeding the threshold uno (Fig. 8.12a) is assigned

a value of 1, with a zero (0) assigned to its below-threshold

values. The sequence of zeros and ones with a time interval At

(Fig. 8.12b), determined by the clock-pulse frequency, reaches

the shift-register consisting of M- T06 P/At memory elements,

where To0  is the time of the noncoherent processing of the

signal. From the shift-register output the delayed pulse

sequence undergoes weighted adding in conformity with the

algorithm (8.2):

Thepule( -kT )b. (8.24)

The pulse train YH (nAt) (Fig. 8.12c) reaches the threshold

device where it is compared wit), the threshold u If an

excess is determined, Y (nAt)> U the resolving unit fixes
H -nol

the detection of the signal in the frequency channel in question.

The corresponding detection pulses are shown in Fig. 8.12d. The

best detection characteristics in a device of this kind are

secured by setting optimum values for the first and second thres-

hold u no and u nol The methods for selecting the threshold

values and analyzing the detection characteristics have been

reviewed in r37, 43].

The time quantification interval At in noncoherent processing

is selected on the basis of the purpose of the device.

When the signal is noncoherently processed merely for the

purpose of its detection and the determination of the frequency

channel number, the time quantification interval may be selected
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Fig. 8.12. Diagrams.of signals in the digital
noncoherent signal processor.

as equal to the correlation interval of the signal as it leaves
the coherent filter circuit. On the other hand, in the
measurement of signal delay time, when the task is one of high-

accuracy measurement, the interval of time quantification must
be taken in accordance with dependence (4.26):

Following digital coherent filtration according to the
diagram in Fig. 8.11, the signal delay time is measured by

determining the center of the pulse burst obtained when the
threshold u,.1 is exceeded by the signal Y(nAt' (Fig. 8.12c, d, e).
At this point, the maximum equipment error in the measurement
will corespond to one-half the interval At; to ensure the least
noise error, values are used which correspond to the moment of

time when the signal/noise ratio is maximum. This moment is
selected in Fig. 8.11 according to the greatest number of pulses
exceeding the second threshold (Fig. 8.12f). If the value of At

is small enough and the time interval for noncoherent signal

processing large enough, the number of storage elements in the
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shift-registers of each of the device's frequency channels (Fig.

8.11) becomes very sizable: M = T06 p/At.

To r7duce the total number of storage elements in the non-

coherent digital processor with binary amplitude quantification,

when the number of useful signals is small, the method of the

"independent" memory may be employed. With this approach, the

number of memory elements is selected according to the number of

probable instances involving crossing of the first threshold u

and equals the number of ones 1 (nAt). Since this number i sn
considerably smaller than the value of n, a significant economy

of storage elements is secured. The delay-time code of the

pulses 1 (nAt) is recorded in each storage element, and from the
n

output of these elements those pulses having close code values

are added.

A possible configuration for this kind of noncoherent

processor with the signals taken from a single frequency channel

is shown in Fig. 8.13. The input oscillation YH (nAt) reaches the

threshold circuit, where, similarly to Fig. 8.12b, it is converted

into a series of unit pulses 1 (nAt) characterizing a crossing ofn
the threshold. In the encoding circuit, to each pulse of this

series there is assigned a code value cooresponding to the delay

time of the pulse. This time code is stored across recording

(writing) selectors which successively unblock the free memory

elements. These memory elements are periodically interrogated by

a resolving device in which an analysis is made of the code values

anti where codes with close values are discriminated. The value

describing the number of these codes is compared with the thres-

hold. Signal detection is established when this value exceeds

the threshold.

The method for designing these circuits and determining

their characteristics is discussed in [59).
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9. OPTICAL FILTERS

9.1. General Description of
Electron-Optical Signal
Processors

Electron-optical devices constitute a relatively new

engineering development trend in the area of signal filtration

and processing. With respect to a great many perameters, the

technical characteristics of electron-optical devices are superior

to those of electronic equipment.

Specifically, as compared to purely electronic iii, .umentation,

these devices afford considerably higher operating spcir. (broad-

bandedness), while making possible, in a relatively simtle

fashion, the multichannel and multifunctional processing of signals

as well as the execution of a variety of two-dimensional operations

on them. Optical filters provide rather a simple synthesis of

virtually any required frequency-phase characteristic, which,

should the need arise, can also be converted into arty other.

Electron-optical devices are employed at all stages in the signal-

processing chain, including the filtering stage, the primary and
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secondary processing stage, and the data-display stage.

Both analog and discrete electron-optical devices are used

for these purposes [ll, lF, 29, 46, 52, 64, 74]; however, the

greatest opportunities for optical methods are to be found in the

area of signal filtration and radar-information extraction, where

they can be combined with comparatively simple systems to provide

multichannel filtering of complex, high-informatJon signals and

to ensure the solution ot a variety of multidimensional algorithms.

As requireme:'ts increase with respect to the operating speed and

multifunctionality of signal-processing systems, ever-greater

importance attaches to the advantages of electron-optical devices
for wider application in equipment of this kind.

9.2. Optical Signal-Filtration
Methods

As follows from expression (5.2), the formation of a corre-

lation function requires the execution of an operation of multi-

plication and integration Both these operations can be easily

performed in optics. For the multiplication operation there is

employed the Property involving the change in the amplitude and

phase of light as it tranverses an optically inhomogeneous medium.

In the case of constant polarization, e light wave can be

characterized by the electrical field-intensity component as

defined in a system of coordinates (Fig. 9.1) in the form

sell (x, yi) - Am. (x, y) exp*[J ?ce' (x. yi)] exp [jt,(9.1)

where A 0 8 (X, y) is the amplitude of the light wave:

Wca is the light frequency;

cs (x, y) is the light-wave phase.
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Fig. 9.1. Spatial conversion of light.

For coherent optical systems the factor exp Ewcat) describing
the instantaneous phase change can be dropped since for these
systems the mutual phase relation~s of the light waves at different
points in space are not time-dependent. The analytical expression

for the light wave in this case assumes the form

Su (x, y= .- o(xRy) exp fI?., (x, y)). (9.2)

For a semi-transparent diapositive (transparency) attenuating
the light intensity a2 (x, y) times (0 < aTp < 1) and having anth 

haiing an,, PT

optical thickness of l., the light transmission characteristic
will be expressed as

T(x, y)= ,(x, y)exp a, (x,)j. (9.3)

where 231 .

nnp is the index of the refraction of the light by the
transparency.

Having passed through a transparency with the transmission
characteristic (9.3), the light wave (9.2) is modulated according

to the expression
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s (x, A)= sea (x. y) T (x, y) -
= Ac,(x,y)ajp(x, y)xp( [Ax a(x,y)+a, (x,y)]). (9. h)

From this last expression it is clear that as a result of the

passage of the light wave S C(x, y) through the optical trans-

parency T(x, y) there has been a multiplication of its optical

characteristics. It follows 'from expression (9.4), in particular,

that in the passage of a stream of light of constant amplitude

S through two superimposed transparencies having the
C8 0

characteristics Tl(x, y) and T2 (x, y) thedistribution of the

light S (x, y) exiting from the transparencies will be determined

by a product of the kind

, s (*V, O)l, SO $.T, (X, Y) To Vx. A) (9, 5)

The optical integration operation Is accomplished by a lens.

In effect, the light waves in the focal planes of a spherical lens

(Fig. 9.1) are related by the dependence

sea. VhZ. Vi, exp [_-I( . b)]dxdy,

2xx, . 2ay,where o- .. , x m -40 are spatial frequencies.

As is evident from expression (9.6), the light wave in the

P.2 plane is a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the

distribution of the modulation function of the wave in the Pnl

plane. The integration of the light image of plane Pnl will

occur on the optical axis of the lens at point wx = 0, =

In order that correlation operation (5.2) take place, the

signal S(t) is recorded on the transparency T1 (x) - in such a way,

for example, that its transmittance in the interval dT changes

according to the signdl amplitude (Fig. 9.2). Now, if two such
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transparencies are superimposed ene on the other, shifted along

the x axis by the amount x0, and placed in the forward focal plane

P Pl of the lens (Fig. 9.1), then, when they are illuminated by

coherent light S06 0 there will be formed on the optical axis of

the lens in the P plane a light wave whose amplitude S will
be described by the expression

4 (9.7)
Son (xo) =Save T, (x) -T, (x - x.) dx.

This operation may also be accomplished with the use of

noncoherent light; in this case, however, at point w = S0, y = 0

of plane Pn2 there will be an addition of the intensity of the

light propagating on plane P,, that is, the accomplishment of

operation

dr

Sena 0)= T- (x) T',(x - x 0 )dx. (9.8)
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Thus, with noncoherent illumination the transmittance of the

transparencies must be proportional to V't. As a consequence

of the fact that the transmittance cannot assume negative values,

in accordance with Fig. 9.2 a transparency Tl(x) can be produced

only for, video signals whose amplitude is always positive. Radio

signals are bipolar, wherefore their recording on the transpare:icy

requires the introduction of an additonal constant biasing of the

signal level, that is, the recordJng on the transparency of the

sum

S( = Be + S(1). (9.9)

The introduction of the additional bias B0 results in the

fact that, along with the useful component of the correlation

interval (9.7), the light wave S c2(x 0 ) will contain a spurious

background causing a deterioration in the filtering result. In

effect, if the transmittance functions of transparencies Tl(x)

and T2(x) have the form

T, (x)= B1 + S (x),
(9.10)

then, following (9.5) and (9.6), the amplitude of the light at

point wx 0, Wy = 0 of plane PA2 will correspond, with accuracy

to within a constant factor, to

Olt

Sell (x0) se 3cD01802 + Sen .B, S (x - x.) dx +-

+ S,,IB, jS (x) dx +SU, ( x) S (x - x.) dx. (9.11)

From this last expression (9.11) it will be clear that only

the final term of the sum is useful, with the remaining terms

containing a noise background.
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Since additional selection of the effective component from

the sum (9.11) is not possible with the use of noncoherent light,

the applicability of noncoherent optical methods for the filtering

of bipolar signals is severely limited.

When coherent light is employed, special measures may be

taken to permit a considerable attenuation of the constant

constituent of the reference level. This may be accomplished

through the rejection of its spectral components. For this

pi~pose, the transparency with the radio signal inscribed on it -

in the form, for example, of

T (x) B. + A (X) Cos x.X +7 (x)

for O<x dr (9.12)

is located in the forward focal plane of the lens P (Fig. 9.1),

and illuminated with coherent light. In keeping with dependence

(9.6), in the rear focal plane of lens P,2 function (9.12) will

undergo a Fourier transform on axis x2. As a result of this

transform, the spectral components of signal (9.12) will be laid

off along axis x2 . The origin of the coordinates will disclose

the spectrum of the constant component BO, while in the region of

space frequencies iwxO will be found the spectrum of signal

A(x) cos [w x0x + *(x)]. Since the spectral width of the constant

component B0 is determined Lj the Interval dT, thus at signal

frequencies for which the signal spectrum

I ,(9.13)

shows virtually no overlap with the spectrum of the constant

component, the spectral components of the constant component

B0( ) can be eliminated - through the use, for example, of a

screen shading the .frequency region at point wx = 0. This

operation affords a significant attenuation of the effect of the
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constant component during the further filter processing of the

signal A(x) cos [w x0x + 0(x)].

9.3. Synthesis of Optical
Filters

A variety of optical filters may be synthesized based on the

properties of coherent optical systems. The fact that optical

systems exhibit spatial two-dimensionality affords the possibility

of realizing both two-dimensional and unidimensiona multichannel

filters. In the first instance, by analogy with (5.6), the

filtering operation is expressed by a two-dimensional correlation

Integral

4

Y x# Y= S* (x u, y dx dy. (9.1 )

In the case of unidimensional multichannel filtering the

correlation integral is expressed in the form

Y,,(x.)= S (x,-x,)dx,,

where S*(x 1 ) is a modulation function being the mirror and

complex-conjugate function with r..spect to the filter response.

Two methods are distinguished for acquiring the required

optical-filter characteristics:

a) the synthesis method in the space frequency region;

b) the synthesis method in the space-image region of the

signal [33].

In case a) the structural arrangement of the filter will

appear as indicated in Fig. 9.3. The transparency on which is

inscribed the input oscillation X(xl, yl) (this transparency will
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Fig. 9.3. Block diagram of an optical filter with
a mask in the frequency region.

henceforth be referred to as the signal transparency) is located

in plane PI" The two-dimensional spectrum X(wx, Wy) will be

present in the focal plane of lens Jl(P 2). If there is placed

in this plane a transparency ith light tra.smittance S*(wx, Wy

describing the frequency characteristic of the required filter

(this transparency to be known as the optical filter mask), then

in accordance with the properties of optical multiplication, the

light wave leaving this transparency will have the following form:

X ("P (U)S*(x, a,). (9.16)

The subsequent two-dimensional Fourier space transform by

lens A2 (9.6) will form in plane P a two-dimensional image of
21

form (9.14).

The filter diagrammed in Fig. 9.4 provides for the location

of the filter mask in plane P.1 directly behind the signal

transparency. Here the filter mask is a transparency carrying

the reference signal S*(xl, y.). In this case, in the focal

plane of the lens Al(Ps3 ) we shall have the image

Y (X, y ,) z=X (X, uJ S* (X ,-.,,Y

- .) exp I (,,x, + w,, dxdy,, (9.17)
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Fig, 9.4. Block diagram of an optical filter

with signal plane mask.

where x0, Y0 is the displacement of the filter mask coordinates

in plane P relative to the input-oscillation transparency

X(xI ) y1 ).

For point w =0, wy 0 expression (9.17) is transformed

to (9.14).

In the majority of cases, the filter circuit shown in Fig.

9.3 is to be preferred in that it performs correlation operation

(9.14) in plane P,3 for a wide range of parameters x0, Y0. On

the other hand, the arrangement shown in Fig. 9.3 [sic] performs
the correlation operation only on a successive time basis for

each shift in the parameters of the filter mask relative to the

signal transparency. [Translator's Note - There is obviously a

misprint in the last two sentences. The author has mistakenly

twice referred to Fig. 9.3, when one reference should clearly be
to Fig. 9.4.J

For the design of multichannel filters implementing the

correlative integration operation for only one of the coordinates

simultaneously over many channels, one may employ the same

circuitries shown in Figs. 9.3 and 9.4 by replacing the spherical
lens Ai and A2 by a lens system containing one cylindrical and

one spherical lens [33].
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The unidimensional signals to be filtered are written in the

form X l) and arranged one above the other along the yl axis

in plane P in the arrangement shown in Fig. 9 3. The system of
cylindrical and spherical lenses performs the Fourier transform

for the x1 coordinate only, with the signal not transformed for

the yl coordinate, the result being that in the Pn2 plane there

is the simultaneous spectral transformation of the signals for

each channel located along the y, axis separately. By placing

an individual filter mask in each channel of plane P,, we obtain

in plane P along axis yo a multichannel image corresponding toni3
the aggregate of correlation intervals of form (9.15).

By way of example, c.nsider some practical block diagrams of

unidimensional optical filters which provide filtering in both the

signal and frequency plane. The arrangement of a unidimensional

optical filter performing signal-plane filtration is shown in

Fig. 9.5.

The x(t) input-oscillation transparency (139), having a trans-

mittance function on the x1 axis in the form

, (x,)= B, + x (xB) o, +

+ A. (x,) Cos laxox, + T (X,) + x (X, + To], (9.18)

is located in the forward focal plane of lens i1 and is displaced

with respect to the iptical axis by the quantity x0. In Figs.

9.5 and 9.6 the change in transmittance value is schematically

represented in the formed of a darkened relief, with the hatched

relief used to indicate the signal amplitude in the corresponding

planes. In the rear focal plane of lens Al the screen rejects

the spectral components of the constant constituent B Therefore,

in accordance with the Fourier inversion, the amplitude of the

light in the rear fonal plane of lens A2 along the x2 axis will

reflect the input oscillation ScB X(X 2-X0 Located in this same
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Fig. 9.6. Practical arrangement with frequency-plane
filtering.

plane is an optical transparency with the transmittance function

T2(x2) corresponding to the filter mask

7' (x,) = Ao (X) Cos loX + f (Xa)] + B,. (9.19)

The light amplitude leaving the mask will be expressed as

son (X) = sex (XS,- X) To(X). (9.20)

The lens A 3 produces the Fourier transform of function (9.20).

Therefore, in the rear focal plane of lens A 3 at point wx M 0,
2

following dependences (5.11), (9.6), (9.18), (9.19), and (9.20),

we obtain

Ses (xo). 1= - Sci, Re exp [I (wxo + ,)I X

S0 x 2) S*. (x -x*) dXaJI+B*S03 x (x, - xo) dx1" (9o21)
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Since x(x2-x0 ) is a rapidly oscillating function, the final
term in sum (9.21) has a value close to zero, and for this reason

the amplitude of the light leaving the filter shown in Fig. 9.5

will be proportional to the required correlation integral, that

is,

dr

S. (X,)= S. Re exp 11 (wx +?.) I S (x*) S* Ox 8-

-x.) dx,. (9.22)

With filtering in the frequency plane the block diagram of
the optical filter has the appearance shown in Fig. 9.6. Just as

in Fig. 9.5, lens A1 forms in its rear focal plane the spectrum

of function (9.18), which, in accordance with (9.6) and (9.18),

will be expressed in the form

sea (lux) = Sea. 8 .-B p. + exp (- .) X ox) (9.23)

where X(w x ) is the spectrum of signal x(x1).
xz

Placed in the plane in question in the region of the optical

axis is a screen which eliminates those spectral components which

are caused by the constant part B0 , as well as a complex filter
mask exhibiting a variation in the amplitude and phase of the

light in conformity with the transmission f'actor S*(w). A

correlation function is formed in the rear focal plane of lens

J2 corresponding to

SC (x3 - xo)DMu - X (-s S* O(.x exp [i (x-X.) Sl d.c--
"-ox

St (t) S* (- x& + x.) , (9.24)
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From this last expression it is clear that the shift of the

transparency T 1(x1 ) along the xI axis does not lead to a distortion

of the correlation function, but merely causes its displacement

along the x2 axis by the same quantity.

9.4. Optical Transparencies

In practical filtering and signal-processing systems the

oscillation from the zeeceiver channel output normally arrives in

the form of an electrical voltage or current. The introduction

of this kind of signal into an optical filter requires that it

be converted into an optical transparency providing the required

modulation of the light stream in the filter. An optical

transparency is also required for the creation of the filter mask

(Section 9.3).

According to their operating principles, optical transparencies

are classed as static and dynamic.

The static transparency represents a comparatively long-term

signal recording accomplished by varying the optical transmittance

or phase thickness of some kind of optically transparent material

such as photographic film, thermoplastic, and the like. The

optical filtering and processing of the signal thus recorded is

conducted in an altered time scale. Because they involve a

variation of the transmittance factor and optical thickness,

static transparencies permit both the amplitude and phase modula-

tion of the light in accordance with expression (9.4).

The aynamic transparency modulates the light stream in

conformity with an incoming electrical signal in an instantaneous

time scale. The basic varieties of such optical transducers are

the ultrasonic and electron-optical light modulator [20, 35, 46,

60, 64].
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In practical optical filtering devices, photographic films

are the most widely employed of the static transparencies and

transparent ultrasonic delay lines of the dynamic variety. Let

us consider in some detail the fundamental design principles of

these transparencies.

A film-type optical transparency producing an amplitude

signal recording of type (9.18) may be devised using the apparatuo

* schematically represented in Fig. 9.7. The input oscillation

Y(t) is summed in the control circuit with reference level v0 and
I0

* fed to the control electrode of a cathode-ray tube (CRT] (3J1T).

The control-electrode voltage modulates the brightness of the spot

on the CRT screen. The relationship of spot brightness to the

voltage across the control electrode of the CRT in the latter's

working range of characteristics is expressed, in this case, in

the following form:

I k) kII Joe .v e, (9.25)

where I(t) is the brightness of the spot on the CRT screen;

i is the current density of the CRT ray;

kI is a proportionality factor.

From the screen of the cathode-ray tube the spot is projected

onto a photosensitive film by means of the focusing lens. As the

beam travels in time along the x axis, this being accomplishable

either by sweeping the ray of the tube or physically moving the

film, the spot brightness is recorded on the film and the time

oscillation x(t) is inscribed in spatial coordinates along the

x axis. The dependence )f the film's optical density O(x) on the

brightness of the incident spot within the linear segment of the

film's sensitivity can be expressed by the relation

0 (X 1, g (9.26)
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Cathode-ray I Focusing
tube lens

Os cill ia-c----

tion Control Swee
circuit cirui

Reference
! level ""

Fig. 9.7. Diagram of apparatus for producing a film-type
transparency.

where P. is the film contrast;

I is the "inertia" coefficient of the film [96J.

The optical transmitLance of the transparency T(x) is

related to the optical density of the film 0(x) by the expression

r( )= (9.27)

or, taking into account Eq. (9.26),

PU (9.28)

From expressions (9.25) and (9.28) it follows that in order

to achieve for the transparency an optical transmittance

proportional to the input oscillation x(t), the film must be

inverted, that is, a positive with Pk = -1 must be produced from
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the negative. However, this undesirable operation can be avoided,

provided a sufficiently large displacement step v0 is selected.

In this case, the major weight in the expansion of relation (9.28)

into a power series attaches to the first term, which ensures a

dependence of the type

(X)-k, 7  'x (x)). (9.29)

This latter expression can be converted to the form

T(x)= B+ M(x), (9.30)

where

Be'

II

The film carrying the time oscillation recording is chemically

processed in a special unit shown in Fig. 9.7. This film

processing requires considerable time - some 30-60 seconds - and

for this reason the production of the phototransparency involves

a time lag with respect to the incoming time oscillation.

This method of preparing the transparency can also be

employed to produce a filter mask with an amplitude recording

of the signal. (9.19). In this case, a signal S0 (t) is delivered

to the controJ electrode of the cathode-ray tube.

Filtering in the frequency plane calls for a complex filter

mask to vary the amplitude and phase of the transmitted light

(9.4). rhere are certain practical difficulties in the design

of a transparency with variable optical density and phase
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thickness, and for this reason holographic techniques are normally

used in the production of complex transparencies [74].

This method of preparing a complex transparency may be used

together with the arrangement pictured in Fig. 9.8. In the x

plane at a distance of d/2 from the optical axis is located a

transparency with an amplitude recording of the signal T(x) of

form (9.19) corresponding to the Fourier transfoim of the complex

function of the required amplatude-phase transparency T(w X).

Located in this same plane is a slot, also distant from the opcical

axis by the quantity d/2 (Fig. 9.8), through which is dIvered

a eeference light beam, being a portion of the input light stream.

A light wave will be present in the rear focal plane of the lens,

whose modulation function is defined by the sum of the two

spectra

l'()cx (~,.d) and 0, :exp(i-)

where 01 is the amplitude of the reference light beam passing

through the slot.

Transpar-
ency

Coherent beam
of ligh Photograph

film

Fig. 9.8. Diagram bhowing the production of a filter
for frequency-plane filtering.
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Photographic film positioned in the same plane will record

the brighbtness of the light image, that is

I~~~~ ~ ~ (W) T)lxep - '-+~x

= IT (,,)l, + Of + OT (,,,) exp (- io4) +

+ OT* (,,) exp (jc.,o.d) (9. 3j.)

Assuming a sufficiently intense reference beam, following

(9.29) the transmittance function of the transparency T2 (Wx )

obtained on this film will be defined by the relation

T. b~-'" 0-Ot ' I T (wi "-

-- - O- 1'T (o,) exp (- 1w) -

'% OjV'-T (ta) exp (jt.d). (9.32)

It will be evident from this last expression that the

transmittance function of the obtained transparency T2 (Wx ) is

determined by the sum of the terms, one of which is proportional

to the required complex function T(w x ) of the transparency to be

synthesized. Therefore, If a transparency of this kind is located

in the frequency plane wx of the filter in Fig. 9.6, the required

correlation tntegral will be formed in its output plane x2.

Because of the difference in their space frequency value, tne

additional terms occurring in the transmittance function T2(W x )

acquire a spatial displacement along the x2 axis and are eliminated

by virtue of the co-responding shading.

An optical transparency employing light modulation by means

of ulurasound operates according to a somewhat different working

1'rinciple than -.&e film-type transparency. The reason for thi.s



lies in the fact that in a transparency of this kind what is

modulated is not the amplitude of the light, but its phase. On

the other hand, however, under certain conditions, filtering I
devices employing ultrasonic light modulators exhibit the same

characteristics as photo-transparency filter devices.

Let a signal '(t) - A(t) cos [w0 t + *(t)] be delivered to

the piezoelectric transducer of an optically transparent ultra-

sonic delay line (Fig. 9.9), In a UDL of this kind water, quartz, j
lithium niobate, etc., may be used as the acoustic line. The

ultrasonic wave excited by the signal u(t), traveling over the

acoustic line, changes its optical refractive index n (x, t) [8]np
according to the law

where no is the refractive index of light of an unexcited medium;
0r

Arn is the amplitude of the specific change in the refractive

index for the medium in question.

13 (0 w 3w o

V64 2W2x

Fig, 9.9. Ultrasonic modulation of light.

In Its passage through such an excited ultrasonic delay line,
the coherentD light (Fig. 9.9) acquires a phase modulation (9.3).
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Thus, the complex amplitude of the light behind the UDL, over

which propagates the acoustic wave generated by the signal u(t),

is defined by the relation

ScD (x, t) =S.o exp j4) +A A ft --- )X

where 0= 0  is the constant phase shift;
C

27r 1 0An
Aq - is the phase modulation.

C

Disregarding the constant phase shift 0, expression (9.2h)

can be represented by the series

se (x., = S,,1 [Ae. ,A (X, 1)1 + 2S&,. E x" X

x,.. ,. In, [.o4. [.(,X.)+ (,_Cos. (9.35)

where I (z) is the n-th order Bessel function.n

Expansion (9.35) indicates that the phase modulation i.

characterized by a set of harmonic components of different

frequency, reflecting the amplitude modulation of the light.

Therefore, if the lens of Fig. 9.9 is used to produce a Fourier

transform of lightwave (9.35), there will be formed along the axis

of space frequency wx the linear spectrum of seriei (9.35) with

frequencies which are multiples of (,o=T (Fir. 9.9). In the

region of the fundamental frequency w x0 an optical image is formed,
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corresponding to a transparency with the transmittance function'

T (x, t) ==11 IAi'A (x, t)] Cos [too (+

* +?Q-~ (9.36)

Considering that the Bessel function of the first order

1, (Z) ( -. +. 9.37)
2 12

when z << 1, can be represented by the first term only of sum

(9.37), for small modulation indices relation (9.36) can be

rewritten as follows:

It follows from this last expression that, at low modulation

indices, ultrasonic light modulators, similarly to photographic

film, permit the acquisition of optical signal transparencies with

amplitude and phase modulation. A practical arrangement of an

optical filtering device incorporating an ultrasonic light

modulator may be seen in Fig. 9.10.

Input oscillation x(t) reaches the piezo-transducer of the

optically transparent ultrasonic delay line. The illumination of

the UDL by a coherent light stream permits the acquisition, in

IThe factor j in expression (9.35) changes only the phase of
the light oscillation, and may therefore be disregarded in the
expressions for the amplitude of the ligi't.
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A SFilter

LO K 10 % L OOK ' LQ9 dir

Fig. 9.10. Ultrasonic optical filtering device.

the rear focal plane of lens All of the spectral expansion (9.35).

The screen placed in plane wx' admits light only in the region of

the fundamental frequencies ±w X0 whereupon, following (9.38), a
light image of the input oscillation x(x, t) is formed along the

x 2 axis in the rear focal plane of lens A2* Positioned In this

plane is a filter mask consisting of a photographic film with the

amplitude recording of a reference signal. Now, on the optical

axis of lens A 3 in its rear focal plane, similarly to Fig. 9.4,

there will be formed a correlation integral of type (9.15).

Since as a result of the propagation of the acoustic wave along

the sound line there will be a time-continuous spatial displace-

ment of the transmittance function of the transparency (9.38),

all the values of the correlation integral will also be

successively reproduced at the point w X2 = 0. The operation cf an

optical filter with ultrasonic modulator takes place In an

instantaneous time scale, a fact which makes it possible to

employ such filters, unlike the static-transparency variety, for

the filtering of rapidly changing signals.

9.5. Some Varieties of Practical
Unidimensioital Optic Filter
Circui tries

Real optical filtering devices are designed for the mo~it part

using the circuit amrangem'ents and meth(,ds discu.;;ed in Sections



9.3 and 9.4. In a number of instances, however, for special

signal forms and processing systems it may be more expedient, in

practical terms, to use circuitries exhibiting certain structural

differences from those represented in Figs. 9.5 and 9.6. Let us

consider, by way of example, the major varieties of these practical

configurations, which offer the advantage of providing simpler

hardware implementation.

Optical Filter with Photoelectronic
Integration

A device of this kind was proposed in [76]. Its block

diagram is shown in Fig. 9.11. The input signal u(t) = A(t) cos

(W0 t + 0(t)] reaches the piezoelectric transducer of an optically

transparent ultrasonic delay line, immediately following which is

located a filter mask in the form of an optical transparency with

a transmittance function T2 (x) equal to

Coherent
stream of
light 7t
Fig. 9.11. Optical filtering device.
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With the UDL illuminated by coherent light, the complex

amplitude of the light wave S c 2 (x, t) behind the transparency i.-

expressed in the form

S, , (x, t)= s ,(x, IsllIO, (9. 1o)

where Sa l(X, t) is the complex amplitude of the light behind the

UDL.

Excited by the input signal, the ultrasonic wave causes the

phaz;e modulation of' the light transiting through the UDL in

conformity w.th expression (9.35). Given low modulation Jndic;,

similarly to (9.38), the basic contribution to the region of the

fundamental frequency w xO of the spectral expansion of the lFAht

s (x, t) (plane w x) will be made by the two component,3 of product

(9.40), wnich will equal

sca~~t. =S~aooe{S (1- )exp (,  . )+sea oa S(,9 t).,,(, S . .e a e

The spectral expansion of these components in the region of

the frequency wxO can be represented by the relation

di

Sea (OcI, 1) l s 0  S )ep(jo.,x) exp (jx)dx +

dT

26

+-

+- sell BOAp exp (jOot) IS(I t xp (jWox) exp(jtux)dx.
dr s,(9.42)

2
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If a photoelectric detector is located in the region of

frequency wx0, then as a result of the fact that it reacts to

the intensity of the light and sums it from a certain surface
+A~x, the electric signal at the detector output will be defined

by the expression

+AW.V

Y (t) = f' IScu3( 0,1 2dw 2X
_AW 

X

s2.

dT dT

+2

+Aw/,, +

+ S~n B A2S SQ+)exp~(a
a-

- wo) x) dx dwx + 2Sc0 oBOA Re exp(-jw/t)X

dr dr

S Ss(=."*(,+ ) xp ui(xa-

-- x2) (( 1  wXO=)] dxldxad,. (9.4 3)

The signal components described by the first two terms of the

sum (9.*43) fall within the low-frequency region and are filtered

out in the frequency-selective amplifier following the photo-

detector. The component defined by the third term of the sum may

be somewhat transformed. By extending to infinity the frequency

integration range and considering that
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+AWx

+Ax
CXP' xplw (xi-.)dw 8 (.,c,_x,

then for the third component we obtain

+

S(I),- 2Sci, L?0Aq Re exp (Iofl) S -s(~)S* 't + V-)dx. 49 1,)4

2

If we compare this method of forming the correlation function

with the one previously considered in the signal-plane filtering

uz, t (9.22), it will be noted that the conversion of the light

pattern by means of the photoelectric detector in case (9.22)

forms the square of the modulus of the autocorrelation function,

while this transformation (9.44) is characterized by the

acquisition of the direct autocorrelation function value. This

is true because here the photodetector plays a part in the

integration operation.

This optical filter arrangement (rig. 9.11) also offers a

number of advantages over conventional optical filtering circuits

in that it is simpler and does not require the elimination of the

constant light component determined by the reforence level.

Optical Filter Employing Space
Focusing

For certain signal forms the optical filter can be designed

without the use of masks. The approach in this case is through

the space-focusJng property of light vibrations. Similar optical

filters can be designed, for example, for, narrow-band, unmodulated

radio signals (2.33) and signals with linear frequuncy modulation

(2.37). The block diagram of this kind of filter with a dynamic

transparency has been described in [20, 49] and is shown in Fig.

9.12.
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Coherent light -
sourceCollimator F-Filtering Pe P1

lens 3() lens

Fig. 9.12. Optical filter employing space light focusin1.

The light stream, phase-modulated by the ultrasonic modulator,

is focused by the filtering lens. When the input signal is

represented by a radio pulse of form (2.33), the focusing of the

beam occurs in plane Pnl' while in a certain region of the

fundamental frequency wx0 an image appears corresponding to the

Fourier transform of the signal reaching the input of the ultrasonic

modulator (9.38). As the frequency of the input oscillation

varies, there is a shift in the light image relative to the point

WX0 by the amount Ax. Following (9.6), this shift is defined as

Ax = ,L40,. 
(9.45)

If ahead of the photoelectric receiver at point 1 (Fig. 9.12)

there is set ip a narrow slot passing the spectral components

determined only by the spectrum of the input signal, then the

signal from the receiver output will characterize the envelope of

the oscillation at the output of' a matched filter tuned to the

frequency of the radio pulse.

To create a set of filters overlapping the prescribed

frequency band in plane Pnl' it is merely necessary to set up a

series of photoelectric receivers having the appropriate slots.
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With the arrival at the input of the ultrasonic m.dulat,i

of Fig. 9.12 of a signal of type (2.37), frequency-modulated

according to the linear law, the focusing of the beam behind the

focusing lens shifts to the P0 plane. Now

L, Lto
L.=Lo ,Z* BJ) (9.46)

where

^oS2FO

Optical Filter with Dynamic Mask

A block diagram of this filter may be seen in Fig. 9.13. The

filter is designed in conformity w-th the circuit of Fig. 9.5 or

9.11, In which the signal and filter transparencies are of the

dynamic variety. Ultrasonic modulators may be used as dynamic

transparencies of this kind [60]. With the delivery to the input

of the first and second modulator of signals whose time character-

istic.t mirror each other, the photoreceiver output produces a

signal which describes in time either the square of the envelope

of the correlation integral (9.22) or its direct value (9.44).

Filter
reference signal

00 , P h o t o -

-- -- electric utput
receiver Signal

'4 ,

Input oscillatio

Fig. 9.13. Optihal filter with dynamie mask.
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For the purpose of altering the time scale of the filter
reference signal and eliminating the need that it mirror the
characteristics of the input signal, the circuit arrangement
shown in Fig. 9.13 can be slightly modified to Include an
additional lens system (Fig. 9.141).

Filter
reference signal

- receiver

1% Image seae
variat ion system

Input oscillation

Fig. 9.141. Optical filter with dynamic mask and
changing time scale.
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